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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist, independent
corporate intelligence firm, headquartered in London. Collectively
our team has decades of experience in undertaking complex
investigations and intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty
languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over the last
three years, involving some 150 territories. Our client base includes
a broad range of leading international financial institutions, law
firms and multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial
crime, integrity and reputational risks, which can arise
from a lack of knowledge of counterparties or local
jurisdictions, enabling our clients to make better
informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with
anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and
other relevant financial crime legislation, such as
sanctions compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion
or sanctions risks. Our services support the onboarding, periodic or retrospective review of clients or
third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide
range of complex disputes and other contentious
matters, including complex cross-border asset tracing
claims, litigation support, internal investigations,
market intelligence, supply chain analysis and country
risk assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a
very broad range of public and proprietary data
sources, as well as a longstanding network of reliable,
informed local contacts, cultivated over decades,

who support us regularly in undertaking local enquiries
on a confidential and discreet basis. As a specialist
provider of corporate intelligence, we source
information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means
we avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect
larger organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and
respect for time constraints. We offer robust, costeffective solutions, providing our clients with work of
the highest quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you
would like to know more about Aperio’s services or
discuss how we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the August issue of the Financial Crime Digest. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month,
please sign up here. We are currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of
financial crime developments. If you would like more information please email info@aperiointelligence.com
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PRESS AND MEDIA
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page 24
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Najib Razak reportedly imprisoned for 12
years immediately after losing final appeal in
1MDB corruption case

UN states serious human rights violations in
Xinjiang "may constitute crimes against
humanity"
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Q&A
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Are Guyana’s fiscal prospects hostage to
bad oil deals?

Q&A with Ruta Bajarunaite, independent
financial crime expert

DATES FOR THE DIARY
September

09
September

16

Swiss Federal Council consultation on
legislation to screen foreign investments
closes

UK FCA consultation on improving equity
secondary markets closes

September

14
September

22

ESMA open hearing on consultation on the
review of the MiFID II product governance
guidelines

The Law Society's Anti-Money Laundering
and Financial Crime Conference 2022
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ENFORCEMENT AND LITIGATION

UK FCA fines Citigroup’s international brokerdealer over failure to detect market abuse

The UK’s Financial Conduct

The MAR entered into force in

failed to identify and assess the

Authority (FCA) issued on 19

2016 and requires firms that

specific market abuse risks it was

August a final notice imposing a

arrange or execute transactions in

potentially exposed to. It is shown

£12.5 million fine against

financial instruments to establish

that CGML commenced a

Citigroup Global Markets Limited

and maintain effective

remediation programme in

(CGML) for failing to properly

arrangements, systems and

January 2018, following a risk

implement the Market Abuse

procedures to detect and report

assessment. Most significant gaps

Regulation (MAR) trade

potential market abuse. Firms are

were all rectified by the end of that

surveillance requirements

expected to monitor both orders

year, the notice reads.

relating to the detection of

and trades to detect potential and

market abuse. Citigroup was

attempted market abuse across a

The £12,553,800 fine is a result of

found to be in breach of Article

broad range of markets and

CGML’s consent to resolve the

16(2) of the MAR and Principle 2

financial instruments.

case and its according

of the FCA’s Principles for
Businesses.

qualification for a 30 percent
According to the final notice,

discount (without it, the fine would

CGML, a wholly-owned indirect

have amounted to almost £18

FCA Executive Director of

subsidiary of Citigroup Inc, failed

million).

Enforcement and Market Oversight

between November 2015 and

Mark Steward states that CGML’s

January 2018 to conduct its

conduct impacted “market

business with “due skill, care and

integrity and the overall detection

diligence” in relation to the

of market abuse”.

implementation of the new
requirement. The company also

4

FCA final notice
FCA press release
FCA Principles for Businesses
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Donald Trump invokes Fifth Amendment in fraud
probe, files motion following home search in
presidential records inquiry

Former US President Donald J.

terms for loans and insurance

take the Fifth Amendment due to

Trump invoked on 10 August his

coverage while deflating the value

his family and company being

Fifth Amendment right against

of other assets to reduce real

“targets of an unfounded,

self-incrimination in New York

estate taxes. “There was nothing

politically motivated Witch Hunt”. “I

(NY) Attorney General (AG) Letitia

that happened at The Trump

did nothing wrong”, the statement

James’ civil probe into Trump

Organization […] that did not go

reads. Trump added that the AG’s

Organization’s finances. In

through Mr. Trump with his

Office has “found nothing” after

another probe, targeting alleged

approval and sign-off”, Cohen

years of work and “tens of millions

mishandling of classified

stated during the hearing.

of dollars […] spent on this long
simmering saga”. NBC News

documents, the former president
filed on 22 August a motion

In Januar, AG James sought a

reports that a spokesperson for

demanding a halt to the review of

court order for Trump and his

the AG’s Office confirmed that

documents seized from his Mar-

children Donald Trump Jr. and

Trump had invoked his right

a-Lago property.

Ivanka Trump to be compelled to

against self-incrimination.

appear for sworn testimony and

Furthermore, the media outlet

AG James opened in March 2019

for Trump to produce additional

reports that Trump’s attorney Ron

an investigation into Trump and

documents. In February, NY

Fischetti stated that the former

the Trump Organization following

County State Supreme Court

president only answered to the

testimony before Congress by

Justice Arthur Engoron granted

question regarding his name. It is

Trump’s former lawyer Michael

the request.

also shown that he took the Fifth

Cohen that his annual financial

Amendment over 440 times.

statements inflated the values of

Trump explained in a Truth Social

his assets to obtain favourable

post that he had “no choice” but to

5
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In separate criminal proceedings,

Southern District of Florida to

to destroy some of them, as well

Trump Organization Chief

unseal the search warrant and

as other Trump Administration

Financial Officer Allen Weisselberg

property receipt. US Magistrate

records “that are missing”. The

pleaded guilty to 15 felony charges

Judge Bruce E. Reinhart granted

NARA announced around that time

for his role in a tax scheme that

the following day the DOJ’s motion

that it had arranged for the

spanned between 2005 and June

to unseal.

transport of 15 boxes of

2021 and involved failing to pay

presidential records from Mar-a-

NY state and federal income taxes

The unsealed search warrant listed

Lago and that Trump’s

on roughly $1.7 million in

among the property to be seized:

representatives assured that they

compensation, Manhattan District

(1) information regarding the

are continuing to search for

Attorney Alvin L. Bragg Jr informed

retrieval, storage or transmission

additional records which should

on 18 August. Weisselberg is

of national defence information or

have been, pursuant to the

expected to serve a five month jail

classified material; (2) any

Presidential Records Act,

sentence and five years’ probation

government and/or presidential

transferred to the NARA from the

on condition that he testifies

records created between 20

White House at the end of the

“truthfully in the upcoming criminal

January 2017 and 20 January

Trump Administration in January

trial of the Trump Organization”.

2021; (3) any evidence of the

2021.

Bragg notes that Weisselberg’s

knowing alteration, destruction or

plea “directly implicates the Trump

concealment of such records or of

The NARA wrote in a letter to the

Organization in a wide range of

any documents with classification

Oversight Committee that it had

criminal activity”. An investigation

markings. The FBI indeed seized

identified “items marked as

into the former president is

items such as miscellaneous

classified national security

ongoing as well, according to

secret, top secret and confidential

information within the [15] boxes”

Bragg; so far, he has not been

documents, as recorded in the

and that it “has been in

charged or accused of wrongdoing

property receipt.

communication with” the DOJ on

in the case.

this matter. Moreover, the letter
On 26 August, the DOJ further

describes how some of the “torn-

Trump’s deposition before the NY

unsealed a redacted version of the

up records” have been “recovered

AG followed an 8 August search

affidavit used to obtain the

and taped together” by White

conducted, in another inquiry, by

warrant, which notes that the FBI

House staff during the Trump

the Federal Bureau of Investigation

had identified 184 documents

Administration, although “a

(FBI) at Trump’s Mar-a-Lago

“bearing classification markings”

number of other torn-up records

residence. Trump stated that the

within 15 boxes of records which

that were transferred had not been

search was an “unannounced raid”,

Trump returned in January.

reconstructed by the White

it was “not necessary or

House”.

appropriate”. US AG Merrick

In February this year, House of

Garland showed on 11 August that

Representatives’ Committee on

Following the search, Maloney and

the decision to seek a search

Oversight and Reform

Permanent Select Committee on

warrant was “personally approved”

Chairwoman Carolyn B. Maloney

Intelligence Chairman Adam Schiff

by himself and that the search was

sought information from the

sent, on 13 August, a letter to

authorised by a federal court

National Archives and Records

Director of National Intelligence

based on probable cause. He

Administration (NARA) about

Avril Haines noting that the former

added that the Department of

Trump’s alleged removal of

president’s alleged conduct “has

Justice (DOJ) filed a motion in the

presidential records and attempt

potentially put our national

6
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security at grave risk”. Maloney

seized from Mar-a-Lago. The

using any of the materials seized

and Schiff accordingly request “an

motion claims that the FBI agents

from Mar-a-Lago for criminal

immediate review and damage

demanded that the security

investigative purposes. The DOJ is,

assessment”.

cameras be turned off and

however, allowed to continue

prevented his attorneys from

reviewing the materials “for

Trump claims in several Truth

observing what was seized.

purposes of intelligence

Social posts that his attorneys

Additionally, it shows that the FBI

classification and national security

were already “cooperating fully”

seized documents covered by

assessments”. The special master,

and that the search was therefore

attorney-client privilege. The

who is to be appointed following

unnecessary, and accused the FBI

motion demands the appointment

proposals from both parties, is

of corruption. Both AG Garland

of a special master, whose role is

expected to review the seized

and FBI Director Christopher Wray

to ensure that investigators do not

items, “manage assertions of

condemned the “unfounded”

review privileged information.

privilege and make

attacks on the integrity and

Trump also requested a more

recommendations thereon, and

professionalism of the FBI, as well

detailed property receipt and for

evaluate claims for return of

as of the DOJ.

items seized outside the scope of

property”. In issuing the order,

the search warrant to be returned.

Judge Cannon considered, among

White House Press Secretary

others, the “undeniably

Karine Jean-Pierre highlighted

US District Judge Aileen Cannon

unprecedented nature of the

during a press conference the

issued on 27 August a preliminary

search of a former President’s

DOJ’s independence regarding

order stating the Court’s

residence”, as well as “the power

criminal investigations. Jean-

“preliminary intent to appoint a

imbalance between the parties”

Pierre also stated that President

special master in this case” and

and the aim to ensure that

Joe Biden learned about AG

instructing the DOJ to publicly file

“swirling allegations of bias and

Garland signing off on the search

a response to Trump’s motion by

media leaks” do not interfere with

warrant “through the public reports

30 August. A hearing on the

the “integrity of an orderly

[…] just like the American people

motion was scheduled for 1

process”.

did”.

September.
Trump Truth Social post (10 A…

On 22 August, Trump announced

Judge Cannon issued on 5

the filing of a motion in the US

September an order granting

District Court for the Southern

Trump’s request for a special

District of Florida seeking to obtain

master and instructing the DOJ to

a halt to the review of documents

temporarily stop reviewing and

7

Michael Cohen hearing transcr…
NY AG press release (18 Janu…
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UK Gambling Commission fines Entain Group
£17m over AML and social responsibility failings
interact with customers “in a way which minimised
their risk of experiencing harms associated with
gambling”. Moreover, LCI’s policies were not updated
in a timely manner to reflect the introduction of the
October 2019 Social Responsibility Code Provision
3.4.1 (SRCP 3.4.1). Concurrently, the Commission
found that certain customers subject to enquiries and
restrictions were allowed to open multiple accounts
with the licensee’s other brands. In one instance, a
customer’s account with Coral was blocked on the
The UK Gambling Commission announced on 17
August that it has imposed a record £17 million fine
on gambling company Entain Group over
“unacceptable” anti-money laundering (AML) and
social responsibility failures. From this amount, a
£14 million penalty was imposed for failures at its
online business LC International Limited (LCI), while
the remaining £3 million relates to failures at its
Ladbrokes Betting & Gaming Limited (LBG)
operation.
According to the Commission, between December
2019 and October 2020, LCI, which runs 13 websites,
including Ladbrokes.com, coral.co.uk and
foxybingo.com, failed to implement adequate AML
and responsible gambling policies, procedures and
controls. The investigation revealed that certain
customers deposited large amounts of money
without an interaction being triggered, while in other
cases, LCI failed to conduct enhanced due diligence
(EDD) verifications. The notice highlights that in one
instance, a customer deposited £524,501 in the
period of the failings, incurring losses of £75,600.
However, he was not requested to provide evidence
on the source of funds until April 2020.
The Commission notes that LCI “placed excessive
reliance on open-source information”, while failing to
8

grounds that he spent £60,000 in 12 months and
failed to provide source of funds, but was later able to
open an account with Ladbrokes and deposit £30,000
in one day.
The investigation into LBG, which runs 2,746
gambling premises across Britain, also revealed
failings in the implementation of AML and responsible
gambling policies, procedures and controls, as well as
weaknesses in its reporting arrangements. For
example, in one case, a betting shop customer was
allowed to stake £168,000 on shop terminals over
eight months without conducting DD checks. The
Commission further notes that LBG “was slow to
interact or did not interact with certain customers”, as
required by SRCP 3.4.1. In this regard, the
investigation revealed that “one shop customer was
not escalated for a safer gambling review by either
the shop or support office teams despite staking
£29,372 and losing £11,345 in a single month”.
Both LCI and LBG agreed to conduct a follow-up
independent audit within one year with the aim of
assessing the implementation of AML and safer
gambling policies, procedures and controls, as well as
to appoint a board member to oversee the
implementation of their action plans.
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In a statement following the Commission’s

whatsoever of criminal spend within Entain’s

announcement, Entain noted that, while it “accepts

operations”.

that certain legacy systems and processes
supporting the operations of its British business

UK Gambling Commission press release

during 2019 and 2020 were not in line with the
evolving regulatory expectations of the Commission
in respect to aspects of social responsibility and [...]
AML safeguards, the Group also notes the

LC International Limited public statement
Ladbrokes Betting & Gaming Limited public statement

Commission’s statement that it found no evidence

Robinhood Crypto reaches $30m settlement
with NYDFS over compliance failures,
cybersecurity concerns
laundering obligations and

department’s 2019 inspection. The

cybersecurity”.

consent order further allows the
firm to retain an independent

Superintendent Adrienne Harris

consultant, who assisted the

states that, as Robinhood’s crypto

business with remedying its

business grew, the company

compliance shortcomings over the

“failed to invest the proper

course of the probe. The

The New York Department of

resources and attention to develop

consultant will assess and report

Financial Services (NYDFS)

and maintain a culture of

on improvements made by the

announced on 2 August that the

compliance”. Among the failures

company in the future.

crypto-asset subsidiary of US-

noted in the consent order, the

based stockbroker Robinhood

regulator highlights that the

Robinhood Head of Litigation,

Markets Inc will pay a $30 million

company’s compliance function

Regulatory Enforcement, and

fine over anti-money laundering

was inadequately staffed, that

Investigations Cheryl Crumpton

compliance failures, consumer

Robinhood’s transaction

informed Forbes that the company

protection violations, and

monitoring system remained

is “pleased” with reaching a

breaches of cybersecurity rules.

manual, despite the increases in

resolution, adding that the firm

volume and customers, and that

made “significant progress” in

Robinhood Crypto LLC reached a

the crypto-asset subsidiary’s

strengthening its lines of defences.

settlement with the New York

cybersecurity team was

regulator over matters that the

insufficiently staffed.

NYDFS press release

failures in the areas of bank

In addition, Robinhood Crypto did

Consent order

secrecy [and] anti-money

not provide a telephone number on

NYDFS describes as “significant

its website for consumer
complaints, at the time of the
9

Robinhood 10-Q filing (3 Augu…
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HKMA fines Commerzbank branch HK$6m over
customer due diligence deficiencies
effectively. HKMA cites delays in name screening and
omissions in identifying Bos of PEP-related
customers.
The regulator further notes that the bank’s procedures
“allowed continuity of a business relationship despite
the failure to carry out CDD measures, as long as the
approval from a line manager was obtained”.
According to its findings, of the 17 customers for
which it failed to conduct adequate CDD, CBHK
The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA)
announced on 26 August that it fined the local
branch of Commerzbank AG HK$6 million
(£661,132) for deficiencies in its customer due
diligence (CDD) and non-compliance with other
duties required by the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorist Financing Ordinance (AMLO). The
shortcomings were identified in an on-site
inspection and the fine resulted after further
investigation.
According to the statement of disciplinary action,
between 1 April 2012 and 30 June 2016,
Commerzbank Hong Kong (CBHK) failed to carry out
timely CDD checks on 17 customers before
establishing business relationships with them, with
delays ranging from two to 46 months.
Furthermore, the regulator indicates that before
August 2015, CBHK’s automated politically exposed
person (PEP) name screening was conducted only on
customers, but not on their beneficial owners (BOs),
whilst the manual screening was not implemented

10

terminated the business relationship with only five
customers.
In deciding the disciplinary action, HKMA considered
it needed “to send a clear deterrent message” about
the importance of effective internal anti-money
laundering controls.
“As the first line of defence, carrying out CDD
measures upon customer on-boarding is fundamental
to combating money laundering and terrorist
financing and thereby maintaining the integrity of the
banking system of Hong Kong”, states Carmen Chu,
Executive Director (Enforcement and AML) of the
HKMA. She stresses that banks should refer to the
HKMA’s relevant guidelines and circulars in “reviewing
and optimizing the performance” of their AML/CFT
control systems “on an on-going basis”.
HKMA press release
Statement of disciplinary action
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El Salvador arrests former administration
officials and businesspeople over
embezzlement, money laundering
Lizama, former director of the State Intelligence
Agency (Organismo de Inteligencia del Estado, OIE).
Armida Díaz, who served as institutional treasurer of
the Presidency between November 2016 and May
2019, is accused of having signed 193 of said checks.
Revelo Vega is accused of managing complementary
salary payments for the Presidential General Staff
without meeting the requirements of the law.
Businessman Alexander Benítez Peña, owner of two
EL Salvador’s Attorney General’s Office (Fiscalía

General de la República El Salvador, FGR)
announced on 23 August that it has issued
subpoenas against 18 former officials and two
businessmen over their alleged involvement in
diverting over $183.8 million in state funds during
the 2014-2019 administration of former president
Salvador Sánchez Cerén. The arrest of 15 of the
former officials was previously announced in an 18
August official statement.
Sánchez Cerén, former head of the Presidential
General Staff Jorge Antonio Revelo Vega, former
institutional treasurer of the Presidency Daysi Armida
Díaz Álvarez and former executive director of the
Presidency Manuel Arturo Ayala Orellana are among
the 18 accused of embezzlement and money
laundering.
The prosecutor added that the sums "were diverted by
issuing checks" from the Subsidiary Account of the
Public Treasury of the Presidential House to six bank
accounts "not authorised" by the Ministry of Finance.
The owners of the accounts were employees of the
Presidency, including Ayala Orellana and Edgar

11

local businesses, is allegedly one of the people to
whom funds were allocated as a service provider of
the Presidency without being registered under that
category.
Sánchez Cerén is reported to have fled with his family
to Nicaragua after being implicated in another
corruption scheme dubbed ‘Public Looting (Saqueo

Público)’, which involves former president Mauricio
Funes Cartagena. He is accused of distributing $351
million in public funds to his personal accounts
through several presidential staff close to him during
his 2009-2014 mandate.
On 26 August, the FGR announced that it has ordered
a formal investigation into Revelo Vega, Armida Díaz,
Ayala Orellana, and Benítez Peña. House arrest was
ordered for three other former employees of that
government, namely Francisco Rodríguez Arteaga,
financial manager of the Presidency; Pablo Gómez,
financial assistant of the Presidency; and Jorge
Alberto Herrera Castellanos, institutional treasurer of
the Presidency. They were already placed under house
arrest for also being linked to the proceedings in the
Funes Cartagena case.
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In relation to the case involving Funes Cartagena, the

Henríquez, former Minister of Justice and Public

FGR also announced that the indictment of ten former

Security.

officials of the administration on charges of illicit
enrichment and money laundering was presented

FGR press statement

before the Third Investigating Court of San Salvador.
These include Sanchez Cerén and, among others,
Juan Ramón Carlos Enrique Cáceres Chávez, former
Minister of Finance; and José Manuel Melgar

FGR press statement (18 August)
FGR press statement (26 August)

ECB confirms sanctions against Crédit Agricole
over unapproved classification of shares
ECB could not assess in a timely manner whether the
instruments were eligible as CET1 capital. CASA’s
subsidiaries are shown to have acted similarly for
three consecutive quarters.
The banks’ conduct was sanctioned in 2018 by the
ECB, which shows that the EU General Court annulled
partially the sanction decisions finding that the ECB
provided insufficient reasoning on how it had
determined the amounts. However, the General Court
The European Central Bank (ECB) announced on 23
August that it has imposed penalties of €4.275
million on Crédit Agricole S.A. (CASA), and
€300,000 and €190,000 on its subsidiaries Crédit
Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank and Crédit
Agricole Consumer Finance respectively. The
sanctions concern the bank’s classification of
shares as Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital
without prior permission from the ECB.
“This prior control is key to ensure banks can absorb
losses”, the ECB notes.

confirmed the liability of the banks. The banks’
appeals were then dismissed by the Court of Justice
of the European Union.
When deciding the penalties’ amount, the ECB
explains that it applies its Guide to the method of
setting administrative pecuniary penalties.
Particularly, CASA’s breach was classified as
“moderately severe”, while the subsidiaries’ breach
was classified as “minor”.
CASA amended penalty notice
CA Corporate and Investment Bank amended penalt…

According to the ECB, CASA classified between 2015
and 2016 newly issued shares as CET1 capital, “which
is the highest quality of capital as defined by banking
law”, without the ECB’s permission. Accordingly, the

12

CA Consumer Finance amended penalty notice
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UK FRC fines PwC £1.75m over BT Group audit
With respect to the total amount of BT’s Italy-related
adjustments, the FRC notes that the audit company
and its partner also failed to prepare audit
documentation which could sufficiently enable an
experienced auditor to understand the nature, timing
and extent of the performed procedures, their results
and the obtained audit evidence, as well as the
conclusions reached.
The initial fine for PwC was £2.5 million and £60,000
The UK’s Financial Reporting Council (FRC)
announced on 8 August that audit company
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC) has been fined
£1.75 million for its audit of financial statements of
BT Group plc for the financial year 2017 (FY17),
following the identification of fraud in the company’s
2016 Italian operations. An additional £42,000 and
severe reprimand have been imposed on PwC’s
Audit Engagement Partner Richard Hughes.
The regulator notes that PwC and Hughes failed to
act with the “requisite professional scepticism” and
“did not obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence”,
while also failing to determine whether changes in
BT’s accounting estimated were appropriate. In
relation to the latter, the FRC’s notice highlights that
BT disclosed in its FY17 financial statements,
adjustments of approximately £513 million, which
were made up of: (1) corrections of prior-period errors
of £268 million and (2) changes in accounting

for Hughes, however both qualified for a 30 percent
discount for admissions and early disposal.
Claudia Mortimore, the FRC’s Deputy Executive
Counsel, stated that “[t]he sanctions imposed in this
case, where certain elements of the adjustments
following a fraud were not subject to the required level
of professional scepticism, underscore this message
and will serve as a timely reminder to the profession”.
In a statement cited by the Financial Times, PwC
stated that “we have made significant investment in
strengthening audit quality in recent years, which has
been recognised in improved quality inspection
results. We remain committed to maintaining and
building on this progress through the delivery of
consistently high-quality audits”.
FRC press release
FRC final decision notice

estimates of £245 million.
Financial Times article

13
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Indian government agency reveals customs duty
evasion allegedly committed by Vivo subsidiary
assembling, wholesale trading

received a DRI notice demanding it

and the distribution of mobile

pay the customs duty. The DRI

handsets and accessories

informs that M/s Vivo India has

thereof.

voluntarily deposited INR600
million (roughly £6.2 million)

According to a press release,

towards discharge of their

during searches at the company’s

differential duty liability.

India’s Directorate of Revenue

factory premises, the DRI found

Intelligence (DRI) announced on 3

“incriminating evidence indicating

The same press release notes that

August that an investigation

wilful mis-declaration” of certain

a similar notice was issued

revealed customs duty evasion of

items imported by M/s Vivo India

against Chinese phone-maker M/s

around INR22.1 billion (over £228

for mobile phones manufacturing.

Oppo Mobiles India Private Limited

million) allegedly committed by

The misdeclaration led to M/s Vivo

demanding duty of over INR44

M/s Vivo Mobile India Private

India wrongfully enjoying “ineligible

billion (over £456 million).

Limited, which is a subsidiary of

duty exemption benefits”.
DRI press release

China-based M/s Vivo
Communication Technology Co

Following the investigation, the

Ltd engaged in manufacturing,

company is shown to have

HMRC lists more tax avoidance promoters
HM Revenue and Customs

customers that they can avoid

advertised as clever ways to pay

(HMRC) added on 18 August

national insurance and income tax

less tax but in reality, they rarely

London-based ContractorCare

by paying contractors the national

work as the promoters promise”.

Ltd (CCL), Liverpool-based

minimum wage, with the rest of

Aiston added that exposing the

PAYEme Ltd (PML) and

their wage disguised as a different

details of such schemes and their

Stockport-based Gateway

un-taxed payment called ‘advance’

promotes aims “not only [to] help

Outsource Solutions Ltd (GOS) to

or ‘loan’. The latter was allegedly

customers steer clear of them, but

its list of tax avoidance scheme

not paid through the payroll and

also to disrupt the tax

promoters. The regulator urges

was made without deductions of

avoidance market and drive

customers to withdraw from the

income tax and national insurance

scheme promoters out of

advertised schemes in order to

contributions.

business”.

avoid “large tax bills”.
HMRC’s Director of Counter
HMRC notes that the companies

Avoidance Mary Aiston stated that

allegedly promised their

“[t]ax avoidance schemes are
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US medical corporation must face Medicare
fraud claims, appellate court rules
In July 2019, the District Court for the Central District
of California entered a judgement in favour of KCI
after the company filed a motion for summary
judgement. In June, the Court reasoned that
Hartpence failed to prove materiality and intent as
required by the False Claims Act. In the lower court’s
opinion, the whistleblower did not produce evidence
showing that, had it known of the alleged compliance
issues, the government would not have granted the
The US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
published an opinion on 9 August, restarting the
case between a whistleblower bringing an action on
behalf of the US against medical corporation Kinetic
Concepts Inc (KCI). The plaintiff brought the civil
action in 2008 under the False Claims Act, alleging
that the company fraudulently obtained Medicare
reimbursements for its wound treatment devices.
Between October 2001 and July 2007, Steven J.
Hartpence was employed by KCI as a Senior Vice
President for Business Systems. The civil complaint
filed in 2008 rests on the allegation that the company
and its KCI USA Inc subsidiary used a shorthand – the
modifier ‘KX’ – to indicate to contractors processing
claims on behalf of the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services that it was compliant with
requirements for payment, even though this was not
the case.
In the original complaint, the plaintiff estimated that
the alleged fraudulent billing amounted to over $188
million, between 2003 and 2007, with the

firm’s claims.
With regards to the scienter requirement, the district
court held that Hartpence’s argument that KCI filed
claims with the KX modifier despite knowing that it
was noncompliant to do so was insufficient. Instead,
the court reasoned that the issue is whether KCI knew
that the presence of the modifier would have bearing
on the government’s decision to pay.
The Court of Appeals reversed the summary decision,
going against the initial judgment’s findings on the
issue of materiality, which, in the upper court’s
opinion, vitiated the conclusions on scienter as well.
The appellate court holds that there is “ample
evidence” in the material brought by the whistleblower
to allow for the conclusion that KCI’s addition of the
KX modifier was done with knowledge that it did not
satisfy specific requirements and that it could escape
case-by-case scrutiny by using the shorthand.
Court of Appeals opinion in case No. 19-55823
Court of Appeals opinion in case No. 18-55246 (6 Se…

whistleblower arguing that the practice could have
still been ongoing at the time he brought the civil
action.
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US DOJ enters into agreement to forfeit Nigerian
governor’s allegedly laundered assets
associate Abubakar Atiku Bagudu, now the governor
of Nigeria’s Kebbi state.
In the 2013 complaint, the US alleged that Abacha
and his associates embezzled billions of dollars in
public funds from the Central Bank of Nigeria and
subsequently laundered the money through the US
financial system. The group also allegedly purchased
through the Nigerian government and then Finance
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) announced on

Minister Anthony Ani government debt at inflated

23 August that it forfeited around $23 million

prices from a Bagudu and Abacha-controlled

connected to corruption and money laundering of

company through US transactions. The money from

former Nigerian dictator Sani Abacha and co-

both schemes was largely sent to UK bank accounts

conspirators.

and then used to purchase Nigerian bonds, generating
millions in interest profits, the DOJ stated in court

The funds will be returned to the Nigerian people

documents.

through an agreement between the US and the
Federal Republic of Nigeria, securing the repatriation

Bagudu’s brother, Ibrahim Bagudu, and the US

of a total amount of about $334.7 million, the DOJ

government applied to suspend the case on 3 August

reports. As per the agreement, the US will transfer 100

following a 19 July agreement on principle terms of a

percent of the net forfeited assets to the Nigerian

settlement for roughly $140 million in assets,

people to support the delivery of three critical

although the details of the settlement have not been

infrastructure projects that were previously authorised

disclosed. The US District Court judge ruling on the

by Nigerian president Muhammadu Buhari and the

case ordered an update by 2 November.

Nigerian parliament.
A 2018 agreement between Bagudu and the Nigerian
The DOJ filed a forfeiture complaint in 2013 in the US

government reportedly involves the return of $144

District Court for the District of Columbia targeting 16

million to the Nigerian state. The government has also

accounts and portfolios, including at Deutsche Bank

applied to the UK to unfreeze assets in investment

International Limited, Standard Bank London Limited,

portfolios that were frozen by the UK government

HSBC Fund Administration (Jersey) Fund Limited and

following a request by the US.

multiple portfolio assets held in the British Virgin
Islands. The DOJ has aimed to forfeit five corporate

In 2019, the International Centre for Investigative

entities as well as over $500 million in other assets.

Reporting (ICIR) Nigeria reported that the Pandora

The US alleges that the funds represent corruption

Papers leaks revealed that the Singapore-based

proceeds laundered under General Abacha by the late

Asiaciti Trust was instrumental in assisting Bagudu

Nigerian leader, his son Mohammed Sani Abacha and

launder the allegedly stolen public funds through
offshore trusts.
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Agency and the DOJ’s Office of International Affairs,

In 2020, the DOJ returned over $311.7 million of the

under the Kleptocracy Asset Recovery Initiative.

forfeited assets, representing “corrupt monies
laundered during and after the military regime of

DOJ press release

General Abacha”.
DOJ press release (4 May 2020)

Other entities involved in the investigation and
recovery of the funds include the UK’s National Crime

Bloomberg article

US SEC charges 11 individuals for $300m crypto
pyramid scheme
engage in transactions involving
smart contracts operating on the

Other defendants in the case

Ethereum, Tron, and Binance

include Samuel Ellis, Mark Hamlin,

blockchains. Forsage has

Sarah Theissen, Carlos Martinez,

functioned as a pyramid scheme

Ronald Deering, Cheri Bowen, and

for more than two years, with

Alisha Shepperd, all of them being

investors earning profits by

charged with violating the

recruiting others into the scheme,

registration and anti-fraud

the SEC alleges.

provisions of the federal
legislation. The SEC seeks

The US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) charged on 1

In June 2020, the Securities and

injunctive relief, disgorgement, and

August 11 individuals for their

Exchange Commission of the

civil penalties.

alleged involvement in creating

Philippines announced an

and promoting a fraudulent

investigation into Forsage, which

Ellis and Theissen, without

crypto pyramid and Ponzi scheme

concluded in September 2020 that

acknowledging or rejecting the

that raised over $300 million from

the platform had engaged in the

SEC allegations, agreed to settle

millions of retail investors across

unregistered offer and sale of

the charges and to permanently

the world, including in the US.

securities, in addition to operating

refrain from future violations of the

as a fraudulent scheme, according

charged provisions. Ellis agreed to

The SEC complaint alleges that in

to the SEC complaint. The SEC

pay disgorgement and civil

January 2020, Vladimir

further alleges that the defendants

penalties, while Theissen will be

Okhotnikov, an unidentified

continued to promote the scheme

required to pay compensations

individual purporting to be named

via several YouTube videos,

and civil penalties as ruled by the

Lola Ferrari, Mikhail Sergeev, and

despite the issuance of a cease-

court.

Sergey Maslakov launched

and-desist order against Forsage

Forsage.io, a website that enabled

by the Montana Commissioner of

millions of retail investors to

Securities and Insurance.
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Mastermind of Caribbean luxury resorts fraud
convicted in the UK
The UK Serious Fraud Office

according to the SFO. Around

the court that the risk of loss was

(SFO) announced on 3 August

8,000 individuals were deceived in

nearly unavoidable at that point.

that a jury convicted David Ames

total, according to the prosecutors.

on two counts of fraud by abuse

While Harlequin, which operated

of position for his role in running

The defendant advertised resorts

as a family business, promised

a scheme involving bogus

and hotels to be built as

9,000 property units, under 200

investment in luxury hotels in the

opportunities for investment, with

were actually completed,

Caribbean isles and Brazil that

interested persons required to pay

benefitting less than 30 investors.

caused approximately £400

a 30 percent deposit. According to

Ames was revealed to have

million in investor losses.

the SFO, only half of the amount

ignored repeated warnings about

went to actual construction, while

solvability and insisted on

Ames was charged in February

the rest was used to pay fees for

unrealizable promises. He will be

2017, four years after the start of a

Harlequin and salaries for

sentenced in September.

probe into companies he owned,

salespersons. The scheme, which

collected under the Harlequin

started in 2005, grew

Group. During the period

exponentially. In 2012, the funding

mentioned in the indictment,

shortfall surpassed £1.2 billion,

which ran between 2010 and 2013,

with an expert accountant telling

investors lost £226 million,

SFO press release
SFO press release (17 Februar…
Company House entry for Ames

Lloyds Bank Corporate Markets Jersey branch
fined £498,000 over AML/CFT failings
Bank Corporate Markets Plc

appropriate” mechanisms for

(LBCM) for anti-money

identifying and managing financial

laundering and countering the

crime risks associated with the

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

correspondent banking activity.

breaches.

The regulator adds that, during the
concerned period, the company’s

According to the JFSC, between

customer due diligence (CDD)

The Jersey Financial Services

2008 and 2020, LBCM’s Jersey

verifications, as well as its on-

Commission (JFSC) announced

branch failed to maintain specific

going monitoring and transaction

on 12 August that it has imposed

correspondent banking policies

monitoring systems were

a £498,000 civil financial penalty

and procedures and to implement

“inadequate”.

on the Jersey branch of Lloyds

“sufficiently robust and
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The JFSC notes that the company

settlement procedure, for agreeing

risks of financial crime, we

breached Principles 3 and 6 of the

to settle at an early stage of the

conducted our own internal review

Banking Code and the AML/CFT

process.

and did not identify any financial

Code and that its “negligent”

crime as having occurred or any

conduct and deficient AML/CFT

In response, Alasdair Gardner,

customer losses from the matters

arrangements for the respondent

LBCM’s Jersey branch CEO stated

identified”.

bank “left it exposed to an

“We accept the JFSC’s findings,

increased risk of financial crime

recognising that not fully adhering

occurring for a protracted period

to the regulations relating to

of time”. The initial fine applied

managing the correspondent

was £996,000, however the

banking relationship was not

company qualified for a 50 percent

acceptable. […] While the breaches

discount, in line with the JFSC’s

exposed ourselves to increased

JFSC press release
Public statement

Police detective, Cosa Nostra members charged
in New York in illegal gambling case
The US Department of Justice

released on bails. Alleged

family for the same purpose.

(DOJ) unsealed two indictments

Genovese associate Joseph

Alleged Genovese captain Carmen

on 16 August targeting members

Rutigliano was the sole defendant

Polito is charged for operating an

of the La Cosa Nostra crime

not to be arrested. The newspaper

illegal gambling website,

syndicate, charging nine

reports that the bonds reached up

PGWLines.

individuals, including a New York

to $2 million.

police detective, with

Rosario is alleged to have

racketeering, money laundering,

According to the DOJ, the

accepted undisclosed amounts of

operating illegal gambling

Genovese and Bonanno families

money to organise raids on rival

businesses, and obstruction of

allegedly began operating an illegal

gambling operations. US Attorney

justice. Eight of the defendants

gambling club in 2012 through the

Breon Peace called Rosario’s

are alleged to be members of or

New York-based Gran Caffe, thus

alleged conduct “shameful”,

connected to New York’s Bonanno

allegedly obtaining “substantial

describing the purported

and Genovese Mafia families.

revenue” then laundered and made

collaboration with Mafia families

available to the leaders of the

as “disturbing”.

Eight defendants, including

organised crime groups.

Nassau County Police Department

Additionally, members of the

Detective Hector Rosario, were

Genovese family allegedly

arrested that morning, with the

operated illicit parlours through a

New York Times reporting that

shoe repair shop and a football

seven of them entered not guilty

club, with three other sports clubs

pleas and were expected to be

allegedly used by the Bonanno
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Former Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto
reportedly investigated over alleged ML

The Mexican Attorney General’s

It is reported that OHL apparently

relative of Nieto are under scrutiny.

Office (Fiscalía General de la

made illicit financial contributions

Gómez reportedly added that

República, FGR) announced on 2

to the 2012 presidential campaign

Nieto was linked to two

August that it is “developing

of Nieto. It is also shown that OHL

businesses with alleged “financial

investigation procedures” over

was fined in 2016 by Mexican

irregularities” and that UIF had

federal crimes including money

authorities for accounting

requested the Attorney General’s

laundering (ML), illicit enrichment

irregularities.

Office to investigate the transfers

and illegal international transfers

that were made by family

against “Enrique P”. Reuters

The FGR statement adds that an

members and businesses

reports that two sources familiar

investigation folder was created,

associated with the former

with the matter identified

based on complaints filed by

President. He responded to the

“Enrique P” as former President

Treasury authorities, for ML and

allegations in a Twitter post,

Enrique Peña Nieto.

illegal international transfers.

stating that “before the competent

“There is also an investigation

authorities I will be allowed to

According to the statement, the

folder for illicit enrichment”,

clarify any question about my

FGR investigation is also looking

according to the statement.

assets and demonstrate their

into Spanish construction

legality”.

company Obrascón Huarte Lain

The announcement comes after

(OHL) SA, which was allegedly

the country’s Financial Intelligence

involved in electoral and

Unit (Unidad de Inteligencia

patrimonial crimes. Prosecutions

Financiera, UIF) Head Pablo

are expected in the coming

Gómez Álvarez stated for

months in this case, the FGR

reporters in July that three wire

notes.

transfers totalling around MXN26
million (almost £1.1 million) from a
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Indian crypto exchange platform WazirX probed
over $130m alleged money laundering
cryptocurrency exchanges

ED notes that no enhanced due

suspected of processing

diligence was conducted, despite

transactions involving transfers of

the KYC procedures indicating

over INR10 billion (approximately

suspicious transactions.

£108 million) from 16 FinTech
companies to international wallets.

WazirX states that it does not

Indian crypto exchange platform

Sources familiar with the matter

accept cash transactions and that

WazirX, co-operated by Zanmai

reportedly stated for The

it has fully cooperated with the ED,

Labs Pvt Ltd and Binance

Economic Times that at least ten

adding that Zanmai Labs “has no

Holdings Ltd, published on 9

crypto exchanges are allegedly

affiliation to […] users [investigated

August a statement on behalf of

involved, most of them reportedly

by the ED] and is unaware about

Zanmai Labs that it has a “no

“having a China link”.

the purpose of their transactions”.
Furthermore, according to WazirX,

tolerance policy towards any
illegal activities using WazirX”

The platform states that “[u]sers

Zanmai finds itself in “the position

amidst a money laundering (ML)

are signed up on WazirX only after

of any other intermediary whose

investigation launched by the

they complete the know your

platform may have been

Indian Enforcement Directorate

customer (KYC) process, including

misused”.

(ED).

submitting proof of address and
identity”. It further adds that the

India’s ED froze WazirX bank

company’s KYC terms and

accounts containing around

processes are publicly available,

INR646.7 million (nearly £7.02

and that “[f]or every transaction,

million), as it investigates

we are able to produce the KYC

WazirX tweet
ED press release
Cointelegraph article

details of the relevant user”. The

Abu Dhabi FSRA fines Wise Nuqud Ltd $360,000
over AML failures
The Abu Dhabi Global Market’s

between July 2019 and

of funds (SOF) and source of

(ADGM) Financial Services

September 2021.

wealth (SOW) for high-risk

Regulatory Authority (FSRA)

customers prior to conducting

imposed on 30 August a

According to the regulator, the

transactions on their behalf. The

$360,000 fine on Wise Nuqud Ltd

company failed to identify and

notice highlights that, during the

over anti-money laundering

verify, as part of its enhanced due

concerned period, Wise Nuqud

(AML) failures which occurred

diligence (EDD) checks, the source

determined the SOF and the SOW
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only for customers identified as

assessed as high risk for money

regulated entities maintain high

being politically exposed persons

laundering. Other shortcomings

standards to address money

(PEPs) or for those whose

identified by the regulator include

laundering risks and, where

beneficial owners were PEP.

failures by Wise Nuqud to: (1)

appropriate, the FSRA will take

However, for other high-risk

assess and consider customers’

strong action to ensure firms

customers, the firm only

nationality when conducting a risk-

comply fully with the anti-money

performed SOF and SOW checks

based assessment and (2)

laundering requirements in

when their payments reached a

properly identify, assess and

ADGM”.

certain threshold over a rolling 28-

consider the expected volume of

day period.

business for its customers, prior to

FSRA press release

establishing business
FSRA further found that the

relationships with them.

FSRA notice

company failed to properly obtain
the approval from senior

The FSRA CEO Emmanuel

managers to establish business

Givanakis stated that “[t]he FSRA is

relationships with customers

committed to ensuring that all

IDB Group debars Brazilian company Sociedad
Anónima de Obras y Servicios Copasa do Brasil
The Inter-American Development

which Copasa do Brasil was a non-

misrepresented certain project

Bank (IDB) announced on 11

leading party. Between 2013 and

expenses and activities.

August the 18-month debarment

2015, the other entity partner on

The IDB notes that, prior to the

of Brazilian construction

behalf of the consortium, allegedly

bribes being paid, a manager of

company Sociedad Anónima de

paid bribes worth nearly $1 million

Copasa do Brasil was aware of the

Obras y Servicios Copasa do

to a public official with

public official’s request. However,

Brasil for alleged corrupt and

responsibilities in the supervision

despite refusing to make the

fraudulent practices related to the

and management of the contract,

payments, he failed to report it,

execution of a road construction

who requested the illegal

“believing that payments would

contract under the Mario Covas

payments be made through a

not be made”.

Rodoanel Project in Brazil. During

designated subcontractor. The

the debarment period, the

bribes were reportedly authorised

The company’s debarment

company is ineligible to

by a consortium manager “based

qualifies as cross-debarment by

participate in projects and

on the impression that a failure to

other multilateral development

operations financed by the IDB

pay would result in unjustified

banks under the Agreement for

Group.

delays in approvals for contract-

Mutual Enforcement of Debarment

related disbursements due during

Decisions.

According to the IDB, the

the execution of works”. In order to

prohibited practices were

conceal the illicit payments, the

committed by a consortium to

consortium allegedly

22
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US BIS settles first non-monetary administrative
enforcement matter under new enforcement
policies
Export Enforcement Matthew S. Axelrod. Under the
new policies, where the conduct does not “reflect
serious national security harm”, administrative
enforcement actions will focus on non-monetary
penalties such as suspended denials of export
privileges. However, respondents must accept
responsibility, including by admitting to the underlying
conduct, and agree to other remediation-oriented
measures such as participation in training
programmes and compliance audits.
The US Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry
and Security (BIS) announced on 1 August that it
settled an administrative enforcement matter
involving owner and operator of GE Equipos de
Seguridad Luis Fernando Gracia, who has allegedly
committed one violation of the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR) by attempting to
export controlled items to Mexico without a licence.
BIS notes that Gracia admitted having ordered
controlled ballistic helmets and rifle scopes from a US
supplier and providing them to an individual located in
Arizona for transportation to Mexico. Gracia’s alleged
aim was to receive the items in Sonora, Mexico, where
his company has operations, to resell them to
Mexican government customers, retailers and
distributors with whom he had business relations. BIS
adds that Gracia failed to obtain the required BIS
licence for the attempted export to Mexico.
The settlement is the first one reached under new
settlement policies announced during a June BIS
conference by Assistant Secretary of Commerce for

23

Accordingly, BIS informs that Gracia will be subject to
a two-year suspended denial of his export privileges
and will complete a 12-month internal audit of his
company’s export controls compliance programme as
well as an export compliance training.
Other changes to BIS’ administrative enforcement
programme announced by Axelrod include: (1) using
existing regulatory and statutory authorities to ensure
that the most serious administrative violations trigger
commensurately serious penalties; (2) the
requirement of an admission of the underlying factual
conduct in order for the settling party to earn a
reduced penalty; (3) amending the processing of
voluntary self-disclosures (VSD) to differentiate
between VSDs involving minor or technical infractions
and VSDs that indicate potentially more serious
violations and how BIS resolves each of them.
BIS press release
BIS press release (30 June)
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REPORTS

UN states serious human rights violations in
Xinjiang "may constitute crimes against
humanity"

The UN Office of the High

The OHCHR highlights that the

Notably, the report describes an

Commissioner for Human Rights

Chinese government’s counter-

increasing trend of imprisonment

(OHCHR) issued on 31 August an

terrorism and counter-extremism

on alleged grounds of counter-

assessment of human rights

strategies have resulted in “severe

terrorism. However, the so-called

concerns in China’s Xinjiang

and undue restrictions on a wide

“vocational education and training

Uyghur Autonomous Region

range of human rights”

centres” (VETCs) still raise

(XUAR). The report concluded

characterised by a discriminatory

concerns. “Two-thirds of the

that the allegations of serious

component. The paper shows that

twenty-six former detainees

human rights violations

the “anti-terrorism law system” is

interviewed, reported having been

perpetrated against Uyghurs and

“deeply problematic” with respect

subjected to treatment that would

other predominantly Muslim

to international human rights

amount to torture and/or other

communities since late 2017 are

norms and standards. The system,

forms of ill-treatment, either in

“credible”, and “may constitute

which leaves “wide discretion to

VETC facilities themselves or in

international crimes, in particular

officials” in applying their coercive

the context of processes of

crimes against humanity”. The

powers, is shown to have

referral to VETC facilities”, the

assessment is based, inter alia,

generated at least between 2017

report highlights.

on 40 extensive interviews with

and 2019 “large-scale arbitrary

people with direct knowledge of

deprivation of liberty” of Uyghurs

The OHCHR notes that, based on

the situation, including former

and other predominantly Muslim

available information, it cannot

detainees.

communities in XUAR.

“draw firm conclusions regarding
the exact extent of such abuses”.
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Nevertheless, it underlines that

which have been conducted

against Uyghur and other

Uyghurs and other mainly Muslim

according to “the rule of law”.

predominantly Muslim

minorities see their religious

Moreover, it explained that the

minorities in XUAR, particularly

expression unduly restricted, as

VETCs are “learning facilities

those that have led to serious

well as their reproductive rights

established in accordance with law

human rights violations

and their rights to privacy and

intended for de-radicalization” and

movement.

not “concentration camps”. As for
the forced labour allegations,

Instances of forced labour are

China insists that “workers of all

reported both within and outside

ethnic groups” in XUAR have their

the VETCs, although these are

“lawful rights and interests […]

indications that require

protected, and there is no such

“transparent clarification” from the

thing as forced labour”.

Chinese government. The
Government is also recommended

The response calls on the

to cooperate with the International

international community to “be

Labour Organization (ILO) to

clear-eyed about the truth of the

implement the recommendations

combat against terrorism and

made by the ILO Committee of

extremism” in the region and

Experts on Conventions No. 111

suggests that the UN and other

and 122, including by allowing a

international organisations

technical advisory mission, and in

investigate “the human rights

the implementation of

disasters caused and numerous

Conventions No. 29 and 105 on

crimes committed by the US and

forced labour, and the 2014

some other Western countries

Protocol.

both at home and abroad”.

Promptly investigate
allegations of human rights
violations in VETCs and other
detention facilities
Ratify the International
Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, the International
Convention for the Protection
of All Persons from Enforced
Disappearance, and the
Optional Protocols to the
Convention against Torture, to
the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination and to
the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women
Cease intimidation and
reprisals against Uyghur and

In its response to the assessment,
China “firmly” opposed it, stating

The OHCHR urges the
Chinese government to

that it “distorts China’s laws and
policies […] interferes in China’s
internal affairs, which […]
undermines the credibility of the
OHCHR”. The response also states
that “remarkable outcomes” have

other predominantly Muslim
minorities abroad in connection
with their advocacy, and their

Take prompt steps to release

family members in XUAR

individuals arbitrarily deprived
of their liberty in XUAR, whether

OHCHR assessment of human…

in VETCs, prisons or other
detention facilities

China response to assessment

“counter-terrorism and de-

Urgently repeal discriminatory

OHCHR press release

radicalization efforts” in XUAR,

laws, policies and practices

been achieved through the
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Interpol publishes report on nexus between
organised crime and pollution crime
exchange for profits generated by

supporting documents in visa

the criminal activities, rather than

applications, to allow waste

in the form of upfront bribe

traders to travel internationally; (3)

payments. However, in some

the sale of falsely declared goods,

instances Interpol found that

such as waste sold as second-

perpetrators bribed local

hand products or (4) frauds in CO2

administrators in exchange for

emissions allowances. The report

Interpol published on 4 August a

them ignoring the illicit activity or

warns that “concealment is

report which notes that organised

abstaining from enforcement

consistently identified as a key

criminal networks are

action.

smuggling method” in waste
trafficking cases, with Germany

increasingly involved in pollution
crime, taking advantage of

The paper further highlights that

and the Netherlands reporting

legislative gaps, and using

pollution offenders often run

cases of hazardous waste being

various types of financial crimes

legitimate businesses as a cover

mixed with clean waste at sorting

such as fraud, tax evasion and

for illegal operations, with

facilities and then shipped abroad,

money laundering (ML) to

analysed data disclosing “a certain

to prevent detection.

facilitate pollution offences and

level of sophistication of the

to diversify their illicit activities.

criminal enterprise and of

Interpol stresses that integrating

professional competencies among

tools and techniques used against

As part of its research, Interpol

the suspects, essential to conceal

organised and financial crime into

examined 27 pollution crime cases

the criminal activity through the

environmental crime

across Africa, the Americas, Asia-

manipulation of legal records”.

investigations is “essential”. The

Pacific and Europe, whose

This modus operandi was

paper further calls for addressing

proceeds ranged from $175,000 to

identified in several cases

shortcomings in the national legal

$58 million, corresponding to an

involving jurisdictions such as

frameworks, where pollution crime

average of $19.6 million for each

Australia, the Netherlands,

is often not regarded as a

case. The report warns that

Slovakia, Spain, the UK and

predicate or “serious” offence

“pollution crime can be remarkably

Zambia.

which can be prosecuted under
organised crime laws, as well as

lucrative to those companies and
criminal groups involved,

Document fraud was also

for strengthening cooperation

sometimes representing a multi-

reflected in multiple cases,

between law enforcement

million-dollar illegal business”.

particularly those related to waste

agencies and environmental

Interpol revealed that in some

management, and involved, inter

regulatory authorities.

cases, corruption was

alia: (1) false declarations in

“instrumental to committing

customs paperwork or licence and

pollution offences”, and occurred

invoice falsification, in order to

mostly in the form of obtaining

prove the alleged legal disposal;

benefits from public officials in

(2) visa fraud, with falsified
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Iranian steel producer at heart of £2bn
corruption scandal, parliamentary report
charges

Iran’s Islamic Consultative

illicit payments to officials,

the influence of former reformist

Assembly ()مجلس شورای اسالمی

appointed family members of

president Hassan Rouhani and his

published a report on 18 August,

officials, and paid bribes to

cabinet. The former Iranian

showcasing numerous

journalists to ensure they could

political leader lost the electoral

allegations of corruption at the

continue operating.

race and was replaced in August

public-private Esfahan's

2021 by incumbent Ebrahim Raisi.

Mobarakeh Steel Company PJSC,

Other purported crimes include

one of the biggest producers of

payments for non-existent

The US Treasury Department’s

steel in the region. According to

consultancy services, illicit rent

Office of Foreign Assets Control

the London-based outlet Iran

payments, and illegal transactions

designated the steel manufacturer

International, the scandal

of stock involving the company’s

in October 2018 pursuant to

reportedly implicates members of

subsidiaries.

Executive Order 13224 for

the former governmental
administration.

allegedly being used as a revenue
Considering the allegations, the

stream by the Basij militia, which is

Tehran Stock Exchange

part of the Islamic Revolutionary

The local Farhikhtegan Daily

suspended trading until the

Guard Corps. Azimian was

reports that the dozens of alleged

company’s financial situation is

designated in January 2021 for

acts of corruption, money

clarified, Iran International reports.

being the CEO of the company.

laundering, and tax evasion

According to media reports, the

amount to approximately IRR92

investigation was started in

trillion (nearly £2 billion). The

autumn 2017, when Mobarakeh’s

parliamentary inquiry reportedly

CEO was Hamidreza Azimian, who

states that the company made

apparently depended politically on
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Iran International article (21 A…
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US GAO report calls for improvement of DOJ
data on use of suspicious financial transactions
reports
The paper further shows that the

efforts. The GAO found

2021 National Defense

methodological weaknesses in the

Authorization Act (NDAA) requires

DOJ’s first annual statistical report

the DOJ to provide data regarding

on BSA, particularly a lack of data

law enforcement agencies’ use of

from agencies that track some

BSA reports to the Secretary of the

uses of BSA reports due to the

Treasury, including how often

DOJ lacking procedures for

The US Government

reports contributed to arrests and

following up on its data requests.

Accountability Office (GAO)

convictions. Nevertheless, the

Moreover, it is reported that the

published on 25 August a report

report highlights that the DOJ

DOJ office responsible for the

on the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)

received no statistics from the

report failed to collaborate with the

examining statistics by the

agencies it had contacted and that

DOJ’s Chief Information Officer

Department of Justice (DOJ) on

agencies face challenges

(CIO) or Statistical Official (CSO)

the use of suspicious financial

collecting data that connect their

for the report’s design.

transactions reports.

use of BSA reports to case

The report recalls that financial

outcomes using current data

Accordingly, the GAO recommends

systems.

that: (1) the DOJ’s CIO, CSO and

institutions (FIs) are required,

Chief Evaluation Officer

under the BSA, to file reports about

The GAO underlines that

incorporate data on the use of BSA

suspicious financial transactions.

facilitating data collection on the

reports into the DOJ’s data

Access to their reports is ensured

use of BSA reports is key to

collection and infrastructure to

to law enforcement agencies by

providing feedback on the value of

determine how DOJ component

the Financial Crimes Enforcement

BSA reporting. It also emphasises

agencies using BSA reports can

Network (FinCEN). However, the

that the DOJ component agencies

collect NDAA-required data “more

GAO notes that FinCEN receives

represent a substantial portion of

consistently”; (2) the Chief of the

limited data from law enforcement

users of BSA data and could

DOJ’s Money Laundering and

agencies on their use of reports

provide best practices for

Asset Recovery Section

due to the agencies’ failure to

effectively tracking the use of BSA

collaborates with the CIO and CSO

collect such data. Accordingly,

reports to other agencies. The DOJ

in producing the reports.

FinCEN is unable to provide

has implemented an agency-wide

“comprehensive feedback” to FIs

data strategy to improve data

on the usefulness of their BSA

collection and infrastructure,

reports.

however BSA-related data have not
been included in the agencies’
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UN Special Rapporteur issues reports on
contemporary forms of slavery
status”; (4) Canada, Italy and Spain, with reports of
labour exploitation of migrant workers in agriculture;
(5) the Arab states of the Persian Gulf, where the
primary concern is the domestic servitude of migrant
women and girls.
The report further describes other forms of CS, such
as child and/or forced marriage, domestic servitude,
sexual slavery and child labour, which “exists in all
regions of the world”. In Asia and the Pacific, the
UN Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of
slavery Tomoya Obokata published on 16 and 18
August two reports on contemporary slavery (CS)
affecting minorities and on CS in the informal
economy (IE), respectively. Both reports are
submitted pursuant to Human Rights Council
resolution 42/10 and examine causes, typologies
and positive developments, and provide
recommendations for states, businesses, trade
unions and civil society organisations.
The report on CS affecting minorities explains that the
main cause of the phenomenon is systematic
discrimination, combined with poverty, limited access
to education, lack of access to land and public
services and the exclusion of minorities from public or
political life. The report shows that chattel slavery, a
form of CS, can be observed in Mauritania, Mali and
Niger. Forced and bonded labour are reported in: (1)
the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region of China
among Uyghur, Kazakh and other ethnic minorities
mainly in the agriculture and manufacturing sectors;
(2) Latin America – in Argentina, Guatemala, rural
areas of Brazil and the Brazilian Amazon region,
where slavery is “intricately linked” with environmental
crime; (3) Southeast Asia, for example Bangladesh,
where Dalits “are forced to undertake certain types of
labour as a consequence of their assigned caste
29

Middle East, the Americas and Europe, between 4 and
6 percent of children are said to be in child labour,
while in Africa the percentage is estimated at 21.6
percent.
Regarding CS affecting minorities, Obokata
recommends businesses, among others, to: (1)
ensure access to decent work among minorities by
upholding human rights and labour standards; (2)
implement the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights into their business action plan or
policy; (3) establish and implement mandatory human
rights due diligence frameworks; (4) take disciplinary
action against those who breach equality laws,
regulations and policies and/or engage in CS, with
appropriate sanctions; and (5) cooperate with labour
inspectorates in order to improve working conditions
and protect the human rights of minorities and
migrant workers.
The second report highlights that not all forms of
informal work are exploitative or abusive, however “a
clear link between informality and contemporary
forms of slavery can be observed in certain economic
sectors” including agriculture, domestic work,
manufacturing, mining, construction and sex work.
The paper notes that the IE accounts for 61.2 percent
of all employment, consisting of 2 billion workers.
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Obokata recalls, citing the International Labour

make appropriate tax and social security

Organization, that economic activities in the IE are

contributions, for example through simplified tax

either outside the reach of law or, while they operate

systems, and to work with national financial

within the reach of law, the law is not applied or

institutions and other regional and international

enforced in practice. Due to the lack of regulation or

partners to ensure financial inclusion. Labour

the under regulation of the IE, it can serve as a cause

inspections in the IE should also be enhanced, as well

of CS. Complex bureaucracy, shortcomings in the

as the access to justice and remedies for CS victims.

enforcement of relevant labour laws and regulations,

The report adds that states should guarantee trade

the difficulties in accessing justice and remedies and

union rights for all informal workers, including

in establishing trade unions add to the CS risks

documented and undocumented migrants.

associated with the IE.
Obokata 16 August Twitter post

Accordingly, Obokata calls for a transition from the
informal to the formal economy. States are
particularly recommended to formally register
informal businesses and employers, to find ways of

Slavery affecting minorities report
Obokata 18 August Twitter post

encouraging informal workers and businesses to

ECB releases paper on cross-border payments
The European Central Bank (ECB)

The ECB reviews emerging

released on 1 August a working

FinTech solutions “which have

The ECB concludes that the

paper exploring options for the

already delivered in terms of

interlinking of domestic payment

implementation of a rapid,

offering cheaper than ever cross-

systems and the future

affordable, universal, and secure

border payments for certain

interoperability of CBDCs

system of cross-border

currencies and use cases.” It

represent the most promising

payments.

further explores the case of

alternatives, although subject to

interlinking domestic payment

strong progress being made on

The paper analyses different

systems through a cross-system

the anti-money

current visions on how to identify

and FX conversion layer.

laundering/countering the

such a system within the next

financing of terrorism compliance

decade, namely through

Each of the alternatives explored in

side to ensure streamlined

modernised correspondent

the paper are assessed depending

processes for most cross-border

banking, emerging cross-border

on their “actual or potential

payments.

FinTech alternatives, Bitcoin,

efficiency, architectural

global stablecoins, interlinked

parsimoniousness,

instant payment systems with FX

competitiveness, and, relating to

conversion layer, and interlinked

that, preservation of monetary

CBDC with FX conversion layer.

sovereignty”.
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Illegal rare earth mining in Myanmar fuels
human rights abuses and environmental
damage, report claims
electronics. Such brands include

Myanmar legal framework, GW

General Motors Co, Mitsubishi

found that militias allegedly grant

Electric Co, Siemens AG, Tesla Inc

permission to Chinese companies

and Volkswagen Group, the paper

on land confiscated from local

notes.

communities, while issuing
unofficial work permits to Chinese

In a statement on the report’s

mine workers, in exchange for

Global Witness (GW) published

release, GW CEO Mike Davis

bribes. Data analysed by GW

on 9 August a report which notes

underlined that “[t]he fact that

reveals that China imported over

that the expansion of the illicit

tainted rare earths from Myanmar

$200 million worth of rare earth

rare earth industry in northern

are entering global supply chains

from Myanmar in December 2021

Myanmar fuels human rights

shows the need to broaden

alone.

abuses and environmental

international sanctions against the

destruction, while affecting local

military to include these crucial

The document recommends

communities and funding local

minerals”.

companies to cease heavy rare
earth mining operations in

militias linked to the country’s
The paper highlights that while

Myanmar. GW urges governments

there is limited public information

to restrict imports for rare earth

The GW investigation claims that

on the Chinese state-owned

elements produced in Myanmar in

China outsourced a relevant part

companies operating in this sector

cases where concerned

of its heavy rare earth mining

in Myanmar, evidence obtained by

companies are unable to

industry to Myanmar’s Kachin

GW indicates that China

demonstrate that their products

state, where satellite images

Minmetals Rare Earth Company

are not linked to illicit activities,

revealed 2,700 mining collection

and Guangdong Rare Earth Group

including corruption and human

pools as of March 2022. The

are “two of the […] four heavy rare

rights abuses. Governments are

report warns that illegally mined

processing giants […] sourcing

also recommended to impose

minerals from Myanmar are

from Myanmar”. GW notes that

additional sanctions “on armed

allegedly processed in China by

imports from Myanmar currently

actors illegally profiting from the

state-owned companies and sold

exceed China’s domestic mining

rare earth industry, to prevent

at a later stage to permanent

quotas, thus making Myanmar “the

profits from being used by

magnet manufacturers, such as

country’s single largest source of

Myanmar’s brutal regime”.

China-based JL Mag Rare-Earth

rare earths”.

military regime.

Global Witness press release

Company, which supply global
brands developing electric

Despite foreign investment in

vehicles, wind turbines and

small- and medium-scale mineral
production being illegal under the
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UK Regulatory Policy Committee issues opinion
on post-implementation review of AML/CTF
supervision regulations
effectiveness and the PBSs’ consistency of approach
to supervision.
The RPC states that the PIR is “fit for purpose” and
the evaluation is “proportionate to the scale of impact
of the measures”. Specifically, the RPC commends the
evidence considered by the HM Treasury and its
recommendation for the regulations to be amended.
However, the RPC finds that the PIR “would benefit
from more detail being included” regarding the
evidence. Moreover, the HM Treasury is
The UK’s Regulatory Policy Committee (RPC)

recommended to show which other policies and

published on 1 August its opinion on HM Treasury’s

initiatives that were in force may have contributed to

post-implementation review (PIR) of the Oversight

the recorded progress, in order to establish whether

of Professional Body Anti-Money Laundering and

the improvements can be attributed to OPBAS only.

Counter Terrorist Financing Supervision Regulations
2017.

The opinion further calls for a clearer presentation of
the OPBAS original objectives and how they relate to

The regulations established within the Financial

the implemented policy. Additionally, the review is

Conduct Authority the Office for Professional Body

expected to consider the impact upon small and

Anti-Money Laundering Supervision (OPBAS), which

micro businesses and if there are any additional

oversees the anti-money laundering and counter

challenges that supervisors and law enforcement

terrorist financing (AML/CTF) supervision of the

may face in overseeing said businesses.

accountancy and legal sectors by the professional
body supervisors (PBSs).

The RPC also took note of the HM Treasury’s original
key assumptions including that: (1) the alteration of

According to the PIR, the OPBAS currently oversees

the AML framework regime may lead to some PSBs

22 PBSs responsible for AML/CTF supervision, plus

leaving the regime; (2) PBSs would benefit from

an additional 3 PBSs from whom supervisory

improved information sharing and increased

functions have been delegated. Accordingly, the

collaboration, enabling them to use their resources

OPBAS supervises over 36,200 separate

more effectively; (3) regulated businesses, and their

organisations with respect to AML. The PIR shows

customers, would benefit from supervisors taking a

that “significant” progress has been achieved through

more risk-based approach and having more

the OPBAS, particularly on information and

consistent standards and expectations; and (4)

intelligence sharing. Nevertheless, improvements are

stronger supervision is expected to reduce economic

needed in terms of the UK supervisory regime’s

crime, therefore, benefitting the wider economy.

32
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However, the review does not discuss the
assumptions beyond stating them, according to the
RPC. Thus, it recommends testing the assumptions

RPC opinion
HM Treasury PIR (24 June)

and “discussing whether they held true”.
The Oversight of Professional Body Anti-Money Lau…

UN trade body warns of cryptocurrency rise risks
in developing countries

The UN Conference on Trade and

between September 2019 and

acting as a hedge against currency

Development (UNCTAD)

June 2021. Currently, there are

and inflation risks.

published on 10 August three

around 19,000 existing

policy briefs calling for action to

cryptocurrencies, compared with

Nevertheless, UNCTAD recalls that

curb cryptocurrencies in

1,500 in 2018. Moreover, in 2021,

the use of cryptocurrencies may

developing nations. UNCTAD

developing countries accounted

lead to financial instability risks,

warns of the risks and costs

for 15 of the top 20 economies

and undermines the effectiveness

entailed by crypto especially in

when it comes to the share of the

of capital controls. Furthermore,

developing countries and

population that owns

cryptocurrencies could jeopardize

provides policy options for

cryptocurrencies. Ukraine topped

the monetary sovereignty of

mitigating such risks.

the list with 12.7 percent, followed

countries by becoming a

by Russia with 11.9 percent and

widespread means of payment

The first policy brief notes that the

Venezuela with 10.3 percent. The

and even replacing unofficially

use of crypto increased

main reasons for the crypto

domestic currencies, it warns.

“exponentially” during the COVID-

popularity in developing countries,

19 pandemic, noting a 2,300

the brief informs, are the

Marina Zucker of UNCTAD’s debt

percent increase in the

facilitation of remittances and

and development finance branch

cryptocurrency ecosystem
33
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UNCTAD’s podcast Weekly

maintain the issuance and

Tradecast that cryptocurrencies

distribution of cash to avoid

Accordingly, UNCTAD advises that

are further criticised for how much

accentuating the “digital divide”.

countries take action to reduce

energy they spend and their

financial leakages from

impact on the environment, as well

UNCTAD highlights in the third

cryptocurrencies. To this end, the

as for facilitating financial crime.

policy brief that cryptocurrencies

international community should

Zucker notes that apart from not

may enable tax evasion or

“urgently” agree and implement a

helping developing countries,

avoidance through offshore flows

global tax crypto regulation that

cryptocurrencies also create new

with ownership that is hard to

adequately represents developing

risks, and that countries should

identify. As a result,

countries, it states. Information

create a “global framework of

cryptocurrencies can potentially

sharing on crypto holding and

cryptocurrency regulation”.

become a channel of undermining

trading should also be addressed

domestic resource mobilisation in

to detect evasion of capital

The first policy brief particularly

developing countries. Noting that

controls and enforce taxes. The

recommends developing countries

most of these countries lack tax

policy brief also notes that higher

to: (1) ensure financial regulation

regulation on cryptocurrencies, the

taxes could be imposed on

in this regard; (2) restrict crypto

brief shows that the size of the

cryptocurrencies “to discourage

advertisements; and (3) provide a

largest Bitcoin account (as of April

holding and transacting” such

safe, reliable and affordable public

2022) is equivalent to the 2022

assets.

payment system adapted to the

gross domestic product (GDP) of

digital era, such as a central bank

the Bahamas. Additionally, it

digital currency or fast retail

underlines that together the

payment system. The second

biggest 33 Bitcoin accounts with

policy brief adds that authorities in

over $1 billion each correspond to

developing countries should

the 2020 GDP of Guatemala.
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LEGISLATION

US designates additional Russian elites and
companies, issues new GLs and FAQs
blocked property of Guyev.

Russia State Duma Alina

Additionally, Guryev’s son Andrey

Maratovna Kabaeva and Natalya

Andreevich Guryev, formerly

Valeryevna Popova, First Deputy

PhosAgro’s CEO, was also

Director of Russian Non-State

designated for operating in

Development Institute

Russia’s financial services sector.

Innopraktika. Concurrently, OFAC
sanctioned JSC Promising

The US Department of the

FAQ 1075 clarifies that PhosAgro

Industrial and Infrastructure

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

is not targeted by sanctions,

Technologies (JSC PPIT), a

Assets Control (OFAC) and the US

underlining that the company is

financial institution owned by the

Department of State announced

not owned 50 percent or more by

Russian Federal Agency for State

on 2 August the designation

blocked persons or otherwise

Property Management, for being

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

considered the blocked property of

owned or controlled by the

14024 of multiple Russian elites

the two individuals.

Russian government. JSC PPIT’s
General Director Anton Sergeevich

and companies in response to
Russia’s aggression against

Separately, OFAC designated

Urusov was also listed.

Ukraine. Additionally, OFAC

Russian businessman Viktor

issued frequently asked

Filippovich Rashnikov, majority

On the same day, the US

questions (FAQs) 1073, 1074 and

owner and chairman of the Board

Department of State announced a

1075, as well as five new Russia-

of Directors of steel producer PAO

series of new measures against

related general licences (GLs).

Magnitogorskiy Metallurgicheskiy

Russia, over its “unconscionable

Kombinat (MMK), which was also

war against Ukraine”, including the

Among OFAC-designated

sanctioned. Two of MMK’s

imposition, pursuant to Section

individuals is Andrey Grigoryevich

subsidiaries, Russia-based

212(a)(3)(C) of the Immigration

Guryev, a “close associate” of

Investitsionnaya Kompaniya MMK-

and Nationality Act (INA), of visa

Vladimir Putin and the founder and

FINANS OOO and Türkiye-based

restrictions on: (1) 893 Russian

former Deputy Chairman of

MMK-Metalurji Sanayı Ticaret ve

officials for their alleged

Russia-based chemical company

Liman İşletmeciliği AŞ (MMK

involvement in violating Ukraine’s

PhosAgro PJSC. Guryev was

Metalurji), were also designated

sovereignty, territorial integrity or

designated for operating or having

for operating or having operated in

political independence and (2) 31

operated in the accounting and

Russia’s financial services sector

foreign government officials who

management consulting sectors

and for being owned or controlled

allegedly supported Russia’s

of the Russian economy. As part

by MMK.

purported annexation of Crimea.

the $120 million Cayman Islands-

Other individuals listed by OFAC

The State Department also

flagged yacht Alfa Nero as a

include former member of the

designated pursuant to Section

of the action, OFAC also identified

35
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1(a)(i) of EO 14024 Russian

Several entities were designated

Gold PLC, which were entered

oligarchs Alexander Anatolevich

pursuant to Section 1(a)(vii) of EO

prior to 2 June 2022. GL 43A

Ponomarenko, Andrey Igorevich

14024 for allegedly “being owned,

supersedes and replaces GL

Melnichenko and Dmitriy

controlled by, or having acted or

43, which was issued on 28

Aleksandrovich Pumpyanskiy,

purported to act on behalf of”

June

whose yacht Axioma was also

Russia, namely JSC State

identified as blocked property. 20

Transportation Leasing Company

other entities were sanctioned

(JSC GTLK) and four of its

pursuant to the same provision,

subsidiaries GTLK Europe DAC,

including, inter alia, the following

GTLK Europe Capital DAC, GTLK

Russian defence and high-

Middle East FZCO and GTLK Asia

technology entities: (1) the

Ltd.

Skolkovo Foundation; (2) JSC
Zelenograd Nanotechnology

In addition to the aforementioned

Centre; (3) JSC Svetlana

designations, OFAC issued on the

Poluprovodniki; (4) PJSC Kremny

same day five new GLs, which

and (5) JSC Scientific Research

authorise certain transactions

Institute Submicron.

which would otherwise be

September 2022 all
transactions which are
necessary to the wind down of
any transaction involving
designated entities Skolkovo
Foundation, Skolkovo Institute
of Technology, Technopark
Skolkovo LLC, Federal State
Institution of Higher Vocational
Education Moscow Institute of
Physics and Technology, PAO

prohibited by EO 14024.

MMK, JSC Government

Specifically

entity in which they own 50

Separately, the State Department
sanctioned pursuant to Section

GL 47 authorises until 1

1(a)(ii)(F) of EO 14024 four

Transport Company or any
percent or greater interest

individuals and one entity for

GL 40A authorises, under

allegedly being or enabling

GL 48 authorises until 3

certain conditions, transactions

“illegitimate political leaders

October 2022 transactions

which are necessary for the

installed by Russia or its proxy

which are necessary for the

provision, exportation or

forces to undermine political

divestment or transfer of debt

reexportation of goods,

stability in Ukraine”: (1) Kostyantyn

or equity of, and wind down of

technology or services to

Volodymyrovych Ivashchenko,

derivative contracts involving

ensure the safety of civil

illegitimate mayor of Russia-

PAO MMK, JSC Government

aviation. GL 40A supersedes

controlled Mauripol; (2) Volodymyr

Transport Company and any

and replaces GL 40, which was

Vasilyovich Saldo and Kyrylo

entity in which they own 50

issued on 28 June

percent or greater interest

officials of the Russia-created

GL 43A authorises until 31

GL 49 authorises until 31

Kherson Military-Civilian

August 2022 all transactions

January 2023 transactions

Administration; (3) Sergey

which are ordinarily incident or

which are ordinarily incident

Vladimirovich Yeliseyev, head of

necessary: (1) to the

and necessary to the wind

Russia-installed Kherson regional

divestment or transfer of debt

down of transactions involving

government and (4) Salvation

or equity of PJSC Sverstal or

MMK Metalurji

Committee for Peace and Order,

Nord Gold PLC, provided that

an body allegedly supporting

they were purchased prior to 2

Russia’s control of the Kherson

June 2022 and (2) to the wind

region.

down of derivative contracts

Serhiyovych Stremousov, senior

involving PJSC Sverstal or Nord
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UK designates Myanmar military-linked
companies
pursuit of freedom and inclusive
UK Minister for Asia Amanda

democracy by advancing justice

Milling underlined that “[o]ur

and accountability, increasing

decision to intervene in The

economic and diplomatic

Gambia v. Myanmar case and a

pressure, and safeguarding the

further round of sanctions sends a

human rights and human dignity

strong signal of our continued

of all individuals in Burma”.

The UK Foreign, Commonwealth

support to seek accountability for

and Development Office (FCDO)

the atrocities in 2017 and also

The anti-corruption campaign

announced on 25 August new

restrict the military junta’s access

group Global Witness

sanctions against Myanmar-

to finance and the supply of arms”.

(GW) highlighted in a statement
that while it “welcome[s] fresh UK

based military-linked companies
Star Sapphire Group of

In a joint statement on the same

sanctions on military-linked

Companies, International

day, the High Representative on

entities more needs to be done for

Gateways Group of Companies

behalf of the EU and the foreign

the people of Myanmar”. GW

Ltd (IGG) and Sky One

ministers of Australia, Canada,

Senior Campaigner Hanna

Construction Company Ltd on the

New Zealand, Norway, the UK and

Hindstrom underlined that “[t]he

five-year anniversary of the

the US stated that “[w]e call on the

US and UK’s ongoing refusal to join

Myanmar army’s crackdown on

military regime to cease its

the European Union [in placing

the Rohingya community. The

violence against those who have

sanctions on the Myanmar Oil &

entities were designated for the

suffered under its rule, including

Gas Enterprise (MOGE)]

purpose of limiting the military’s

decades of grave human rights

undermines all their other

access to arms and revenue.

violations and abuses endured by

Myanmar-related sanctions.

Rohingya and other communities

Hindstrom added that “sanctioning

In addition to the designations, the

in Myanmar”. The ministers

MOGE is one of the few ways that

UK also confirmed its intention to

reiterated their commitment “to

the US and UK can directly impact

intervene in The Gambia v.

holding the perpetrators of these

the course of the conflict in

Myanmar International Court of

violations and abuses to account”

Myanmar, and they should do so

Justice case, which seeks to

and called on the international

immediately”.

determine whether Myanmar has

community “to help ensure justice

violated its obligations under the

for Rohingya victims”.

UK government press release

and Punishment of the Crime of

On 24 August, US Secretary of

UK OFSI notice

Genocide in relation to the

State Antony Blinken stated that

military’s 2016 and 2017 acts

the US will continue to support

against the Rohingya.

Myanmar’s population “in their

UN Convention on the Prevention
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Beijing designates Pelosi, imposes trade
restrictions on Taiwan after speaker’s visit
blocking the import of citrus fruits,
chilled white scallops, and frozen

On 12 August, the Foreign Ministry

mackerel, according to the outlet.

moved to designate Lithuanian

The import ban is reportedly based

Deputy Transport Minister Agnė

on sanitary concerns, according to

Vaiciukevičiūtė, following a visit to

SCMP. A day before, Beijing

Taiwan by the official. While the

announced the suspension of

specific measures against the

China’s Foreign Ministry

imports of confectionery, biscuits,

politician were not disclosed, the

announced sanctions on 5 August

pastries, and bread, the same

Foreign Ministry disclosed that it

targeting US Speaker of the

outlet reported.

will suspend all exchanges with
the Transport Ministry and

House Nancy Pelosi and her
immediate family in response to

Pelosi’s trip caused both reactions

suspend exchange and

her visit to Taiwan. Bloomberg

of support and condemnations for

cooperation related to

reported on 5 August that the

potentially being inflammatory. A

international road transport.

content of the sanctions against

separate cause of concern was

Pelosi is unknown.

first reported by UK tabloid Daily

On 16 August, Xinhua reported

Mail on 11 August. The paper

that the Foreign Ministry

China viewed the visit as a

reported that the politician’s son,

sanctioned seven Taiwanese

“provocation”, according to the

Paul Pelosi Jr, who accompanied

politicians, including de facto

press release, and staged multiple

his mother on the visit despite not

ambassador to the US Bi-khim

military drills around the date of

being initially announced as part of

Hsiao. The individuals are

the speaker’s visit, which US State

the official delegation, was

described as “diehard separatists”

Secretary Antony Blinken deemed

awarded 700,000 shares by a

advocating for the independence

to be an ‘overreaction’. The US

telecommunications company,

of Taiwan. As a result of the

official claims that “nothing has

Borqs Technologies Inc.

sanctions, they and their family
members are banned from

changed” with respect to
Washington’s approach to China’s

While the outlet describes the

traveling to mainland China, Hong

territorial claims over Taiwan.

corporation as Chinese, a US

Kong, and Macao, as well as doing

Securities and Exchange

business on the

China also imposed new trade

Commission (SEC) document

mainland, according to the state

restrictions on Taiwan on 3

from June 2021 – which confirms

press agency.

August, according to reports by

the awarding of shares as part of

the South China Morning Post. The

an employee benefit scheme –

sanctions imposed by China’s

shows the company registered in

Ministry of Commerce include a

the British Virgin Islands. Its

ban on exports of sand to Taiwan

website states that it established

as well as the General

research and development centres

Administration of Customs

in India and China in 2007-08.
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EU sanctions former Ukrainian President
Yanukovych and his son
pro-Russian politicians who held public offices in
occupied Crimea.
Separately, Yanukovych’s son was designated for
“conducting transactions with separatist groups in the
Donbas region of Ukraine”, particularly in the so-called
Donetsk and Lugansk People’s Republics, where he
continues to run his business activities in the energy,
coal, construction, banking and real estate sectors.
Concurrently, pro-Russian armed separatist group
The Council of the European Union announced on 4
August the designation of former Ukrainian
President Viktor Fedorovych Yanukovych and his
son Oleksandr Viktorovych Yanukovych for their
alleged role in threatening Ukraine’s territorial
integrity, sovereignty, independence and security.
The restrictive measures, which include travel bans
and asset freezes, were imposed pursuant to
Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/1355 and Council
Implementing Regulation (EU) 2022/1354.
According to the EU Council, Ukraine’s former
President was part of a Russian operation aimed at
replacing current President Volodymyr Zelensky with
him in the initial stage of the Russian invasion.
Republic of Chechnya President Ramzan Kadyrov has
also requested Zelensky to transfer all his powers to
Yanukovych, the EU Council notes. The EU acts
underline that, prior to “the unprovoked illegal military
aggression against Ukraine” from February 2022,

OPLOT, which was listed by the EU in February 2015,
allegedly protected Yanukovych’s son real estate
development projects in the so-called Donetsk
People’s Republic.
The EU urges Russia “to immediately and
unconditionally withdraw all its troops and military
equipment from the entire territory of Ukraine within
its internationally recognised borders”, adding that
“Russia, Belarus and all those responsible for war
crimes and other most serious crimes will be held to
account for their actions, in accordance with
international law”.
On 17 August, Switzerland’s State Secretariat for
Economic Affairs (SECO) also added the two
individuals on its Russia sanctions list.
EU Council press release
Council Implementing Regulation (EU) 2022/1354

Yanukovych also allegedly called on Vladimir Putin to
send troops to Ukraine in March 2014 and supported
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US imposes visa restrictions on 100 Belarusian
officials
and Corruption, the National State

violations of human rights, namely

TV and Radio Company

the arbitrary detention of peaceful

“Belteleradio”, as well as the

protesters”, and “played a

Second National Television

significant role in the repression

Station. Other targeted individuals

surrounding the fraudulent […]

include members of the Belarusian

2020 presidential election”.

Parliament, judges, security
The US Department of State

officials, academics and member

The designation also includes

announced on 9 August that it

of executive committees.

Karpiankou’s wife Irina and son
Igor, as well as Balaba’s wife

has placed visa restrictions on
100 unnamed Belarusian

Designated individuals were

Tatyana and sons Artem and

officials, pursuant to Presidential

allegedly involved in electoral

Maksim.

Proclamation 8015, for their

fraud, politically motivated

alleged involvement in

sentences, acts of violent

In an 8 August declaration on the

“undermining or injuring

repression and human rights

second anniversary of the 2020

democratic institutions or

abuses, including coerced

fraudulent presidential elections,

impeding the transition to

confessions, violent arrests and

EU High Representative Josep

democracy in Belarus”. The

torture against peaceful

Borrell called on Belarusian

measure was taken in light of the

protesters, as well as the

authorities “to fully adhere to the

two-year anniversary of the

repression of journalists and

principles of democracy and the

contested presidential election in

political opponents of the

rule of law, respect human rights

Belarus.

Lukashenko regime.

and fundamental freedoms and
acts in compliance with

According to the State

As part of the same action, the US

international law and Belarus’ own

Department, designated

Department of State also

commitments, including by

individuals include high-ranking

designated pursuant to Section

stopping its collaboration in

officials in the Belarusian

2031(c) of the Department of

Russia’s war of aggression against

Administration of the President,

State, Foreign Operations, and

Ukraine”. The statement reiterates

the Ministry of Interior and

Related Programs Appropriations

the bloc’s “support [for] the

Ministry of Transport and

Act 2022: (1) Mikalai Karpiankou,

international accountability efforts

Communication, the State Security

Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs

for Belarus”, adding that

Committee and the Air Force and

and Commander of the Internal

“Aleksandr Lukashenko lacks any

Air Defence Forces, the Central

Troops and (2) Dzmitriy Balaba,

democratic legitimacy”.

Election Commission, the

Commander of the Special Task

Prosecutor General’s Office, the

Police Force of the Minsk City

Central Office of the Investigative

Executive Committee of Internal

Committee, the Main Directorate

Affairs. The two individuals were

for Combatting Organized Crime

allegedly involved in “gross
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US OFAC designates senior Liberian government
officials for corruption

The US Department of the
Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC)
announced on 15 August the
designation of Liberian
government officials Nathaniel
McGill, Sayma Syrenius Cephus,
and Bill Twehway for their alleged
involvement in “ongoing public
corruption in Liberia”. The
designations were made pursuant
to Executive Order (EO) 13818,
which builds upon and
implements the Global Human
Rights Accountability Act.
According to OFAC, McGill, who
serves as Minister of State for
Presidential Affairs and Chief of
Staff to President George Weah,
allegedly made illicit payments to
business owners and received
bribes from potential investors,
while also accepting kickbacks for
securing contracts for companies
in which he had an interest. The
regulator notes that McGill
allegedly manipulated public

41

procurement processes and

Lastly, Twehway allegedly

abused emergency procurement

orchestrated the diversion of $1.5

procedures in order to rig contract

million in vessel storage fee funds

bids and to award contracts to

from the Liberian National Port

companies owned by him.

Authority (NPA), where he is

Additionally, McGill was allegedly

currently managing director, into a

involved in multiple corrupt

private account. According to

schemes, including, inter alia: (1)

OFAC, Twehway covertly

requesting bribes from

established a private company to

government office seekers; (2)

which he allegedly awarded a

misappropriating public funds for

contract for loading and unloading

his personal gain and for running

cargo at the Buchanan Port, by

personal projects; (3) making off-

abusing his position at NPA.

the-books payments in cash to
senior government officials and (4)

US Under Secretary of the

ordering “warlords” to threaten

Treasury for Terrorism and

political rivals.

Financial Intelligence Brian E.
Nelson stated that “[t]hrough their

Cephus, who is currently solicitor

corruption these officials have

general and chief prosecutor of

undermined democracy in Liberia

Liberia, allegedly developed “close

for their own personal benefit”.

relationships” with suspects of

Nelson added that the

criminal investigations related to

designations “demonstrate that

money laundering and corruption,

the United States remains

and accepted bribes from some of

committed to holding corrupt

them in exchange for closing

actors accountable and to the

investigations and blocking

continued support of the Liberian

prosecutions. OFAC notes that

people”.

Cephus was “accused of
tampering with and purposefully

OFAC press release

withholding evidence in cases
involving members of opposition
political parties to ensure
conviction”.

OFAC SDN List update
US State Department press rel…
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European Commission issues new Russiarelated FAQ
The FAQ notes that, considering the temporary nature
of EU sanctions, an individual’s listing should not
entail expropriation or any modification of the
ownership, as well as changes to the BO status or to
information held by national BO registers.
The EC underlined that freezing of funds in the
context of the Regulation means “preventing any
move, transfer, alteration, use of, access to, or dealing
with funds in any way that would result in any change
in their volume, amount, location, ownership,
possession, character, destination or any other
The European Commission (EC) issued on 30

change that would enable the funds to be used”. Such

August Russia-related frequently asked question

funds include publicly- and privately-traded securities

(FAQ) 31, which clarifies whether the listing of an

and debt instruments, such as shares and stocks.

individual pursuant to Council Regulation (EU)
269/2014 affects the beneficial owner (BO) status

EC Russia-related FAQs

of a legal person.
Council Regulation (EU) 269/2014

US extends national emergency with respect to
Export Control Regulations
US President Joseph Biden
announced on 4 August the

President George W. Bush

The White House notice was

continuation for an additional

declared in 2001 the national

published in the Federal Register

year of the national emergency

emergency concerning the

on 8 August.

with respect to the Export Control

“unusual and extraordinary threat

Regulations, which was initially

to the national security, foreign

declared through Executive Order

policy, and economy” of the US

(EO) 13222 pursuant to the

related to the expiration of the

International Emergency

Export Administration Act of 1979,

Economic Powers Act (IEEPA).

as amended.
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US OFAC designates second mixer after
allegations of use by DPRK hackers
billion since its launch in 2019.

asks the Treasury to clarify if the

OFAC notes that the Lazarus

wallets are associated with

Group, a hacker collective

persons or entities believed to

described by US authorities to be

have laundered funds, and, if that

working on behalf of Pyongyang,

is the case, to disclose their

allegedly laundered around $560

identity.

million using Tornado Cash,
The US Department of the

including part of the proceeds of

Separately, on 12 August, the

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

the Axie Infinity hack.

Netherlands Fiscal Information
and Investigation Service (Fiscale

Assets Control (OFAC)
announced on 8 August that it

In March, crypto-based play-to-

inlichtingen- en opsporingsdienst,

designated notorious crypto

earn platform Axie Infinity,

FIOD) announced the arrest of an

mixer Tornado Cash for allegedly

developed by Sky Mavis Pte Ltd,

alleged Tornado Cash developer,

being used by North Korean

was the victim of a heist exploiting

with the agency stating that it did

actors to launder funds derived

the validation mechanism on the

jot rule out multiple

from cyber heists. The action

blockchain on which the players

apprehensions, as part of an

represents the second

relied. The perpetrators, alleged to

investigation that started in June.

designation by US authorities of a

be part of Lazarus, stole massive

According to crypto-focused outlet

crypto mixer, after the May listing

amounts of Ether, valued at the

CoinDesk, Alexey Pertsev has yet

of Blender[.]io.

time at over $600 million.

to be charged with a crime, while
his arrest has brought

The sanctions, imposed pursuant

Lazarus Group was designated by

condemnation from the virtual

to Executive Order (EO) 13694,

OFAC in September 2019 pursuant

asset sector. On 24 August, an

consist of an asset freeze and

to EO 13722 for allegedly being

examining judge ruled that

prohibition on making funds

controlled by the North Korean

Pertsev's pre-trial arrest can

available to Tornado Cash. The

government.

continue for up to 90 days,
according to CoinDesk.

Treasury lists several wallets on
the Ethereum blockchain that are

OFAC's designation of Tornado

claimed to be associated with

Cash and several crypto addresses

Tornado Cash.

prompted one member of the

OFAC press release

House of Representatives to
The Treasury alleges that Tornado

enquire about the apparent

Cash’s anonymity mechanisms

departure from precedent. In a

have allowed user to launder $7

letter made public via Twitter on
23 August, Thomas Earl Emmer Jr
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US debars 10 individuals for arms export control
violations
According to the Federal Register

US of defence articles, related

notice, the debarred individuals are

technical data or defence services

Akeem Shonari Awer, Oben

covered by the ITAR.

Cabalceta, Rrok Martin Camaj,
Claudie Guerra, Aydan Sin, Roger

The statutory debarment has a

Sobrado, Shauhua Wand, Ye Sang

three-year period, however,

Wang, Tuqiang Xie and Jian

reinstatement from the policy is

The US Department of State

Zhang. The persons were

not automatic and concerned

published on 10 August a notice

convicted of Arms Export Control

individuals must submit a request

in the Federal Register on the

Act-related violations in the

prior to engaging in any activities

debarment of 10 individuals,

Districts of Arizona, California,

subject to the ITAR.

following convictions for violating

Florida, Illinois, Michigan, New

or conspiring to violate the Arms

Jersey, New York and Texas.

US Department of State press …

was taken pursuant to Section

They are prohibited from engaging,

Federal Register notice

127.7(b) of the International

directly or indirectly, in any ITAR-

Traffic in Arms Regulations

regulated activity, which includes

(ITAR).

brokering activities and export

Export Control Act. The action

from or temporary import into the

Australia to ban Russian gold
Australia’s Department of Foreign

Autonomous Sanctions (Import

Affairs and Trade announced on

The ASRs prohibit carrying out a

Sanctioned Goods - Russia)

15 August that the Minister for

sanctioned import without

Amendment (No. 1) Designation

Foreign Affairs intends to

authorisation, which includes

2022. Gold that has already been

designate Russian-origin gold as

importing, purchasing or

exported from Russia prior to the

an ‘import sanctioned good’

transporting ‘import sanctioned

commencement of said

under the Autonomous Sanctions

goods’.

instrument is not covered.

Regulations (ASRs) 2011. This is
additional to the goods already

The draft legislation targets gold in

designated under the

unwrought, semi-manufactured or

Autonomous Sanctions (Import

powder forms that was exported

Sanctioned Goods - Russia)

from Russia after the

Designation 2022.

commencement of the
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US designates Paraguayan Vice President Hugo
Velázquez for corruption
Dionicio Adalberto Velazquez Gimenez, Sonya Rebeca
Velázquez Escauriza, and Hugo Jose Velázquez
Escauriza, as well as Duarte’s immediate family
members Ninfa Concepcion Vera Moreira and Tamara
Duarte Martinez.
In a statement, US Secretary of State Antony Blinken
reaffirmed US’ commitment to combat corruption,
noting that the US “continues to stand with all
The US Department of State announced on 12

Paraguayans in support of democracy and the rule of

August the designation of Paraguayan Vice

law”, while promoting accountability “for those who

President Hugo Velázquez and Yacyretá Bi-National

abuse public power for personal gain, regardless of

Entity Legal Counsel Juan Carlos “Charly” Duarte, a

their position or political affiliation”.

close associate of Velázquez, for their alleged
involvement in “significant corruption”. The action

In an interview for a local radio station on the same

was taken pursuant to Section 7031(c) of the

day, Velázquez announced his resignation from his

Department of State, Foreign Operations, and

position as Vice President. Separately, in a statement

Related Programs Appropriations Act 2022.

for Reuters, Duarte reportedly stated that he also
resigns and refused to provide any comments on the

Duarte allegedly made illicit payments to a

accusations.

Paraguayan public official in exchange for obstructing
an investigation into Velázquez. The State

The Paraguayan Attorney General’s Office (Fiscalía

Department notes that “Duarte’s act of corruption

General de la República del Paraguay) announced on

abused and exploited his powerful and privileged

23 August the launch of a criminal probe into

public position within the Yacyretá Bi-National Entity,

corruption allegations raised by the US in relation to

risking public confidence in one of Paraguay’s most

Velázquez.

vital economic assets” and affecting the public
perception on corruption and impunity within the

State Department press release

Paraguayan Vice President’s office.
Velázquez statement

As part of the same action, the State Department also
designated Velázquez’s immediate family members,
including Lourdes Maria Andrea Samaniego Gonzalez,
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Are Guyana’s fiscal prospects hostage to bad oil
deals?
contract, as well as “hidden

Kaieteur News, told Financial

liabilities” which the Guyanese

Crime Digest that the Guyanese

people are expected to pay once

public is concerned with both the

oil wells are depleted. Meanwhile,

potential environmental impact

multilateral institutions have

and achieving a “fair trade-off”

demanded more efficiency and

between economic development

transparency in the extractive

and corporate responsibility. “The

As the Guyanese government

sector and the creation of a

civil society has demanded justice,

seeks a financial boom following

Sovereign Wealth Fund (SWF) as

transparency, and good corporate

oil and gas discoveries, Financial

prerequisites for Guyana to

responsibility, especially in relation

Crime Digest has explored the

maximise the benefits expected

to the extractive industry, bringing

wider conversation relating to the

from oil and gas revenues.

the land back to its initial state
after operations, and land claims”,

country’s capacity to manage the
long-term financial and

Indigenous communities call for

environmental implications of

better regulation of the extractive

resource exploitation. A notable

industry

she said.
Wilburg said that Guyana’s
legislation in the oil and gas sector

example of this is the 2016
petroleum contract between the

Local Guyanese media is

is outdated, with core deficiencies

Guyanese state and Esso

monitoring government efforts to

including the “lack of provisions

Exploration and Production

increase investment opportunities,

establishing the necessity for

Guyana Ltd, ExxonMobil

particularly in how new projects in

authorities to organise bids for

Corporation subsidiaries, Hong

the oil and gas sector will impact

concessions rather than one-on-

Kong-based CNOOC Nexen

Guyana’s natural habitats and be

one discussions with the

Petroleum Guyana Ltd, and Hess

conducted in line with industry

Government and the lack of

Guyana Exploration Ltd, a Hess

standards. While local reporting

penalties in case of environmental

Corporation subsidiary. The

has closely followed progress in

incidents”.

Government’s development vision

attracting foreign investors in the

highlights its focus on extractive

oil and gas sector, increasing

Stabroek News reported in April

production as a panacea for all

attention is paid to exploring

2021 that on the Mazoa mountain,

ills, despite civil society calls to

contract terms as companies

a peak in the Marudi mountain

respect native peoples’ land

began exploration and production

range, the Canadian gold mining

rights. Furthermore, experts have

operations, including in historical

company Guyana Goldstrike Inc,

warned about the

tribal lands.

previously known as Romanex
Guyana Exploration Inc, engaged

disproportionate revenue division
between the Guyanese state and

Kiana Wilburg, senior journalist at

in “unsafe mining practices”

the companies party to the 2016

the Guyanese news agency

threatening the ecosystem. The
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aggressive mining operations

Laura George is the governance

enhanced fiscal management

resulted in contamination of fresh

and rights coordinator at the

across the oil and gas sector.

water supplies and depletion of

Amerindian Peoples’ Association,

fish and wildlife populations, as

whose objective is to defend

The WB’s Petroleum Resources

the Mazoa mountain crushes

Guyanese indigenous social and

Governance and Management

under the weight of heavy

economic rights. She told

project in Guyana is designed to

machinery searching for gold.

Financial Crime Digest that the

support the consolidation of legal

association has assisted the

and institutional frameworks and

Despite existing legislation

Isseneru community in preparing

the strengthening of key

supporting native communities’

and presenting their case to the

institutions’ capacities to manage

rights, recent challenges such as

IACHR. Meanwhile, the ruling is

the oil and gas sector. An

those faced by the Isseneru

not available for public

important project component aims

community have raised concerns

consultation until the state

to update the country’s regulatory

that extractive sector operations

publishes a response.

framework for the governance and

present a significant threat. The

oversight of the oil and gas sector,

Isseneru settlement of Akawai

Transparency and fiscal

in addition to consolidating

Amerindians, located near the

management challenges evident

stakeholder engagement and

banks of the Mazaruni river, has

in Guyana’s oil and gas sector

transparency.

contamination at dangerous levels

The country’s overall economic,

Specific capacity building areas

after mercury used in the gold and

administrative, and political

include support for the

mining sector accumulated in the

governance framework is also

Government’s procurement,

environment, including in fish.

under international institutions’

financial management, safeguards

radar, given the far-reaching

management, monitoring and

As extractive operations intensified

financial and environmental

evaluation capacity through the

and expanded, local communities

implications of emerging

provision of technical advisory

sought active support from non-

economic opportunities. A series

services, training, recruitment of

governmental organisations in

of offshore oil discoveries and the

instrumental staff, acquisition of

defending their land rights. On a

start of drilling by Exxon at the Liza

goods, and operating costs. On the

local level, Article 5(1) of the 2006

fields beginning in 2015 have

sectoral and institutional level, the

Amerindian Act provides that any

launched Guyana to the top 20 list

WB assessment highlighted that

individual or entity planning to

of largest oil and gas reserve

“Guyana lacks the policy, legal and

enter village lands requires

holders worldwide.

regulatory frameworks and

experienced pollution and mercury

permission from the Village
Council.

institutional capacity needed to
The World Bank (WB) has

maximise the benefits from

published a list of areas which

expected oil revenues and

A ruling pronounced by the Inter-

Guyana needs to address “to

minimise downside risks

American Court on Human Rights

manage the expected resource

associated with oil revenues and

(IACHR) in favour of protecting the

windfall” to enable a more effective

growth of the sector”.

Isseneru indigenous community’s

monitoring and control of public

land rights still faces major

finances and accountability to

Poor governance across the

implementation challenges,

deter corruption. This includes

Guyanese public sector is also

Stabroek News reported.

improving public and private

reflected by the insufficient

institutions’ capabilities through

disclosure of state-owned
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company boards’ structure and

Act. NICIL is entirely controlled by

there will not be such a need for oil

poor disclosure of public

the Guyanese government.

and gas”.

most Guyanese state-owned

Hidden liabilities in Guyana’s

According to Sanzillo, the

companies falling under the direct

foreign oil contract threaten

decommissioning of the oil wells

control of top political entities.

national finances

will occur in 20 to 30 years when

companies’ management, with

the wells are depleted, and its cost
One such example is the Guyana

Tom Sanzillo, director of Financial

represents a significant risk for

Energy Agency (GEA), a state

Analysis at the Institute for Energy

Guyana. He noted that while

agency managed by the Ministry

Economics and Financial Analysis

standard industry practice requires

of Public Infrastructure, whose

(IEEFA), spoke to Financial Crime

that the money be set aside in a

tasks include advising the minister

Digest about the financial risks

trust fund, the contract does not

on measures required to “secure

and environmental exploitation

include such obligations for the

the efficient management of

that Guyana incurs through its oil

operator, Exxon. “The contract

energy and the source of energy in

and gas dealings with foreign

simply says that the operator is

the public interest”, developing a

corporations.

required to pay the

national energy policy, and

decommissioning costs when they

monitoring the performance of the

Sanzillo said that as per the 2016

occur. A trust fund is a protective

national energy sector. GEA

contract between Hong Kong-

measure to protect Guyana and

discloses in its 2019 annual report

based CNOOC Nexen Petroleum

Exxon. Effectively, Exxon is given a

that its founding act has been

Guyana Ltd, Hess Guyana

substantial short-term gain and

amended over the years to

Exploration Ltd, ExxonMobil

Guyana is put at risk”, Sanzillo

stimulate increased monitoring,

subsidiaries Esso Exploration and

pointed out.

better regulation, and improved

Production Guyana Ltd, and the

enforcement in the energy sector.

Guyanese state, “all of the costs

The IEEFA financial analysis

However, none of the agency’s

incurred by the operator Exxon will

director said that for the Exxon

executives or board members’

be paid back by the extraction and

exploration and extraction project

names and professional

sale of oil, and the Guyanese

in the Liza oil fields, the total cost

experience are disclosed on its

government will be obligated to

that must be paid by Guyana is

website.

pay 100 percent of all costs

roughly $3.2 billion. “If you look at

incurred over time”.

the whole landscape, beyond Liza,

Another entity, the Hinterland

the amount is between $15-20

Electrification Company Inc (HECI),

He added that Guyana’s profit is

billion that companies would be

began as a government body

reduced by a formula, which

given in annual instalments, but

under the coordination of the

“consists of annual instalments

not held responsible for”, Sanzillo

Guyanese Prime Minister in 2004.

deducted from Guyana’s profits

said. “The question, which no one

To date, HECI remains part of the

and paid to cover the estimated

will answer, is whether Guyana

Guyanese Prime Minister’s Office,

costs of decommissioning. A

needs to pay for all the 19 wells

being incorporated in the National

Guyanese finance minister said

before it ever receives their fair

Industrial and Commercial

last year that they want to see the

share of the profits. It seems that

Investments Ltd (NICIL), with the

project move forward quickly

it will take a much longer period of

latter run as a private limited

because they know there may be a

time before the six to one ratio of

company under the Companies

diminished demand in oil and gas

revenue division is changed to a

in the future. Perhaps in ten years
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more advantageous share for

established resource management

Finance Ministry announced that

Guyana”, he added.

and planning instruments. The

the Government conducted its

country’s efforts to set up a SWF,

second withdrawal from the NRF,

Sanzillo further noted that “the

including with support from the

amounting to $200 million, which

lack of ring-fencing is another

WB, led to the adoption of the

brings the total amount withdrawn

example of a loophole”. As in other

Natural Resource Fund (NRF) Act

thus far to $400 million. The funds

transactions, the costs of the Liza

2021. This Act replaced the NRF

will reportedly be used to finance

project are covered from the

Act 2019, which faced internal

national development projects.

revenue generated from the field.

criticism that it was approved

However, the passage of the Act

Under the 2016 contract, revenue

improperly, in the absence of one

has recently been challenged by

from the Liza field must pay for the

of the main political parties. The

opposition head Christopher

upfront costs of the Payara field, a

2019 Act provides that the oil

Jones and Trade Union

newly discovered offshore oil site,

resources will be used to finance

representative Norris Witter at the

and potentially also cover the

public investments and to stabilise

High Court, with the hearing of the

upfront costs of other new fields.

public expenditures safeguarded in

case being scheduled for 12

“Until those costs are paid off,

a SWF “for use by future

September.

Guyana does not receive a fair

generations”. Furthermore, it

ratio of the profits”, he added.

specifies the institutional formats

Can Guyana deliver a sustainable

to manage a trust fund, as they

growth agenda?

Sanzillo told Financial Crime

would require technical assistance

Digest that “for the first two years

for the Ministry of Finance and the

The WB’s assessment under its

of the [2016] deal, Guyana has had

Central Bank of Guyana.

Petroleum Resources Governance

to borrow money every year to

and Management Project provides

keep the Government solvent”,

As per the NRF 2021, a SWF was

a blueprint that the Guyanese

while noting that if the oil price

established, designed to “manage

authorities should act upon to

drops significantly, it will take even

the natural resource wealth of

ensure a financially stable future

longer for the deal to pay off.

Guyana for the present and future

for the country.

benefit of the people”. Key
However, the Guyanese Ministry of

objectives of the fund include

Nevertheless, international

Natural Resources rejected the

ensuring that significant shifts in

institutions have noted that

IEEFA assessment of the 2016

natural resource revenues does

“Guyana has not been very

agreement in a June 2022 press

not result in “volatile public

successful in transforming its

release. The ministry stated that

spending”, securing a fair transfer

natural resource wealth into

“Guyana now has one of the

of natural resource wealth across

productive capital or financing

lowest debts in the world and that

generations, and “using natural

assets, despite international

the country’s capacity to repay has

resource wealth to finance

support” as a beneficiary of the

now been improved with the

national development priorities

WB’s Heavily Indebted Poor

revenues being received from the

including any initiative aimed at

Countries (HIPC) initiative. The

oil and gas sector”.

realising an inclusive green

HIPC programme resulted in the

economy”.

“share of public and publicly-

The recommendation to create a

guaranteed external debt to GDP

trust fund or SWF was also made

The fund is managed separately

dropping from over 100 percent in

in the WB’s assessment,

from the reserves of the Bank of

2002 to under 40 percent in 2007”.

highlighting that Guyana has never

Guyana. In July, the Guyanese
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Minister for Natural Resources

is currently up for public

In July Hess announced the

Vickram Bharrat stated during a

consultation.

establishment of a multi-year

recent conference hosted by the

national healthcare initiative in

Guyanese Geology and Mining

In 2009, Guyana received a $250

cooperation with the Mount Sinai

Commission (GGMC) that “climate

million pledge from the

Health System. Mount Sinai is

change and its impact is

government of Norway to avoid

expected to advise and assist in

everybody’s business”. He pledged

deforestation. At the time,

developing high quality primary

the Government’s commitment to

Guyana’s innovative role featured

healthcare, in addition to

the mining sector as one which

prominently in the discussion of

improvements at the Georgetown

brought “the highest revenue to the

climate finance and ways to create

Public Hospital Corporation. The

national gross domestic product

climate change-related financial

work is jointly funded by the Hess

before being overshadowed by oil

vehicles. The payments were

Corp and Guyanese government.

and gas, given the significant

made based on reporting by the

revenues that [we] will earn from

Guyanese government, which has

Guyana’s unique exposure to short

this sector”. Government support

since resisted further scrutiny

term financial risk mirrors another

for the industry sector will include

from the WB as oil revenues climb.

singular challenge facing the small

other incentives, the official
mentioned.

country. Close to 80 percent of
Meanwhile, companies such as

Guyana’s population lies in a low

Exxon and Hess, whose

level coastal urban region.

Minister Bharrat highlighted that

subsidiaries are party to the 2016

Additionally, Guyana’s sea line is

Guyana “needs to move towards

contract with the Guyanese state,

rising six times faster than the

production and processing”, as for

recently announced they are

global 20th century average.

too long the country has been

stepping up corporate social

Without immediate financial

exporting only raw materials.

responsibility engagements in the

investment in infrastructure

Furthermore, he cited “a drastic

Latin American country.

mitigation and technological

decrease in illegal mining and

advancements, even significant

illegal logging”, while

ExxonMobil Foundation launched

short term financial gains from the

acknowledging that there is still a

in 2018 a $10 million education,

oil and gas industry may be

lot of work to be done to curb

research, sustainable

dwarfed by potential future

these illicit activities.

management and conservation

damages – both economic and

programme as an additional

physical.

The Government’s vision for

support to Guyana’s Green State

Guyana’s economic future thus

Development Plan. According to

An inflow of Chinese investments

places industrial production at the

Exxon, “initial grant money will

raises corruption warnings

top of the public agenda, while the

fund a feasibility study driven by

country boasts of its

Conservation International,

Guyana’s recent focus on industrial

environmental credentials, such as

through its affiliate, Conservation

production also coincides with an

having one of the lowest

International Guyana” to develop

increase in Chinese investments.

deforestation levels in the world.

the programme”. At the time of

Total Chinese-Latin American and

Its Low Carbon Development

publication, Conservation

Caribbean trade reportedly rose

Strategy, generally regarded as a

International Guyana has not

from nearly $18 billion in 2002 to

blueprint for the country’s

responded to a request for

around $449 billion in 2021,

transition towards a green future,

comment.

according to a US Congress
Research Service report.
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Bharrat stated during a 22 August

CNOOC International, the global

event that “We know there is some

Poor institutional capacity and

division of Hong-Kong based

amount of collusion, there are

regulatory deficiencies are also

energy group CNOOC Limited, lists

allegations of corruption but I do

reflected in unfavourable terms in

operations in Guyana’s Stabroek

not have evidence of that so I

the 2016 petroleum contract,

Block as its core operations, with

cannot accuse anyone. Once we

leaving Guyana responsible for the

an estimated eight billion oil

have evidence, we as a ministry

payment of all decommissioning

barrels as recoverable resources.

can deal with that”.

costs and hidden liabilities. While

According to CNOOC International,

the Government continues its

the company holds a 25 percent

Ann-Sofie Isaksson of the

policy of attracting further foreign

interest in the Stabroek block,

University of Gothenburg Research

investments, effective and

while the Exxon affiliates Esso

Institute of Industrial Economics

transparent fiscal management

Exploration and Production

told Financial Crime Digest that

remains paramount for avoiding

Guyana Ltd are the operators, with

“according to their official rhetoric,

further fraud and corruption

a 45 percent interest, and Hess

China has a ‘win-win’ approach to

allegations.

Guyana Ltd holds a 30 percent

development finance”, adding that

interest.

the line between Chinese foreign

Concurrently, the Government’s

aid and direct foreign investment

focus on extractive industries to

The rising Chinese investments in

is often blurred and that Chinese

support its development goals

Guyana were highlighted during a

contractors often carry out work

must mitigate concerns that

recent investigation by Vice News,

directly in countries receiving aid.

aggressive economic activities

exploring the allegedly close

“Considering that Chinese firms

may irreversibly impact the

relationship between Chinese

operating abroad have often been

environment and native

businessman Su Zhi Rong, a long-

accused of having laxer attitudes

communities. Navigating these

time resident of Guyana, and Vice

about corruption and using corrupt

decisions is integral to balancing

President Bharrat Jagdeo.

practices to win contracts, this

the transformative opportunities

Reportedly acting as an

could fuel local corruption”.

that resource discovery affords

intermediary between the

with the myriad of associated

Guyanese government and

As international institutions

environmental, social and

companies interested in investing

continue their push for enhanced

governance risks.

in Guyana, Su detailed the way

fiscal management and

business contracts with Guyanese

institutional capacity, Guyana still

Agnes Nicolescu, Junior Editor,

authorities could be secured

faces challenges in implementing

Financial Crime Digest

through the payment of a

the recommendation to safeguard

“processing fee”, which he

revenues attached to the

Agnes.nicolescu@aperio-

explained represented bribes for

exploitation of its oil and gas

intelligence.com

himself and the vice president.

resources through a dedicated
SWF. Furthermore, with the scale

Scott Travis, Head of ESG

At the time of publication, the vice

of capital flowing through

Services

president’s office has not

Guyana’s economy at

responded to Financial Crime

unprecedented rates, weaknesses

Scott.travis@aperio-

Digest’s request for comment.

in the system must be examined in

intelligence.com

Meanwhile, Minister Vickram

the context of foreign investments.
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SPEECHES

UN officials warn Da’esh and affiliates remain a
“global and evolving” threat
is shown to have expanded into north-eastern and
eastern Afghanistan, as well as Central, Southern and
West Africa and other countries that until recently
have “been largely spared from attacks”.
UN Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive
Directorate Acting Executive Director Weixiong Chen
underscored that the threat of “Da’esh and its affiliates
remains both global and evolving” and that violent
extremism conducive to terrorism could be further
Under-Secretary-General of the UN Office of
Counter-Terrorism Vladimir Voronkov briefed on 9
August the UN Security Council (UNSC) on the latest
report regarding the threat posed by the Islamic
State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)/Da’esh. Although
the threat persists, Voronkov highlights that efforts
by member states led to positive results such as
significant losses in the group’s leadership and a
reduction in its assets, now estimated at $25-50
million.
In this regard, Voronkov insisted that countering the
financing of terrorism should be the target of
“sustained efforts” in order to address the Da’esh’s
financing sources. He also calls on member states to
facilitate the “safe, voluntary and dignified repatriation”
of foreign terrorist fighters and their family
members. Da’esh and its affiliates exploit conflict
dynamics, governance fragilities and inequality to
enable their terrorist attacks, according to Voronkov.
He underlines that the terrorist organisation exploited
pandemic-related restrictions and misused digital
spaces to recruit and attract resources including
unmanned aerial systems. The border between Iraq
and Syria “remains highly vulnerable”, however Da’esh
52

exacerbated by the global food crisis.
On terrorism in Africa, Institute for Security Studies
Senior Researcher Martin Ewi noted that there is a
battle over the natural resources and that groups
located at borderlands are almost self-financing
including through “direct extraction of natural
resources, especially illicit artisanal gold mining”.
Additionally, Ewi cited a May report by investigative
journalists alleging that $400 million was mobilised to
finance Da’esh groups in Mozambique, Kenya and the
Democratic Republic of Congo.
Kenyan representative Michael Kapkiai Kiboino also
expressed concern over Da’esh’s evolving revenue
streams and the group's exploitation of weak
governance structures in the Sahel, parts of West
Africa and Central Africa. Accordingly, he calls for
“strengthened cooperation between regional States to
disrupt cross-border illicit financial flows”.
French representative Sheraz Gasri urges the
international community to counter emerging forms
of financing such as crypto-assets or neo-bank.
Albania’s delegate Albana Dautllari and Chinese
delegate Zhang Jun agree that international
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cooperation is needed for countering the financing of
terrorism and the use of new technologies by terrorist
groups.

Secretary-General report (26 July)
UN news release

UNSC meeting coverage

US Acting Comptroller of Currency underlines
that cyber threats for FIs continue to expand
US Acting Comptroller of the

Cybersecurity strategies, he

financial sector. However, to this

Currency Michael J. Hsu

explains, should be adapted to the

end, new modes of interaction and

highlighted during a 2 August

FI’s size and complexity, its risk

coordination among stakeholders

forum the risk of evolving

appetite, and its role within the

are needed, Hsu states.

cybersecurity threats, the risk to

financial sector’s critical

Additionally, he insists on threat

critical operations and the risk of

infrastructure. Effective

information sharing between the

complacency. Noting that

management of basic

government and FIs and provides

“success can breed a false sense

cybersecurity controls can,

examples of government efforts

of security”, Hsu calls for

according to Hsu, “significantly

supporting the reporting of cyber

vigilance, collaboration among

contribute to enhancing the

incidents. Particularly, he recalls

public- and private-sector

resilience of systems and

the Computer-Security Incident

stakeholders and enhanced

operations against cyber threats”.

Notification Rule, implemented by

resilience and recovery

In this regard, he recalls that the

the OCC and federal banking

capabilities of critical operations.

Office of the Comptroller of the

agency partners to ensure timely

Currency (OCC) has observed that

notification to the primary

Emphasising increases in the

most cybersecurity breaches have

regulator when a cyber-attack

frequency and severity of cyber-

been caused or exacerbated by

impacts operations or the ability to

attacks against financial

failing to have effective controls

provide services to customers.

institutions (FIs) and their service

with respect to: (1) strong

providers, he recommends FIs

authentication; (2) effective

Hsu underlines that “we need to be

assess the potential impact of

systems configuration and patch

smart about how we collaborate”

cyber incidents on their own

management; and (3) cyber

and stresses the importance of

institutions and the potential

response and resilience

timeliness. “We need to ensure

impact on the broader financial

capabilities.

that the collection of information is

system. “Even relatively

efficient, targeted, proceeds along

unsophisticated attacks can cause

FIs are, accordingly, urged to build

streamlined delivery channels, and

significant damage and disruption

secure and resilient infrastructures

avoids unnecessary burden”, he

under the right conditions”, Hsu

and to collaborate through

notes.

warns.

public/private partnerships to
strengthen the defence of the
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GUIDANCE

Wolfsberg Group guidance on requests for
information in transaction monitoring for
correspondent banking
transaction(s) under review; (4) nature of the activity
pattern; and/or (5) details relating to the counterparty
of the underlying customer.
Nevertheless, correspondent banks are
recommended to avoid “unnecessary RFIs […] by
reviewing alternative options”. When addressing RFIs,
correspondents should ensure that the information
they request is relevant to a financial crime-related
The Wolfsberg Group published on 23 August

investigation. Moreover, correspondents should

guidance on requests for information (RFIs) initiated

present to respondents their risk appetite and

as part of the anti-money laundering transaction

expectations regarding information-sharing prior to

monitoring process. The guidance aims to improve

establishing a correspondent banking relationship.

awareness of the RFIs’ value in correspondent

The paper further shows that respondents should

banking relationships, to provide best practice for

collect pertinent information from internal sources

issuing and respondent institutions and to help in

and/or the customer within a reasonable period and

enhancing RFI effectiveness.

ensure that they have terms and conditions with
underlying customers regarding information sharing

Correspondent banking implies the provision of

with correspondent banks. Respondents are also

banking-related services by one bank (the

recommended to be aware that failing consistently to

correspondent) to another bank (the respondent) for:

respond to RFIs in a timely manner “may trigger

(1) the execution of third-party payments; (2) trade

additional concerns” by the correspondents and lead

transactions; and (3) processing of paper clearing

them to file a suspicious activity/transaction report.

needs in a particular currency. The correspondent, the
guidance reads, monitors the respondent’s
transactions, particularly related to the respondent’s

Frequently asked questions during the RFI
process relate to

customers, for potential suspicious activity.
How long has the customer maintained a
The Group highlights that RFIs are key to mitigating

relationship with the institution

transactional risk. Information that can be obtained
through RFIs from a respondent include: (1) know

What are the anticipated values and volumes

your customer information or background profile of

across the account(s)

the underlying customer; (2) summary of account
relationship; (3) background or purpose of the
54
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What is the source of wealth of the underlying

Whether the transactions within the account are in

customer

line with the expected activity

Details regarding ultimate beneficial owners and
authorised signatories for account of the

When was the last periodic review performed on
the underlying customer

underlying customer

Changes in the underlying customer’s risk profile

The business rationale for the transaction(s)

Whether the underlying customer transacts with

between the underlying customer and the

sanctioned parties or parties domiciled in

counterparty

sanctioned jurisdictions

Any accounts with the counterparty and/or third
party maintained by the institution

Wolfsberg Group guidance

How comfortable is the institution with the

Wolfsberg Group press release

activities of the underlying customer

CBUAE issues AML/CFT guidance on risks
related to politically exposed persons

The Central Bank of the UAE

persons (PEPs). LFIs are

LFIs in understanding risks and

(CBUAE) issued on 1 August and

expected to demonstrate

implementing their AML/CFT

effective immediately new anti-

compliance with the guidance

obligations.

money laundering and countering

requirements within one month.

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

The guidance notes that it applies

guidance for licenced financial

The guidance, which is based on

to all natural and legal persons,

institutions (LFIs) on the risks

the Financial Action Task Force

which are licenced and/or

related to politically exposed

(FATF) standards, aims to help

supervised by the CBUAE,
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particularly national banks,

Factors that should be considered

HIOs, in accordance with the FATF

branches of foreign banks,

when determining whether a

standards.

exchange houses, finance

customer is a PEP include: (1) if

companies, stored value facilities,

the person holds or has recently

When a customer is identified as a

retail payment service providers,

held a role of power or influence

foreign PEP or related customer, or

card schemes, registered hawala

over decisions, policy or disbursal

as a domestic PEP or HIO or

providers and other LFIs, as well

of funds of a government or an IO;

related customer, and when there

as insurance and re-insurance

(2) the nature of the political and

is a high-risk business relationship

companies, agencies and brokers.

governance system in the country

accompanying such persons, LFIs

or IO where the customer holds

must: (1) obtain senior

The document highlights that

the position; (3) roles and

management approval before

customers that are PEPs and

responsibilities within that system;

establishing or continuing a

transactions involving them pose a

(4) authority over government

business relationship; (2) take

higher risk of corruption, misuse or

decisions and activities; and (5)

reasonable measures to establish

theft of public funds and bribery.

and how government funds and

the source of funds and wealth of

The guidance groups PEPs in

assets are accessed.

customers and beneficial owners

“domestic PEPs”, “foreign PEPs”
and “heads of international
organisations” (HIOs), however it
shows that there is no exhaustive
list of positions that qualify an
individual as a PEP globally.
Therefore, LSIs are recommended
to use “their discretion in
identifying PEPs” and to develop
risk-based policies and procedures
to ensure their accurate
identification.
The CBUAE further underlines that,
although PEPs are always natural
persons, LFIs should conduct a
PEP analysis on customers who
are the beneficial owners of legal
persons or legal arrangements.

56

Additionally, the guidance
emphasises that the same specific
due diligence should be performed
on the direct family members and
close associates of a PEP, which
the guidance groups under ‘related
customers’. The CBUAE recalls
that classification of a customer
as a PEP or a related customer
should take place during the
customer due diligence (CDD)
stage. In addition to the standard
CDD, LFIs are required to carry out
specific mandatory DD measures
on PEPs and related customers.
However, the guidance underlines
that LFIs have different
requirements for foreign PEPs as
opposed to domestic PEPs and

identified as PEPs; and (3) conduct
enhanced ongoing monitoring of
the relationship.
The CBUAE adds that LFIs must
continuously monitor their
transactions and file suspicious
transaction or activity reports with
the UAE Financial Intelligence Unit
when there are reasonable
grounds to suspect that a
transaction, attempted transaction
or funds represent the proceeds of
crime, are related to a crime or are
intended to be used in a crime.
CBUAE guidance
CBUAE press release
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UK OFSI updates financial sanctions guidance
The guidance explains that relevant firms must
include in their reports: (1) the information or other
matter on which the knowledge or suspicion is based;
and (2) information for the identification of the person
or designated person. Additionally, firms should report
the nature and amount or quantity of funds or
economic resources held by the firm when it knows or
has reasonable cause to suspect that a customer is a
designated person.
The UK’s Office of the Financial Sanctions
Implementation (OFSI) updated on 30 August its
financial sanctions general guidance, which
includes information on businesses’ obligations
under financial sanctions regulations and the OFSI’s
processes for licence applications and breach
reports, to expand Chapter 5 dealing with reporting
obligations.
According to Chapter 5, reporting obligations apply to
relevant firms, who are required to inform the OFSI
when they know or reasonably suspect, based on
information received in conducting their business,
that a person is a designated person or has
committed offences under financial sanctions
regulations. This requirement applies to relevant firms
in the UK or under UK jurisdiction including individuals
working for them.
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A relevant institution must also inform the OFSI when
it credits a frozen account where it receives funds
transferred to it for the purpose of crediting that
account. Whenever transferring funds to an account
with a ring-fenced body, where both accounts are held
or controlled by a designated person, relevant
institutions must inform the OFSI as well.
The guidance recalls that the reporting obligation to
the OFSI is additional to other sanctions reporting
obligations which could include reporting required by
a regulator or submitting suspicious activity reports to
the National Crime Agency under the Proceeds of
Crime Act 2002.
Updated general guidance
Financial sanctions page
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Olaf Scholz denies influencing decision to waive
tax bill for MM Warburg & Co
Recently, Warburg’s former Chief Executive Christian
Olearius was charged by prosecutors in Köln for his
alleged role in the scandal. Olearius had reportedly
met Scholz twice over a two-week period in 2016,
when Warburg was already probed by financial
authorities. It is shown that Warburg was told shortly
after the meeting that it did not have to pay back a
€47 million bill, however the decision was partially
revoked in 2017 by the Federal Ministry of Finance.
German Chancellor Olaf Scholz denied at a 11
August press conference any political influence over
the decision to waive a tax bill for Germany’s largest
private bank MM Warburg & Co while he was mayor
of Hamburg between 2011 and 2018. Scholz’s
emails have reportedly been investigated in the last
few months by the German prosecutors in relation to
the cum-ex global tax avoidance case.
The cum-ex schemes involved shares strategically
divided between banks, investors and hedge funds
giving the impression that they were all owners and
entitled to a tax refund. According to a 2021
investigation by independent German news outlet

Correctiv, the cum-ex tax evasion schemes resulted in
€150 billion in losses worldwide, with Germany
experiencing €36 billion in losses.
Warburg engaged between 2007 and 2011 in cum-ex
deals by trading shares at high speeds on or
immediately before the dividend record date and
claiming two or more refunds for capital gains taxes
that had been paid to the state only once, according
to the Guardian. Prosecutors reportedly claim that
Warburg defrauded the state of around €300 million.
58

Details about the meeting between Olearius and
Scholz reportedly stem from Olearius’ seized diaries,
which also show that Johannes Kahrs, a politician
who resigned in 2020 from all his roles, had secured
the meeting between the two. Kahrs allegedly asked
Olearius in 2017 for donations to his Social
Democratic Party (Sozialdemokratische Partei

Deutschlands, SPD). Media outlets note that Warburg
made donations, in 2017, to the SPD’s central
Hamburg branch amounting to roughly €45,000. BILD
further reports that investigators discovered over
€214,800 in cash inside a safe deposit box in Kahrs’
name, although the funds’ origin and purpose remain
unknown.
Scholz stated during the press conference that he
knows “nothing” regarding the money inside Kahrs’
safe deposit box and that he has “no idea” where the
money comes from. “I suppose you will know sooner
than I will”, he told reporters.
The Chancellor is to appear on 19 August before a
commission of inquiry in Hamburg. “There has been
no political interference as far as the decisions are
concerned”, Scholz announced during the press
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conference. He added that he will maintain his

representative of the opposition conservatives on the

position before the commission as well, and that he is

committee, finds, according to Reuters, that Scholz

“sure that [the] finding will not change”.

could be called to testify again as new findings from
the investigation emerge.

“There has been no political interference as far as the
decisions are concerned”, Scholz announced during

Deutsche Welle reports that the Hamburg Public

the press conference. He added that he will maintain

Prosecutor General’s Office dismissed on 15 August a

his position before a commission of inquiry in

criminal complaint against Scholz, finding no

Hamburg as well, and that he is “sure that [the] finding

misconduct on the part of the Chancellor.

will not change”. It is reported that Scholz indeed
appeared on 19 August before the commission and

Chancellor Scholz press conference (in German)

denied any wrongdoing, while opposition lawmakers
accused him of concealing the truth. He insisted that
he cannot remember the content of the meetings with
Olearius and that, as mayor, he also met with

The Guardian article
BILD article (in German, requires subscription)

representatives of other banks. Richard Seelmaecker,

AUSTRAC orders audit of Gold Corporation’s
compliance with AML/CTF rules
Australian Transaction Reports

concerns” following engagement

“will continue to work closely with

and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC)

with Gold Corporation, which has

Gold Corporation to address

announced on 30 August that it

resulted in the order to appoint an

compliance concerns”.

has ordered the appointment of

external auditor.

an external auditor to Gold

The auditor is expected to report

Corporation, a precious metals

The auditor will examine Gold

to AUSTRAC within 180 days of

enterprise wholly owned by the

Corporation’s compliance with: (1)

being appointed. The outcomes of

Western Australia government

the requirement to have an

the audit will assist Gold

and trading as the Perth Mint, to

AML/CTF programme; (2) the

Corporation in adhering to the

assess its compliance with the

requirement to have an ongoing

AML obligations and advise

Anti-Money Laundering and

customer due diligence

AUSTRAC whether further

Counter-Terrorism Financing Act

programme; (3) suspicious matter

regulatory action is required.

2006 (AML/CTF Act) and

reporting obligations; and (4) the

AML/CTF Rules Instrument 2007

maintenance of enrolment details

(No. 1).

within required timeframes.

AUSTRAC press release
AML/CTF Act

According to a press release,

AUSTRAC Chief Executive Officer

AUSTRAC identified “compliance

Nicole Rose notes that AUSTRAC
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Experts discuss conflict-induced human
trafficking and human smuggling, red flags and
financial inclusion of survivors
Lead Leona Vaughn highlights that

coming from unrelated individuals

conflict is seen as an “opportunity”

and ranging from several thousand

particularly by organised crime

up to $10,000. Fraudulent

groups. Vaughn also underlines

documentation is another red flag

that “conflicts exacerbate the

of HS, according to Strandlie.

vulnerabilities that were already

Regarding HT, she differentiates

there”. In this regard, she notes

between red flags of sex trafficking

The Association of Certified Anti-

that Ukraine was already dealing

and red flags of labour trafficking.

Money Laundering Specialists

with HT prior to the Russian

For sex trafficking, one of the main

(ACAMS) organised on 11 August

invasion. “We know that there was

red flags is the unknown source of

a webinar focusing on human

already trafficking that was

funds, with many peer-to-peer

trafficking (HT) and human

happening within the country

transfers from unknown

smuggling (HS), how conflict-

including sex trafficking, child

individuals and debit card

induced displacement often

trafficking […] and labour

purchases. Strandlie emphasises

increases those risks, and how

trafficking”. Vaughn explains that

that traffickers often use the

financial institutions (FIs) can

this phenomenon is seen in

victims’ accounts to move the

assist HT/HS investigations.

conflicts that are active or

money, open credit cards and take

emerging across the world inside

out loans in their names. When it

With regard to the distinction

countries or at their borders

comes to labour trafficking, one

between HT and HS, ACAMS

including Afghanistan, Yemen,

can see a lack of payroll or

Director of Research William Scott

Syria, Nigeria, Lebanon, Myanmar,

inconsistency in payrolls, and a

Grob stated that HS is a “crime

Ethiopia, Haiti and Colombia.

lack of insurance payment or at

against the country” and is

“Slavery and trafficking [are] both

lower amounts than expected.

voluntary, compared to HT, which

an existing vulnerability, as well as

involves coercion, intimidation, and

a risk that conflicts actually

fraud. However, Grob notes that

create”, Vaughn states.

both see a rise in the involvement
of transnational criminal

Wells Fargo Global Financial

organisations and in both cases

Crimes Intelligence Group Lead

people can experience exploitation

Financial Crimes Officer

“somewhere in the chain”.

Cassandra Strandlie further
explains that the red flags of HS

Speakers’
recommendations for FIs
include
Working with anti-trafficking
and refugee non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), law
enforcement and survivors, and

United Nations University Centre

and HT “look different”. For HS,

for Policy Research Finance

Strandlie highlights low and

Against Slavery and Trafficking

repeating amounts with similar

Engaging in information

Initiative Vulnerable Populations

payment patterns, with payments

sharing with other FIs, NGOs
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Increasing financial inclusion of

advocates to provide evidence

survivors of HS and HT and

of a survivor’s identity when

conflict-affected populations by

they lack documentation

implementing alternative
customer due diligence
processes, for example giving

Webinar info and recording (re…

authority to support
organisations and legal

Solana claims Slope Finance wallet
vulnerabilities behind $6m crypto hack
Slope announced at the time that “there is no
conclusive evidence” connecting the security
vulnerability to the hack. On 5 August, the wallet
developer offered a 10 percent bounty to the hackers,
providing a window of 48 hours, and promising to
stop its investigations and not to pursue legal action if
the attackers complied.
Slope provided no update on the matter, but published
on 16 August two separate reports by blockchain
The Solana Foundation, which runs the eponymous
blockchain platform, announced on 3 August that
“malicious actors” stole funds from nearly 8,000
wallets, with an updated figure given on 8 August
raising the number of affected wallets to over 9,000
and the value of the assets to $4.1 million. While
Solana initially stated that the signs could point to a
supply chain attack, it later indicated that the
vulnerability rested with the wallet developed by
Slope Finance.
Slope stated on 11 August that investigators it
engaged found a loophole in its error-reporting

security firms OtterSec LLC and SlowMist Inc. The
firms found that between 12 and 15 percent of the
hacked addresses were affected by Slope’s
vulnerability, with SlowMist stating that the addresses
in question held assets valued at the time of the
attack at around $1.4 million.
UK-based blockchain security firm Elliptic Enterprises
Ltd stated on 3 August that the total funds stolen in
the attack surpass $5.8 million.
SlowMist report (16 August 2022)
OtterSec report (16 August 2022)

software which could “inadvertently log sensitive
data”, such as wallet seed-phrases, or passwords.
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Solana press release (8 August 2022)
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UK establishes Public Sector Fraud Authority

The UK government announced

Counter Fraud Data Analytics

Interim Public Sector Fraud

on 3 August the establishment of

Service with responsibilities in

Authority CEO, Mark Cheeseman

the Public Sector Fraud Authority,

providing “advanced data

OBE stated that “[t]he creation of

a new body which brings together

capabilities”, including social

the Public Sector Fraud Authority

counter fraud and data experts,

network analysis aimed at

represents a landmark in our fight

“using best-in-class tools and

combating and preventing fraud

against public sector fraud”. He

advances analytics to help

against taxpayers; (3) improving

added that “[t]he PSFA will support

departments and public bodies

the use of fraud intelligence across

public servants across

protect public money”.

the public sector; and (4) providing

government and public bodies to

regular updates to the Cabinet

[…] innovate and to modernise our

The new authority aims to improve

Ministers, including HM Treasury

approach to fraud”. Separately,

the government’s counter fraud

and the Cabinet Office on the

Chief Secretary to the Treasury

response and will cooperate with

latest fraud landscape.

Simon Clarke underlined that “[t]he

other departments and public

launch of the new body […] will

bodies to assess their fraud

The authority set a target of £180

reinforce wider investment in

defences and to help them “put

million of identified fraud benefits

government to crackdown on

stronger safeguards in place” by:

for the first 12 months of activity.

fraud and mis-claiming, including

(1) establishing counter fraud

According to the government, this

£210 million for HMRC to further

plans for other departments and

target will be reached in part by

tackle fraud, and £510 million for

public bodies and reviewing

supporting the Department for

DWP to target welfare fraud in

progress, while providing expert

Business, Energy and Industrial

2021”.

support concerning fraud risks and

Strategy, as well as bank lenders to

threats they are exposed to, and

detect and recover fraud

help them design defence

associated with the Bounce Back

mechanisms against them; (2)

Loan scheme.

establishing a new National
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UK Government press release
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Germany announces new financial crime
authority
The German Ministry of Finance

supervision of the non-financial

(Bundesministerium der

sector. The paper notes that

The strategy was announced amid

Finanzen) published on 23

Germany currently has over 300

the release by the Financial Action

August a paper describing

supervisory authorities, which the

Task Force of a mutual evaluation

planned measures to enhance the

Ministry of Finance aims to

report assessing Germany’s anti-

country’s fight against financial

reduce. The COMLS will also help

money laundering and countering

crime and sanction

supervisory authorities in

financing of terrorism measures.

implementation. The core

developing guidelines and

The report shows that the country

competencies in this regard will

standards and will act as a contact

“is an important international

be concentrated within a new

point for the EU’s future Anti-

financial centre and faces

Federal Authority for Combating

Money Laundering Authority.

significant risks as a destination

Financial Crime

country for foreign proceeds and

(Bundesoberbehörde zur

The second measure announced

transit country for funds to enter

Bekämpfung der

by the Ministry of Finance

and leave the European single

Finanzkriminalität, BBF).

concerns training “highly qualified

market”.

financial investigators”, while the
Finance Minister Christian Lindner

third measure will ensure that all

Q&As on the new measures

highlights that “Germany must no

relevant registers are digitally

underline that German

longer have the reputation of a

linked to facilitate beneficial

investigators have been focusing

money laundering paradise”.

ownership checking during

on predicate offences such as

investigations or for sanctions

drug trafficking, fraud and human

enforcement purposes.

trafficking. However, the proposed

According to the paper, BBF will
encompass a Federal Financial

strategy is to shift the focus on the

Criminal Office

“The combination of financial

profits related to said offences. It

(Bundesfinanzkriminalamt) aimed

supervision into a federal agency

is shown that money laundering in

at focusing on investigating

is crucial to addressing Germany’s

Germany goes up to €100 billion a

complex cases of illicit financial

shortcomings in the tackling of

year, with less than one percent

flows and enforcing sanctions.

financial crime”, Aperio Intelligence

being identified and confiscated

The Financial Intelligence Unit

Analyst Nina Penzel states. “While

through prosecution.

represents the second pillar of the

the competence of BBF can only

new structure and acts as an

be ascertained over time, the

independent analysis unit.

proposed improvements to the

Moreover, a new Central Office for

supervision of non-financial

Money Laundering Supervision

sectors is long overdue, as is the

(COMLS) is to represent the third

proposed development of inter-

pillar of BBF and to ensure a more

authority technology and

stringent and coordinated

digitalisation”, she adds.
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Interpol launches global campaign on growing
use of money mules
Interpol adds that its ‘#YourAccountYourCrime’
campaign raises awareness that every individual is
responsible for keeping their account safe and that
transferring money on behalf of a third party may
trigger consequences. The campaign explores how
money mules operate, how to avoid becoming a
victim, and the risks associated with this practice.
Interpol notes that in most cases money mules are
Interpol’s Financial Crime and Anti-Corruption

recruited as part of larger scams designed to escape

Centre (IFCACC) announced on 10 August the

the audit trail “by moving the money further and

launch of a global campaign designed to raise

further away from the original crime”.

awareness about the extensive use of money mules
in facilitating the movement of criminal proceeds.

The week when the campaign was launched
overlapped with the return to Japan from Ghana, for

Money mules are people recruited by criminals to

prosecution purposes, of a suspected ringleader of an

transfer funds on their behalf and to launder illicit

international romance scam network. The alleged

profits, often unintentionally, according to Interpol.

offender is believed to have defrauded victims of

The publication of a purple notice in May contributed

JPY400 million yen (approximately £2.46 million)

to raising awareness about the growing use of money

using false female profiles on matchmaking apps. 15

mule ‘herders’, who regularly seek blanket

accomplices, many of whom were alleged money

authorisations to use the victims’ personal accounts

mules, were arrested during the investigation.

as their own.
Interpol press release
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CONSULTATIONS

EBF responds to European Commission’s call for
evidence on an Open Finance Framework

The European Banking Federation

model, and creating a level playing

(EBF) on 2 August published its

Market-driven initiatives could

field. The latter objective should

response to the European

support the development of

include technology companies

Commission’s call for evidence on

necessary technical standards,

that provide financial services, with

an Open Finance Framework,

such as exchange protocols and

reciprocity on data access as a

designed to establish a scheme

security, the EBF adds. Other key

necessary condition.

for facilitating voluntary data

factors to be considered include

sharing based on market needs.

the pursuit of data-sharing beyond

The EBF concludes that the

the Payment Services Directive

establishment of a data-driven

The EBF’s response highlights that

(PSD2) “only on a cross sectoral

financial sector requires a careful

“technical obstacles such as

level”, as moving beyond the PSD2

consideration of the policy options

common secure access and

framework towards open finance

available, including of the types of

transfer mechanisms and

without acting across other areas

services that can bring the highest

standards must be addressed”, as

may deepen the current data

value to customers.

any framework should remain

asymmetry faced by banks.

technology neutral to enable

EBF press release

innovative solutions. Furthermore,

Key objectives include facilitating

the EBF notes that a fair

access to data and their reuse,

distribution of value across the

enhancing customers’ confidence

framework is crucial, while

and data autonomy, addressing

incentives should be provided for

risks relating to data reuse,

all market actors.

establishing a fair commercial
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ESMA responds to first draft of European
Sustainability Reporting Standards
between impact materiality and financial or enterprise
value creation materiality”.
ESMA recommends that the EFRAG avoids requiring
clarifications about the lack of materiality of certain
disclosures, while focusing instead on pursuing
proportionality objectives. Ways to pursue such
objectives may involve “allowing a gradual phasing-in
of certain requirements, reducing the complexity of
the requirements themselves and/or deferring some
The European Securities and Markets Authority
(ESMA) on 8 August responded to the European
Financial Reporting Advisory Group’s (EFRAG) public
consultation on the first set of draft European
Sustainability Reporting Standards (ESRS).

disclosure requirements”.

ESMA’s response considers four key criteria
which it plans to use when preparing its
opinion, aiming to ensure that the ESRS

ESMA’s response notes that it welcomes the “political

Promote disclosure of high-quality material

agreement recently reached by the co-legislators on

sustainability data

the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive
(CSRD)”, as the CSRD will replace the Non-Financial
Reporting Directive (NFRD). The CSRD mandates the
European Commission (EC) to require each individual

Lead to consistent implementation in terms of
both content and format
Are interoperable with other EU legislation

European Supervisory Authority to provide an opinion
on the final technical advice on the draft reporting

Encourage the EU sustainability requirements and

standards developed by EFRAG prior to their adoption

objectives, as well as interoperability with relevant

by the EC.

international standards

ESMA highlights that “it is important that the EFRAG

ESMA press release

provides adequate guidance to issuers on how to
implement the materiality process, including how to
determine any entity-specific qualitative and
quantitative materiality criteria and how to distinguish
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ESMA response
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US SEC proposes rules to improve clearing
agency governance and mitigate conflicts of
interest
standards for serving on the board and a documented
process for evaluating board nominees; (2) a risk
management committee, including regarding its
purpose, composition and reconstitution.
Additionally, the proposal requires policies and
procedures to: (1) identify, mitigate or eliminate
conflicts of interest, and document such measures;
(2) obligate directors to report potential conflicts
promptly; (3) enable the board to oversee
The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
published on 8 August its proposed rules to help
improve governance arrangements across all
registered clearing agencies by curbing conflicts of
interest influencing the board of directors or
equivalent governing body of a registered clearing
agency. The new rules are aimed to identify certain
responsibilities of the board, increase transparency
of board governance, and generally improve the
alignment of incentives among owners and
participants of a registered clearing agency.
The proposed rules define independence in the
context of a director serving on the board of a
registered clearing agency and require that a majority
of the board (or 34 percent when a majority of the
voting rights are directly or indirectly held by
participants) be independent directors. The proposal
also foresees independent director requirements for
the composition of other board committees and
identify circumstances that would preclude a
director’s independence.
Moreover, requirements are envisaged for: (1) a
nominating committee, including regarding the
composition of the nominating committee, fitness
67

relationships with service providers for critical
services; and (4) solicit, consider, and document the
registered clearing agency’s consideration of its
participants’ and other relevant stakeholders’ views
regarding material developments in its governance
and operations.
“I think these rules would help to build more
transparent and reliable clearinghouses”, states SEC
Chair Gary Gensler. However, Commissioner Hester
M. Peirce describes the proposal as “puzzling”, noting
that it “takes an overly prescriptive, regulator-knowsbest approach to these matters that risks diluting the
duties of directors to the clearing agency and
depriving clearing agencies of the flexibility and
expertise needed for effective governance”. She
criticises the proposal inter alia for sending boards
“running off in multiple directions”.
Similarly, Commissioner Mark T. Uyeda expresses
concern that the new rules “may limit competition”
and “further increase market concentration risks”. He
also notes that the proposal “appears overboard” by
setting governance requirements for all registered
clearing agencies, “irrespective of status as a covered
clearing agency”. According to Uyeda, the SEC could
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have considered a “bifurcated approach”, foreseeing

Public comments on the proposal are welcome on or

more stringent requirements on the dominant

before 7 October or within 30 days following

incumbents and “more scaling and flexibility for new

publication of the proposing release in the Federal

entrants”.

Register, whichever period is longer.

The SEC proposed in 2010 and 2011 rules regarding

SEC press release

clearing agency governance, however it did not adopt
them, a press release shows. It adds that the SEC is
withdrawing said proposals following “multiple
changes” to its regulatory framework for clearing

Proposed rule
Fact sheet

agencies in the interim.

EIOPA launches consultation on governance
arrangements in third countries
compromise the undertaking

organised in such a manner that

having an appropriate level of

they hinder the ability of the

corporate substance,

supervisory bodies to monitor

proportionate to the nature, scale

compliance with existing legal

and complexity of their business”,

obligations.

the paper notes.
EIOPA notes that “[w]hen
The European Insurance and

EIOPA considers that the objective

authorising business, and as part

Occupational Pensions Authority

of such a governance arrangement

of ongoing supervision,

(EIOPA) on 1 August launched a

in a third country is to serve the

supervisory authorities should

public consultation relating to a

market where it operates.

request that the undertakings

draft supervisory statement on

Consequently, governance

considering or operating such

governance arrangements in third

arrangements established in third

governance arrangements provide

countries.

countries with the sole purpose to

sufficient justification and rationale

support entities based in the EU

why the proposed structuring of

The statement is designed to

should be avoided. Supervisory

their activities can safeguard the

strengthen the supervision and

entities should ensure that

ability of the supervisory authority

monitoring of insurance

regulated functions are adequately

to undertake proper supervision”.

companies’ and intermediaries’

overseen and controlled so that a

compliance with relevant EU

company is able to assume full

EIOPA receives feedback on the

legislation covering governance

responsibility for effective

matter until 31 October.

arrangements in third countries.

decision-making and risk

EIOPA expects that the use of a

management. Furthermore,

third country branch “should not

regulated activities should not be
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EIOPA press release
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CPMI and IOSCO publish discussion paper on
CCPs' practices for addressing non-default
losses

The Bank for International

highly specific to the geographic

Some CCPs include in their

Settlements’ (BIS) Committee on

location of the CCP’s operations”.

rulebook the potential allocation of

Payments and Market

losses to clearing members, most

Infrastructures (CPMI) and the

Furthermore, the paper notes that

often for custody and investment

International Organisation of

CCPs have various resources and

losses. Other CCPs also use rule-

Securities Commissions (IOSCO)

tools at their disposal to cover

based loss allocation mechanism

published on 4 August a

potential NDLs. These tools may

to address losses related to

discussion paper relating to

vary depending on the ownership

general business risks, operational

central counterparty (CCP)

structure of the CCP, with some of

and legal risks. In some instances,

practices to address non-default

these instruments drawing on

such allocations are used as a

losses (NDL).

financial resources held as highly

second-order source after

liquid assets. CCPs may consider

insurance coverage.

The paper section relating to risk-

the type of non-default risk leading

specific factors highlights that

to the potential or actual loss, the

The CPMI and IOSCO are awaiting

“many CCPs noted that certain

amount of financial resources

input on the paper until 4 October.

non-default events that could lead

required to address the losses, and

to financial losses, such as

the speed with which the financial

custody or physical disaster risks,

resources can be monetised.

require risk-specific analysis, such
as considering factors that are
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BIS press release
BIS paper
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PRESS AND MEDIA

Najib Razak reportedly imprisoned for 12 years
immediately after losing final appeal in 1MDB
corruption case
serve a 12-year prison sentence and pay a MYR210
million (£39.7 million) fine.
Local media reports that in a last-minute effort to
appeal to overturn the conviction, Najib’s defence
team tried to recuse Chief Justice Tengku Maimun
binti Tuan Mat, who was also the chairperson of the
panel of five judges that heard his last appeal, arguing
that her husband, Zamani Ibrahim, posted critical
commentary on Najib on social media in 2018. Najib’s
lawyers are reported to have cited “a real danger of
Malaysia’s Federal Court on 23 August upheld
former prime minister Najib Razak’s conviction to 12
years imprisonment, a sentence which he will have
to begin serving immediately, following charges
related to the multi-billion-dollar corruption scandal
involving sovereign wealth fund 1Malaysia
Development Berhad (1MDB), as reported by

Reuters. Najib co-founded 1MDB and chaired its
advisory board since its establishment in 2009 and
until 2016.
On 28 July 2020, Najib was convicted by a lower court
on seven counts, including money laundering, criminal
breach of trust, and abuse of power in connection
with $9.4 million which was illegally transferred out of
SRC International Sdn Bhd, a former unit of 1MDB,
into his private bank accounts whilst holding the
office. At the time, Najib was sentenced to 10 years in
prison for each of three counts of criminal breach of
trust and three counts of money laundering and 12
years in prison for the charge of abuse of power. The
sentences ran concurrently, hence Najib must now
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bias” in their application, claiming that “it is likely that
[Ibrahim] would have influenced the thinking of the
mind of the chairperson as to [Najib’s] alleged
culpability”. The Chief Justice reportedly denied any
nexus between the Facebook posts and the appeal in
question.
The five-member panel of judges unanimously found
that the conviction of Najib on all counts “was safe
and the appeal devoid of any merits”.
“We are unable to conclude that any of the findings of
the High Court, as affirmed by the Court of Appeal,
were perverse or plainly wrong so as to warrant
appellate intervention. We agree that the defense is so
inherently inconsistent and incredible that it does not
raise a reasonable doubt on the prosecution case”,
Chief Justice Maimun reportedly stated reading out
the verdict.
Najib held the position of prime minister from 2009
until his Barisan Nasional (The National Front)
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government was overthrown in the 9 May 2018

managing director Ng Chong Hwa, also known as

general election amid outrage over the 1MDB

Roger Ng, was convicted of receiving over $35 million

scandal which sparked investigations in the US,

in kickbacks for his role in the scheme to divert and

Singapore, Switzerland and other countries. However,

launder money from 1MDB between 2012 and 2013.

he continued to hold a parliamentary seat.
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) states that
approximately $4.5 billion was diverted through the
1MDB scheme to offshore bank accounts “through a
series of complex transactions and shell companies”.
Financial institutions, employees and officials have
been implicated worldwide and are subject to various
probes into their 1MDB-related transactions. On 13
May, Goldman Sachs Group Inc reached a $79.5
million settlement agreement with shareholders,
which was filed in the US District Court for the
Southern District of New York, after having been
accused of assisting 1MDB in the sale of $6.5 billion
in bonds and failing to identify significant risk

Najib reportedly claimed that he was misled by
financial advisers, particularly Low Taek Jho,
commonly known as Jho Low, who still remains at
large, according to the DOJ. Low has been charged in
the US and Malaysia.
Malaysian authorities state Najib illegally received
over $1 billion traceable to 1MDB. He denies any
wrongdoing.
Reuters article
Malaysia Now article
Associated Press article

indicators. On 8 April, the company’s former

Aperio Analysis by Belinda Teh
According to prosecutors, as the Prime Minister and Finance Minister of Malaysia between April 2009 and
May 2018, as well as Emeritus Adviser of SRC International, Najib has absolute power over the company,
where as Finance Minister, he is also considered its sole shareholder. Instead of protecting the interests of
the company, he had caused it to suffer major losses in order to achieve personal gains by
misappropriating the sum. The crimes were uncovered in 2015 in an exposé by the Wall Street Journal
which showed evidence of the company transferring funds amounting to tens of millions of ringgits in
batches via various entities into Najib’s bank accounts between December 2014 and February 2015.
Najib is the first former Prime Minister of Malaysia to be convicted of criminal offences and imprisoned.
This legal precedence gives Malaysia hope to tackle the long-standing problem of its inability to deal with
kleptocracy and corrupt officials. It also sends a strong message that nobody is beyond the law, not even
the richest and most powerful. However, the Malaysian public is still cautious of what entails following the
verdict as politics often gets in the way of the judicial system.

Under Article 42 (1) of the Malaysian Federal Constitution, Najib could apply for a royal pardon, but he first
must serve some time in jail. However, due to him facing charges in a 1MDB trial, where evidence indicate that
he had accepted MYR 2.6 billion in donation from the Saudi government, it will be difficult for him to succeed
in obtaining a pardon.
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Internal review shows Deutsche Bank’s
investment desk broke internal rules on cum-ex
deals, FT reports
Cum-ex trading refers to

trades happened “within the

arrangements made by multiple

parameters set in transaction

parties to receive refunds on

approvals”. The reports point to

withholding tax on dividends. The

senior management being aware

exact size of lost revenue for

of the deals, discussing

European authorities is yet to be

reputational risks and concluding

accurately determined, but some

that they “were acceptable” while

The Financial Times revealed on

estimates put the overall losses on

“fully underst[anding] the nature of

1 August further details from an

the continent in the tens of billions

cum-ex trading”, according to the

internal Deutsche Bank AG probe

of euros. German news outlet

FT.

which reportedly show that the

Correctiv, which led a cross border

bank breached its own rules

media investigation on the topic,

The internal review reportedly

through its involvement in

calculated the highest estimate in

found that Deutsche Bank itself

withholding tax arrangements.

October 2021, approximating the

engaged in derivatives

The ‘cum-ex’ trades are the

losses at €150 billion.

transactions that relied on cum-ex
trading, while the bank denied to

subject of a far-reaching tax
fraud probe in Germany and other

The documents reportedly indicate

the FT that it engaged in such

countries.

that tax specialists at the bank did

deals “on its own accounts”.

not agree with the financial

Details of the internal audits were

Internal reports prepared by the

institution’s involvement in cum-ex

reported on previously by Reuters

law firm Freshfields Bruckhaus

deals, qualifying them as

in 2019, with the news agency

Deringer LLP were shared with the

fraudulent and warning of

highlighting a similar claim that,

Public Prosecutor’s Office

important reputational risks,

based on “a lot of indications”,

(Staatsanwaltschaft, StA) in

according to the media outlet.

managers discussed the risks

Cologne and represent an

Nevertheless, investment bankers

lending money to clients for cum-

important part of the probe,

in London circumvented the tax

ex transactions.

according to people familiar with

department’s interdiction, the FT

the matter who spoke with the FT.

reports.

FT article

70 individuals, who are former or

Freshfields stressed that the

Correctiv article (21 October 2…

current Deutsche Bank employees,

financial institution should not

are under investigation in Cologne.

have relied on self-policing but

The media outlet reports that over

rather should have ensured that
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Sanctioned Russian oligarchs reportedly
exploited UK corporate structures
A joint investigation by the BBC

the Rotenberg brothers exploited

services to Always Efficient “due to

and Finance Uncovered reported

an ELP, Sinara Company LP, set up

their breach of our Terms &

on 3 August that sanctioned

in January 2017 and offering

Conditions”.

Russian oligarchs Arkady and

“tourism and ticketing services”.

Boris Rotenberg reportedly

Sinara reportedly sent between

“We are aware that many years

exploited a type of company

July 2017 and June 2018 14 wire

ago we filed registration

known as an English Limited

transfers in $9,500 increments

documents for some companies

Partnership (ELP), which was not

totalling $133,000 to an art adviser

that eventually were accused in

required to identify its real

who facilitated purchases for the

unlawful activities, but such

owners, to facilitate purchases.

Rotenbergs. Sinara was dissolved

information was not available to

The investigation highlights links

in 2019.

us prior (to) registration”, Dovzhik

between several ELPs and fraud,

reportedly stated.

terrorism and money laundering

The investigation further reveals

(ML).

that almost all companies created

The investigation uncovered

by the five agencies use ‘nominee’

addresses fostering hundreds of

The report notes that the UK

firms in offshore locations, with

ELPs. Moreover, it shows that

government introduced in 2016

more than half in the Seychelles,

names of an ELPs’ partners can be

and 2017 transparency laws that

Belize and Nevis. Based on

found on paperwork submitted to

oblige most UK companies to

corporate records, the BBC and

Companies House, however the

identify their beneficial owners

Finance Uncovered found that the

names are usually of anonymous

(BOs). ELPs, however, were not

most prolific of the agencies is

companies incorporated in

covered. The BBC and Finance

LAS, which is run by Anglo-Russian

offshore countries. Additionally,

Uncovered note that over 4,500

accountant Elena Dovzhik and her

when real people are signing

ELPs have been established, up by

Latvian business partner Ineta

paperwork for those companies it

53 percent, since 2017. One in four

Utināne. Several companies

is “unlikely they are the true

were created by just five UK-based

associated with LAS, according to

owners”. The BBC and Finance

agencies that “have track records

the media investigation, have been

Uncovered found that these

in creating anonymous UK

involved in criminal activity. The

individuals are typically paid to

companies for clients in Eastern

report shows that Always Efficient

sign the documents and have no

Europe and the former Soviet

LLP, a firm registered to a London

knowledge of the company’s

Union”, the report notes.

address provided by LAS, was

activities. The report provides the

found to be behind Russian-

example of Ruth Neidhart, a

ELPs are shown to lack a separate

language bitcoin exchange BTC-e,

“prolific signatory” living in Cyprus,

legal identity, which implies that

which was shut down in 2017 by

who has allegedly signed

they cannot own assets, do not

the US Justice Department due to

paperwork for over 160 ELPs

have a BO and cannot legally open

allegations of ML. The BBC was

established by agency IOS since

bank accounts. Nevertheless, the

reportedly informed by LAS that in

2016.

media investigation reveals how

2017 they “terminated” their
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TikTok used for money laundering, financing
Daesh, Türkiye FC watchdog reportedly
uncovers
approximately TRY1.5 billion (£71

MASAK further found that the

million at current prices) have

terrorist organisation Daesh

been transferred to TikTok users in

reportedly raised funds through

Türkiye since early 2021. MASAK’s

the app.

research reportedly shows that,

Public news agency Anadolu
reported on 28 August that
Türkiye’s Financial Crimes
Investigation Board (Mali Suçlar

Araştırma Kurulu¸ MASAK) is
probing suspicious donations
made through the TikTok
platform, with suspicions that the
app might have been used for
money laundering and terrorist
financing.

Anadolu reportedly obtained
information that shows

even though both the group of

In 2021, the Twitch data leaks,

individuals making donations and

which showed the flows of

those receiving the money are

revenue to streamers on the

small in size, some accounts

popular platform, indicated that

stand out.

the app was used for money
laundering in the country. Local

The watchdog reportedly finds

publication Haberler reported at

that would-be livestreams that

the time that over 2,000 accounts,

only show a still image or a black

among them streamers and e-

screen received unusual amounts

sports players, were used to

in donations, with suspicions that

launder nearly $10 million.

the money originated in stolen
credit cards. The sums were
laundered through the donation
process and then sent to individual

Anadolu Agency article
Haberler article (1 November …

accounts, according to Anadolu.

UAE announces new reporting requirements
targeting real estate transactions involving
virtual assets
The United Arab Emirates’ (UAE)

requirements aimed at certain

Ministry of Economy and the

real estate transactions

Ministry of Justice, together with

conducted in the UAE, state-news

the UAE Financial Intelligence

agency WAM reported on 8

Unit (FIU), announced the

August.

introduction of new reporting
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transactions of freehold real estate

transaction. The rules apply to

the quality of financial intelligence

properties in the UAE that employ

both individuals and corporate

available to the FIU and will be

any of the three methods of

entities that are parties to the

used to trace the suspicious

payment, whether partially or for

transactions.

movement of funds or

the entirety of the property value:

investments as part of our fight

(1) single or multiple cash

The UAE is one of the first

against money laundering and

payment(s) equal to or above

countries to implement a

terrorism financing”. They are

AED55,000 (around £12,500); (2)

mechanism for real estate

aimed at strengthening “the

payments that include the use of a

transactions involving virtual

stability and integrity of the UAE’s

virtual asset; (3) payments where

assets, according to WAM, which

real estate sector”, which is a key

the fund(s) used derive from a

notes that the relevant private

sector for investment and for the

virtual asset.

sector entities have already been

country’s economic development,

informed about the new

as well as at providing “greater

requirements.

transparency” to stakeholders in

Real estate agents, brokers and
law firms are expected to obtain
and record, among others, the
identification documents of the
parties to the applicable

this field, Ba’Alawi highlights.
FIU Head Ali Faisal Ba’Alawi notes
that the measures “will improve

WAM article

Aperio Analysis by Larissa Normanton
This is a positive development and a necessary one given that in March 2022, the Financial Action Task
Force (“FATF”) placed the UAE under increased monitoring - often referred to as the “grey list”, or more
informally, its “dirty money watchlist” - to address strategic deficiencies in their approaches to countering
money laundering and terrorist financing.
The high use of cash in the UAE increases its vulnerability to terrorist financing and money laundering
whilst Dubai’s real estate market in particular is widely considered to be a haven for laundered cash.
Since UK and US sanctions have come into force following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the UAE, and
specifically Dubai, has been frequently highlighted as a haven for wealthy Russian nationals wanting to
move their funds and asset holdings outside the West due to restrictions imposed by western financial
systems.
The UAE cannot afford to jeopardise its reputation as the Middle East’s main financial hub, on which it
depends to continue to attract foreign businesses.”
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German companies reportedly raided over
suspicions of unauthorised highly toxic
chemicals exports to Russia
especially to Moscow-based

company, R.R. Rhein Reserve

chemicals wholesaler Khimmed

GmbH, which is now under

OOO. According to the Organized

investigation as well. Moreover, the

Crime and Corruption Reporting

media outlets show that Riol

Project, Khimmed has previously

Chemie is suspected of having

supplied the Russian military and

concealed shipments by sending

the Federal Security Service,

them to Lithuania, although their

Russia’s intelligence service.

end destination was Russia.

northern and southern Germany

Riol Chemie is further reported to

Media reports describe personal

amid allegations that their

have exported a precursor for

ties between the owners of the

managers have been exporting

Novichok, a nerve-agent used in

searched companies and Russia.

highly toxic chemicals to Russia

the 2018 attempted assassination

Particularly, a Riol Chemie former

for years without authorisation,

of former Russian agent Sergei

unnamed managing director is

Norddeutscher Rundfunk (NDR)

Skripal and allegedly in the 2020

alleged to have been a co-owner of

reported on 30 August.

poison attack against Russian

a Khimmed subsidiary to which

opposition politician Alexei

chemicals were purportedly sent.

Prosecutors reportedly confirmed

Navalny. Following the attack

Additionaly, an active managing

to NDR, Westdeutscher Rundfunk

against Navalny, the US

director of Riol Chemie was a

and Süddeutscher Zeitung that

Department of Commerce’s

director of the same Khimmed

seven companies and private

Bureau of Industry and Security

subsidiary, according to the media

locations were searched. Riol

issued a rule adding 14 entities

outlets citing Russian corporate

Chemie GmbH is reported to be

including Riol Chemie and

registry records.

among the suspected companies

Khimmed to the US Entity List.

German customs officers
searched several companies in

Several private residences, a tax

and to have made over 30
shipments of chemicals and

In Germany, Riol Chemie, which

office and the headquarters of a

laboratory equipment. The

had been investigated in the past

logistics company in Bremen were

substances allegedly exported are

for alleged violations of the

also reportedly searched by the

shown to include chemicals that

Foreign Trade and Payments Act,

German investigators.

can be used to produce chemical

drew the attention of customs

and biological warfare agents,

agents during an inspection last

such as mustard gas. It is also

year. It is also reported that

shown that the chemicals have

following Riol Chemie’s

been exported in small quantities

designation by the US, former
employees founded another
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Colombia reportedly detects $20b potentially
linked to ML
Colombian Financial Information

domestic product, was detected

it does to public investment and

and Analysis Unit (Unidad de

following 20,000 suspicious

social programs”, Gutiérrez stated.

Información y Análisis Financiero,

activity reports received yearly by

He reportedly added that depriving

UIAF) Director Javier Gutiérrez

UIAF. According to Gutiérrez, as

the criminals of their resources is

states that UIAF has detected

cited by Reuters, UIAF identified

“what hurts them most”. “If you

between 2019 and mid-2022

570 channels for ML including

bankrupt them economically it is

around $20 billion in financial

fake or inflated invoices, currency

much harder for them to be

operations potentially linked to

trading, exports and

resilient”, Gutiérrez explained,

money laundering (ML), Reuters

cryptocurrencies.

according to Reuters.

reported on 9 August.
“In importance drug trafficking is
The money, which is reportedly

the [ML predicate offence] that

equivalent to roughly six percent of

generates the most resources and

the country’s annual gross

corruption is second for the harm

Reuters article

Israeli businessman Beny Steinmetz reportedly
appeals corruption and forgery conviction
Israeli businessman Beny

payment of bribes and of forging

separate US investigation and

Steinmetz, owner of Beny

documents to cover up the bribery

used in the lower Swiss court’s

Steinmetz Group Resources

using shell companies and bank

judgment. Steinmetz’s lawyer

(BSGR), appealed in a Swiss

accounts. Prosecutors also

Daniel Kinzer reportedly calls for

court a corruption and forgery

reportedly claimed that BSGR won

the court to disregard said

conviction, media outlets

exploration permits while Anglo-

statements due to a lack of

reported on 29 August. Steinmetz

Australian mining group Rio Tinto

credibility. Steinmetz denies the

was sentenced in 2021 to five

lost its existing mining rights for

charges and remains free pending

years in prison and fined CHF50

two sites in the Simandou region.

the appeal.

million (£44 million) over bribes
paid between 2006 and 2012 to

According to Reuters, a court

Mamadie Touré, wife of late

spokesperson informed that Touré

Guinea President Lansana Conté,

was called in 2021 as a witness,

to secure exploration permits for

however did not appear, and her

iron ore in the Simandou region.

whereabouts are unknown.

Steinmetz and two others were

Statements of her were,

accused of paying or arranging the

nevertheless, obtained from a
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COUNTRY UPDATES

The collapse of Italy’s coalition government and
upcoming general elections
accusations of inadequacy in his response to the
Covid-19 crisis. The splintering of Draghi’s coalition
derives from M5S’s overwhelming rejection of
Draghi’s proposals for the allocation of Italy’s EUR 200
billion EU post-pandemic recovery fund, which was
agreed in April 2021. Based on recent polling, analysts
predict that as in France, Italy may shift towards the
radical right, as the Brothers of Italy is in pole position
for the September elections. If successful, Italy would
assume its first far-right government since Benito
On 14 July, Italy’s populist political party, the
Giuseppe Conte-led 5 Star Movement (M5S),
revoked its support of Mario Draghi’s coalition
government, in response to fraught in-house
tensions and increasing concerns over the
government’s response to spiralling socio-economic
hardship in Italy. Draghi’s resignation was initially
rejected by Italy’s President Sergio Mattarella but
was later accepted on 21 July. Draghi, who had held
office for 18 months, failed to re-establish his
coalition which splintered following the boycott of
M5S and three other key parties: the far-right
League party (Lega) led by Matteo Salvini, the
conservative right-wing populist party the Brothers
of Italy (Fratelli d’Italia) led by Giorgia Meloni, and
the centre-right party Forza Italia led by Silvio
Berlusconi - Italy’s former, four-time Prime Minister.
Draghi remains in office pending snap elections set
for 25 September 2022.
Draghi, the former president of the European Central
Bank (2011-2019) and governor of the Bank of Italy
(2006-2011), became Italy’s Prime Minister in
February 2021, following the resignation of Conte
whose final months in office were beset by
78

Mussolini, with Giorgia Meloni becoming Italy’s first
female Prime Minister.
The collapse of Italy’s government could not come at
a worse time. Italy’s national drought emergency
continues to affect regions in the North and a strict
government mandate was implemented to preserve
the country’s water supplies. Furthermore, there is
increasing pressure mounting on the government to
reduce its reliance on Russian gas, following the
latter’s invasion of Ukraine, as well as to address
soaring inflation and energy prices. As a response to
recent media speculations over Russian meddling in
the collapse of the Draghi government – most notably
La Repubblica reporting on Berlusconi, a long-time
close ally of Russia’s President Vladimir Putin,
speaking to Italy’s Russian ambassador on the day
that he withdrew his backing for Draghi’s government
– Meloni appears to have taken an openly pro-NATO
position seeking to reassure Italy’s traditional Western
alliances
A key issue dividing opinion amongst Italian
politicians is how and where Italy should spend its
share of the EU recovery fund, while the EU has
already signalled that it would not renegotiate
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deadlines of the previously agreed timetable of reform

2023 budget and is set to destabilise European

measures to be adopted under the recovery plan.

markets since Italy had become highly influential

These include the adoption of a new competition law,

amongst EU circles during Draghi’s office, through the

tax reform and an overhaul of judicial procedures by

latter’s push for joint European solutions to the energy

the end of 2022. What’s more, Draghi’s resignation

crisis and stoic foreign policy stance against Russia.

and the election is expected to delay finalsing Italy's

Bangladesh protests amid 52% hike in fuel price

On 5 August 2022, the

Some analysts have indicated

contributed to the current financial

government of Bangladesh raised

that the withdrawal of fuel

crisis in Bangladesh. These

the price of fuel products by 42-

subsidies is designed to meet

include the spiraling costs of

52%, prompting a wave of street

one of several pre-conditions to

major infrastructure projects,

protests across the country amid

unlock the IMF loan.

widespread loan defaults in the

an immediate hike in public

banking sector, capital flight and

transport fares and essential

Bangladesh’s troubles have not

resource expenditure in the energy

cooking items. The main

captured global media attention in

sector.

opposition party to the ruling

the same way as the ongoing

Awami League, the Bangladesh

crises in Sri Lanka and Pakistan,

The cost-of-living crisis is placing

National Party (BNP), gathered

two countries which have also

increased pressure on Prime

thousands of supporters for a

sought IMF assistance in recent

Minister Sheikh Hasina’s

march in the capital Dhaka on 11

months amid rising inflation

government that has been in

August. Earlier on 24 July,

across South Asia. In addition to

power since 2009. The opposition

Bangladesh formally requested a

external exigencies, notably the

BNP, whose freedom to operate

$4.5 billion loan from the

war in Ukraine and the legacy of

and mobilise has been curtailed

International Monetary Fund,

Covid-19, some commentators

for some years by the authorities,

reflecting serious concerns about

have also highlighted a number of

has been leading a series of

the country’s economic situation.

domestic factors which have

protests since late July.
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Carbon credits and natural resources in the
Democratic Republic of Congo – a delicate
balance
concession attracted significant criticism from
environmental groups, international celebrities and
political actors including the British government,
which in 2013 stated that it was against SOCO
exploring for oil in Block V. Although it had publicly
committed not to conduct any exploration activities in
any of Virunga’s wildlife habitats or on the park’s
volcanoes, SOCO’s announcement in 2014 that it had
conducted seismic testing on Lake Edward, as well as
a string of reports scrutinising the company’s
The decision in July 2022 by the Democratic
Republic of Congo’s Ministry of Hydrocarbons to
auction a total of 30 oil and gas exploration blocks
across the country drew the expected widespread
criticism from environmental and community nongovernmental organisations when it was revealed
that one of the blocks, which was not part of an
initial list of 16 disclosed in May of this year,
included significant parts of the Virunga National
Park. Sub-Saharan Africa’s oldest national park,
Virunga was founded in 1925 and awarded UNESCO
national heritage site status in 1979. Although once
a major tourist destination, visitor numbers have
over the years been adversely affected by growing
security threats from militant groups in Eastern
DRC, who have used the park as a base of
operations, attacked park rangers and engaged in
illegal logging and poaching on the park territory.
Oil exploration in Virunga, and criticism thereof, is not
a new development. In 2010, then-President of the
DRC Joseph Kabila awarded oil exploration rights for
Block V, a large tract of land which included significant
southern parts of Virunga as well as Lake Edward, to
British oil & gas firm SOCO International Plc (which
has since rebranded as Pharos Energy). The
80

relations with local communities, led to further
international condemnation. In June 2014 SOCO
announced that it would cease all operations in DRC,
and the following year it opted not to renew its
exploration licence for Block V. More recently, in 2018
the DRC government’s announcement that it would
consider whether to allow new exploratory drilling
operations to take place in Virunga drew yet more
criticism, leading the government temporarily to
shelve its plans.
Carbon investing to the rescue?
In comments reported by international media outlets
in mid-August, the DRC’s Minister of Hydrocarbons,
Didier Budimbu, stated that the oil & gas concession
auctions would also be opened to carbon investment
firms. These investment firms acquire virgin pieces of
land and commit not to develop them in any way or
even to plant further vegetation on them, instead
drawing revenue from their investment by selling
carbon credits to firms which purchase these as a
way of offsetting their own CO2 production.
Although it could be viewed as moving to address
concerns regarding the adverse environmental effects
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of oil & gas exploration, other analyses have

received some AUD 100 million in carbon credits,

viewed the Ministry of Hydrocarbons’ move as a

forest area had actually decreased. Back in the DRC,

response to the lack of interest from major

in March 2022 an investigation by Spanish newspaper

international oil & gas players in bidding for the

El Pais reported that Norsudtimber, a Portuguese

exploration licences. Total and Eni, which have

logging firm operating in the country, had unlawfully

operations in Central Africa, have confirmed to the

converted large areas of logging forest to carbon

Financial Times that they would not participate in the

credit land after having logged the majority of

auction, Total having committed not to explore in

valuable wood from these.

natural reserves in the DRC as early as 2015. When
asked about the motives for opening the auction to

Risk management in the Carbon Market Age

carbon investment firms, Budimbu himself was
sanguine, stating that the auction was run for

In addition to weak and non-standardised regulatory

“economic gain” rather than to exploit DRC rainforests’

frameworks, a key driver of integrity and reputational

natural resources and concluding that “with or without

risk in the carbon investing market is the sheer

oil, what’s important is that we earn.”

proliferation of actors at all ends of the investment

Carbon investing and its risks
From a relatively fringe part of the alternative
investments sector, carbon investing has grown
significantly alongside the practice of carbon
offsetting and was valued, as of June 2022, at some
USD 270 billion worldwide. Presented as providing
investors with attractive financial returns while still
promoting environmental conservation, carbon
investing is reportedly a sector with massive growth
potential, with Credit Suisse estimating that its size
could almost quadruple to USD 1 trillion in the coming
years, driven by more stringent and more widely
adopted climate legislation. Financial services group
MSCI, meanwhile, has dubbed the massive increase
in carbon investing the “Carbon Market Age” and has
also forecast major growth in the sector.
Carbon investing is not, however, without its
detractors or issues. Weak regulatory frameworks at
the EU’s Emissions Trading System, an early carbon
marketplace, allowed a small group of scammers to
embezzle EUR 1.6 billion in the late 2000s through a
relatively unsophisticated VAT fraud. More recently, in
March 2022 an Australian academic blew the whistle
on the country’s AUD 4.5 billion carbon credit system,
stating in a report that it had led to negligible
increases in forest area and that, in 59 projects which
81

scale, from small companies to billion-dollar deals
such as that considered in early 2022 by dClimate, a
carbon investing firm which counts entrepreneurs
such as Mark Cuban and Sergey Nazarov among its
backers. While they propose attractive opportunities,
carbon investing companies and their founders often
have unclear or debatable track records, while the
exact status of the opportunities they pitch can be
difficult independently to establish. dClimate’s
proposed deal with the DRC, for example, stalled after
May 2022. While the current status of those talks is
unclear, dClimate has also joined Redemption DAO, a
group of investors which is aiming to raise USD 50
million to purchase at least one of the blocks put up
for auction in July 2022 but which had, as of 14
August 2022, raised less than USD 3 million of that
figure. Finally, the reality of much carbon investing
targeting countries where corruption remains an
unfortunately significant part of doing business
means that carbon investing opportunities have
already become the target of graft.
Potential and existing carbon investors’ due diligence
processes should therefore take into account all three
key risk factors mentioned above. The track record of
the carbon investment project manager (and, if it is
a foreign entity, of its local partner), based on both a
detailed overview of the
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public record and enquiries with well-placed

knowledge of the jurisdiction or jurisdictions

individuals on the ground, should be carried out

concerned. A well-rounded and comprehensive due

alongside a review of regulatory frameworks, which

diligence exercise, also encompassing ESG lines of

are often rapidly changing and therefore require

enquiry, will allow investors to insulate themselves

regular updates as well as solid background

from risks commonly affecting the sector.

Tunisia votes in favour of new constitution,
granting President extensive powers
The President’s power-grab has not, however, come
out of the blue. A year earlier, in July 2021, amid rising
unemployment, perceptions of rampant corruption
within the political elite and a worsening economy,
Saied dismissed the elected government, suspended
parliament and called for a new constitution. He
justified this political ‘self-coup’ as a means to restore
political and economic stability and stamp out
corruption. In the following months, Saied dissolved
Tunisia’s Supreme Judicial Council, while
On Monday 25 July 2022, Tunisians voted in favour
of a new constitution granting incumbent President
Kais Saied extensive new powers. The result of the
referendum, which enjoyed a low turnout of just over
30%, brings an end to Tunisia’s decade-long
experiment in democracy following the removal of
former dictator Zine el Abidine Ben Ali in 2011. It
also extinguishes the only remaining realistic hope
for lasting democratic change in any of the Arab
regimes that were rocked by the wave of popular
protests know as the Arab Spring, which were
sparked in late 2010 by the self-immolation of a
Tunisian street vendor, Mohammed Bouazizi.
The new constitution gives Saied, a professor of
constitutional law who won a landslide election in
2019, near-complete control of the government and
judiciary, and eradicates most checks on his power.
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implementing travel bans and asset freezes against
his political rivals.
Faced with a deteriorating economic situation and
deepening disillusionment with democraticallyelected politicians, the Tunisian public largely
welcomed Saied’s July 2021 actions, and Saied has
used his popularity to discredit rivals. The wholesale
reversal of democratic structures over the past year
has been particularly damaging for Saied’s main
political competitor, the moderate Islamist Ennahda
party led by Rached Ghannouchi, which has been part
of every government since 2011. In September 2021,
113 senior Ennahda members walked out of the party,
blaming Ghannouchi and the party for failing to take a
united stand against Saied’s coup. It remains to be
seen whether, under a new electoral law to be drafted
by Saied, Ennahda will be allowed to participate in the
December 2022 parliamentary elections.
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Political deadlock in Kuwait leads to dissolution
of Parliament

On 2 August 2022, Kuwait’s

powerful Kuwaiti stakeholders.

unresponsive to discontent within

parliament, the National

Opposition MPs have the power to

parliament. Although the Crown

Assembly, was formally

pass and block laws, question

Prince accepted his resignation

dissolved, following a decree

ministers and submit no-

and that of his government, Al-

issued by Crown Prince Sheikh

confidence motions against senior

Sabah and his cabinet were asked

Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah. The

government officials.

to remain in a caretaker capacity,

move came after months of

The dissolution of Kuwaiti

resulting in increased tensions

political paralysis in the oil-

parliaments has been a common

between opposition MPs and the

producing Emirate due to

occurrence over the last two

executive.

unresolvable tensions between

decades, and functions as a way

opposition MPs and the ruling

to re-set executive-legislative stale-

Reflecting these tensions, in June

family-led executive (the prime

mate. The roots of the current

2022, 16 members of the National

minister, Cabinet and Emir),

crisis lie in a lack of confidence in

Assembly staged a sit-in in their

which had stalled the passage of

the former Prime Minister, Sabah

parliamentary offices for over a

key legislation and the state

Al-Khaled Al-Sabah, who

week, calling for either the

budget.

submitted his resignation in April

appointment of a new government

following an unsatisfactory

or the dissolution of Parliament

Although Kuwait does not allow

performance during an

and new elections. The protest

political parties, the National

interpellation, or grilling, in front of

was successful, with the Crown

Assembly has considerably more

MPs.

Prince delivering a speech calling

influence than similar bodies in

for the dissolution of Parliament

other Gulf monarchies, reflecting

Al-Sabah had been viewed as lax in

and new elections, which will be

the historical need for the Al-Sabah

addressing corruption allegations

held on 29 September 2022.

monarchy to consult with other

within earlier governments and
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Q&A

Q&A with Ruta Bajarunaite, independent financial
crime expert

Ruta Bajarunaite is an

backed by the European Union’s

misunderstanding when the term

independent financial crime

Internal Security Fund – Police,

"partnership" is used. When it

consultant with experience in

and implemented by a

comes to a partnership, the main

both the public and private

Consortium led by RUSI Europe,

difference of the term in

sectors. Most recently she

along with the University of

comparison with others is that

worked with the newly

Amsterdam, Bratislava-based

there must be aligned goals on

established public–private

think tank GLOBSEC and the

both sides - public and private

partnership in Lithuania, the

International Centre for Counter-

sectors.

Center of Excellence in Anti-

Terrorism (ICCT), based in The

Money Laundering, where she led

Hague.

legislative initiatives and a
methodology group.

That's not an easy task, actually.
Whether you consider generally a

You mention in the paper that the

PPP that operates for AML, or even

goals of Public Private

take partnerships that work for

Financial Crime Digest spoke to

Partnerships are often

CTF efforts, this term is often used

Bajarunaite about a recent paper

unspecified. Why is this a

in an unspecified way.

she wrote on Public-Private

problem for CTF efforts?

Partnerships (PPPs) for Project

From my personal experience

CRAAFT - an academic research

We hear a lot of different terms,

working within the PPP in

and community-building initiative

such as: collaboration, cooperation

Lithuania, and from working on

designed to boost

and partnership when it comes to

this paper, it is extremely

counterterrorist financing (CTF)

coordination between public and

important to specify the goals

capacity across the EU and in its

private stakeholders. However,

before you set the partnership.

neighbourhood. The project is

there is sometimes a
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There is a great quote from the

crime may be used to support

one of them, the last alert they

Egmont Group - that setting up a

terrorists.

produced on sanctions evasion, it

PPP is not a goal itself. That

contains a lot of details on

reflects in the best way that a PPP

It is notable, that countries put a

typologies and techniques when it

should come with specified goals -

lot of emphasis on the structure of

comes to identifying evasion of

in simple words, public and private

the PPP, when in reality the

sanctions and enablers that help

stakeholders should have answers

success of the PPP is not

Russian elite to evade sanctions.

to questions, such as for e.g., why

predefined by its structure, but

This type of information is largely

they are gathering around the table

rather about how the strategy

explored and used by a lot of

together with other stakeholders,

behind operating the PPP

PPPs, and there are no issues with

and why they are going to share

translates into the actual impact,

that.

the information between each

for e.g. on countering terrorism

other.

through tackling terrorist finances.

Another type of data is customerspecific data. This is where some

Especially when it comes to CTF,

Could you give us an overview of

obstacles arise. What I have also

sharing strategic type of

the key types of information that

emphasised within my paper,

information, for e.g., typologies, is

can be shared in a PPP, and the

when it comes to CTF, sometimes

not enough. On AML, yes

information that is important to

it is complicated to identify

[typologies] is a valuable piece, but

share for CTF purposes?

specific transactions that could be

when it comes to CTF sharing

linked to terror groups or lone

operational data is way more

When it comes to information

actors as very often those

crucial. It's very important for

sharing in general in a PPP, we

transactions at first sight look

detecting and preventing terrorist

have strategic type of data, and

completely usual.

attacks and detecting and

then operational or customer-type

gathering transactional data.

of information.

You need specific contextual data
which could lead to identifying

In addition to this, currently we

According to the current

customers or transactions that

have around 20 PPPs operating

framework we have in the

have potential links with TF

around the world, only eight have

European Union, sharing of

activities. For the private sector, it

something to do with CTF. I think

strategic data is possible - you

is way more effective prevention-

that reflects the reality that we lack

don't need a local (on a member

wise if they get contextual

emphasis and focus that should

state level) legal gateway to enable

information from law enforcement,

be put on TF-related threats and

it. This is happening and there are

rather than just screening

risks.

no legal obstacles to it. By

customers through the terrorist

strategic data I mean trends,

lists looking for potential match.

Often the lack of focus is

typologies, risk indicators etc. In

Very often those transactions

predetermined and comes from

other words, that’s an information

which have actual links to terrorist

countries assessing their terrorist

that does not contain any details

financing activities, they are

threat as low and consequently

on specific customers. I think

missed being flagged on criteria or

undermining the fact that the risk

there are examples that include

indicators for suspicious activity.

of terrorist financing may arise

strategic type of data that is

That happens due to the fact that

even when the terrorist threat is

available for the public, for e.g. -

they usually correspond to normal

low, as funds generated by

the UK's Joint Money Laundering

customer transactional activities -

performing lawful activities or

Intelligence Taskforce (JMLIT) is

so it is crucial for the law
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enforcement to kick in here with

for indicators purely from the

contextual or person-specific data

private sector side is like looking

- of course by adhering to and

for a needle in a haystack. Also,

When we talk about private-private

securing the integrity of criminal

the bank only gets information

information-sharing, we should

proceedings, if needed, so that

about the store - they don't

understand that we are not talking

they would help the private sector

necessarily have an insight into the

about situations, when a customer

in identifying those customers

product acquired.

comes to the bank to open an

whose activities are potentially

sharing in a CTF context?

account, and then that bank just

linked to TF. By getting the

In terms of the operational or

contacts other financial market

contextual information and/or

customer information, what

participants whether they have any

person specific data, the private

information is useful? What does

additional information about that

sector has an opportunity to

this look like in practice?

person.

of transactional data for the law

It's complicated to identify people,

In order to share customer-type

enforcement that can help them

who potentially have links with TF

data in terms of private-private

not only to detect or prevent the

activities, as usually those people

information sharing, we need

attack, but also could be of

have very normal transactional

specific criteria and indicators,

assistance in assessing the

records and they are not present

which if crossed, would trigger the

aftermath activities. This

on any terrorists lists.

ability for the financial institution

produce valuable supporting piece

assistance is crucial in allowing

to ask or request the information

law enforcement to understand

PPPs thus can be very useful in

from other financial market

how many people were involved in

helping law enforcement, for e.g.,

participants.

the attack by looking for the

in the aftermath of an attack. If the

broader network.

law enforcement comes to the

For example, if the customer

private sector with particular

opened an account and had no

I don't want to undermine the

names and surnames - the private

activity for a few months and then

importance of strategic data, but

sector, then can screen for

suddenly received a huge wire

when it comes to effectively

transactions that are linked to

transfer or series of deposits

countering terrorist financing

those people and come up with

followed by cash withdrawals

strategic type of data is not

valuable transactional data for the

made on the regular basis until the

enough. We need local legal

law enforcement.

funds in the account were reduced

gateways that would support and

to a nominal balance. In this case

enable operational information

When we talk about the

this type of transactional activity

sharing arrangements within the

information-sharing for CFT

would trigger as a red flag

framework of public private

purposes, it isn't just about public

indicating for potential terrorist

partnerships for the effective fight

to private information-sharing. It's

financing activity, thus financial

against terrorism.

also about private-private

institution could ask other financial

information-sharing. Therefore,

institutions which are linked to the

There have been a lot of attacks in

enhancing private-private

activity for additional risk

recent years across Europe, and

information sharing is very

information on that customer.

they tend to have been perpetrated

relevant as well.

with minimal spending - the

An example above is quite

acquisition of a knife or hiring a

Could you give an example of

simplified one, as when it comes

van. As I say in the paper, looking

private-private information

to CTF, often without contextual
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insights that are expected to come

enabled through the way of

together, what you get is a full

from law enforcement, it is difficult

legislative measure making

picture. If we don't put the

to detect customers and/or

sharing the client’s data without

fragmented pieces of information

transactions that would indicate

reasonable suspicions not

together, we'll miss the picture of

potential links to TF activities, at

possible.

transactional data and recreate the

the same time leaving private

illicit financial flows will be

sector without criteria and

On the question of private-private

indicators being triggered to

information sharing. The bank

enable private-private information

only receives incomplete

We hear speaking a lot in the

sharing. In most cases,

transaction information from a

European Union about the need to

transactions that are executed by

business, whether that be an

find a way that would allow to

those who may be involved in

airliner or a local hardware store.

pass information securely, in a

terrorism or terrorist financing, at

But if we were talking about the

real-time way, on a EU-wide basis

first sight do not necessarily look

bank, and the business where the

and there’s need to define what

like they have anything to do with

product is acquired, and law

type of information could be

illicit activities.

enforcement all having an insight

passed in different situations

into the specifics of a

because this is what is needed

Another example could be related

transaction... I'm sure there

from a data protection side. We

to Netherlands. In the Netherlands,

would have to be very strong

need clarity and legality when it

through the existing PPP, law

safeguards?

comes information-sharing on the

enforcement, when necessary,

extremely difficult.

cross-border basis.

passes names of suspected

Exactly, that is a very good

terrorists to banks and then

depiction. It is very complicated

From the data protection side, it is

financial institutions screen those

when it comes to applying

obvious neither I, nor other people

in order to identify (if any)

necessary safeguards. There are

want their personal data to just

unusual/suspicious payments.

questions such as, how the

flow somewhere without

information would be shared.

reasonable grounds. No-one wants

It is important to stress, that

Would members [of the PPP] meet

the personal data to go around

without criteria and indicators for

virtually, would they meet in

different stakeholders without

suspicion it is difficult to enable

person or would they use a system

clear legal basis. We need local

private-private information as

to share information. If the system

legislative measures which would

there have to be reasonable

is used then who can access it,

describe what type of data will be

grounds for asking and/or passing

what is the quality of the data that

shared for what type of purpose. It

information about the particular

is shared between public and

is very easy to say let's share data

customer to another financial

private stakeholders. There are a

for CTF. But in reality, we have to

institution. Otherwise, we risk

lot of questions that must be

answer questions how will it be

exposing customer information

answered before decisions are

done, what are the thresholds

unnecessarily. At least within

made to put particular safeguards.

which have to be reached?

provisions indicating conditions

In general, we should imagine that

Also, another question is whether

under which personal information

we have different pieces of the

information-sharing should be

can be shared and person’s as a

puzzle, where if you put

mandatory or voluntary. For

data subject’s rights can be

information from the retailer and

example, in Singapore, they

restricted. In general, this must be

the bank and law enforcement

Monetary Authority when

Europe, GDPR has quite strict
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consulting on the introduction of a

conclusion, that firstly information

is why we need local legal

regulatory framework and platform

sharing should be enabled locally,

gateways that would contain

for financial institutions to share

and then brought on cross-border

specific provisions enabling

customers’ risk information with

basis.

information-sharing. The most

each other for ML/TF/PF

important fact here to consider is

purposes, indicated that in certain

Could you explain the importance

the protection of personal data,

cases, information-sharing should

of "gateways" with respect to

that is why we have GDPR within

be mandatory.

PPPs - what does this mean in

the EU, and articles 12-22 that

practice?

describe data subjects’ rights.

There are a lot of areas to explore.

There are a quite a few rights that

In case of the JMLIT, when London

The local legal gateway means the

data subjects have - the right to be

Bridge attack in 2017 happened,

legislative measure that is

informed, the right to delete

law enforcement kicked in and

introduced in the national

information, the right to rectify etc.

brought the case to JMLIT within

legislation. JMLIT is once again a

the 12 hours after the attack. This

good example to use [under

When it comes to information

allowed them with the help of

section 7 of the Crime and Courts

sharing, for example, for counter-

financial institutions to conclude

Act 2013]. However, it is notable

terrorist financing purposes, there

that the attack had no broader

that JMLIT is sort of a unique

definitely will be situations where

network. That's the clearest

example which couldn't

financial institutions will not be

example of how PPP and

necessarily be considered for all

able to inform the customer that

operational information sharing

EU countries, as the National

they are going to share their

can work. When it comes to

Crime Agency has a very wide

information with other financial

prevention and detection of TF

legal mandate in terms of sharing

institution. Otherwise, it could

related financial flows, I think that's

information, and that isn't

undermine the whole purpose of

way more difficult. For example, in

necessarily the case within other

the information-sharing in that

the Netherlands, the Dutch

law enforcement agencies in other

situation. To restrict that right for

terrorism financing taskforce uses

EU countries.

the customer [to be informed], it

a platform where the Dutch FIU

must be done based on the

and the representatives of several

With the AML directive, the current

provision(s) that is enshrined into

major banks who undergo required

EU legal framework does not

the law, or in order words, by the

vetting procedures, sit together

explicitly prohibit the information

legislative measure that is

and analyse risk profiles on

sharing, however there is no legal

introduced in the national

potential subjects who might be

clarity as to how that should be

legislation. Whether it is an AML

involved in TF activities. Then

done, especially considering

law or AML/CTF combined,

those risk profiles are passed to

operational information sharing

generally speaking you have to

other relevant obliged entities so

between public and private sectors

establish a provision that would

that based on shared risk profiles

- there are only provisions related

state that in order to safeguard the

obliged entities would identify

to the protection of STRs related

national security, as article 23 (1)

unusual transactions involving

information and that tipping-off is

(a) of GDPR indicates, certain data

potential TF.

forbidden, basically. What I mean

subject rights may be restricted.

here, is that the current EU legal
Generally speaking, these

framework is way not enough to

So, I'm talking about the local legal

examples that have been

enable a secure and data privacy-

gateway that would consider

discussed pave the way to the

oriented information sharing. That

provisions related to the data
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protection. We understand the

on what kind of additional

can be shared and for which

importance of national security,

provisions are needed to be

purposes.

but we have to ensure that we do

introduced to secure that in

not breach or restrict completely

sharing information with the

We have mentioned JMLIT on

fundamental rights of people as

private sector, we do not risk

several occasions. It was

well.

undermining any of the ongoing

established around 2014, but

processes or procedures of the

there has been a litany of terrorist

law enforcement agencies.

attacks in the UK since then.

Another thing is to put in that
legislative measure - in the

Obviously we don't know about

national legislation - what type of

Safeguards have to be put in two

attacks which were prevented, or

information, when, for what

respects - protecting citizens vis-à-

the value of JMLIT in bringing

purposes, and with whom the

vis privacy, so we don't deprive the

together intelligence in the

information will be shared.

rights of data subjects, and on the

aftermath of attacks.

law enforcement side we must
The crucial thing here is to

ensure that whenever we are

Is it possible to assess the

understand what type of

sharing information it is done in a

effectiveness of this PPP? And

information we are going to share

way that we adhere to the integrity

should we be modest in

for what purposes. Meaning, are

of an investigation and/or ongoing

accepting that it is unlikely that

we going to only share the

criminal proceedings.

public-private financial

name/surname, an address, or

information sharing can prevent

even religious affiliation

I do not believe that it is possible

attacks, and instead focus on

information about that person, etc

to introduce the unified and

how we can best share

- all of these types of information

detailed information-sharing

intelligence after attacks

have different levels of protection

mechanism on a European level -

happen?

that are guaranteed by the GDPR.

so the importance of local legal

So, when I talk about introducing

gateways remains. We have

The first thing to note is that when

the local legal gateway - it has

different examples when it comes

a PPP is established, it is not the

mostly to do with ensuring that we

to information-sharing. For

next day that information-sharing

adhere to the data privacy, and if

example in Estonia they have a

between public and private

we share the data, we do it in a

broad provision within AML/CTF

stakeholders happens. What we

proportionate and necessary way.

law that allows sharing of

are missing out on is how much a

This is one part of the story.

information between private

change in the culture and trust is

sector, in the Netherlands, there is

needed in order for information

Another part comes with the

Netherlands Police Act which also

exchange to happen. Let's remind

information that could be passed

entails quite broad provision

ourselves that in most cases, it's

from law enforcement - how to not

related to public-private

not mandatory and it highly

undermine the integrity of ongoing

information-sharing. There is no

depends on how willing private or

criminal proceedings, or

one-size-fits-all, however usually

public stakeholders are to share

investigations . Therefore, it is

there is a lot of collaboration and

the information. No-one can force

important to maintain the close

coordination between the data

you to share something if that’s

collaboration with the law

protection authority, law

not your obligation under the law.

enforcement when introducing

enforcement and private sector in

Therefore, the success of the PPP

information-sharing provisions, in

order to reach the same level of

lies in how much trust and

order to have a very clear picture

understanding in terms of what

confidence is built between the
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stakeholders. When the JMLIT

As I see currently, I think the

public and private sectors for CFT

was created, it's not like the next

private sector is most helpful when

purposes in one way or another is

day, magic happened.

the aftermath of the attack has to

undeniable.

be evaluated. Additionally, we
They have worked continuously

should not forget that the financial

You said only about 8 of 20 PPPs

toward the development of the

sector is quite diversified. When

have a CTF function. Do you see

culture of trust between the

considering sharing of operational

JMLIT as a model for other

stakeholders and I think they are

information, we are not just talking

countries? How about others that

even still in the process today

about large multinational financial

you see as promising?

when it comes to building solid

institutions with strong internal

trust foundation for the public-

controls. There are a lot of small

JMLIT was the pilot PPP project

private partnership to develop

players, FinTechs, that have very

that paved the way proving that

further.

different levels of internal controls

collaboration between public and

in order to ensure that only

private stakeholders was possible.

So, building trust and confidence is

necessary information is shared

JMLIT has produced lots of

the first thing. Another thing is that

for the indicated purposes and its

practical experience and examples

PPP is not a golden bullet in the

accessed only by designated staff

for other countries then to be used

fight against money laundering or

that has required expertise to

and/or adopted. Other PPPs are

terrorist financing. I hear a lot of

assess the necessity of

not very well developed in terms of

debates about PPP and people

information sharing and/or

using partnership for the CFT

saying that this type of partnership

ensuring the security of received

purposes or they aren't sharing

should solve all the challenges we

data.

publicly information about how

had before considering the fight

impactful their partnerships

against the financial crime. I can

In general, PPP should be

between public and private

assure you, that this will not

considered as a part of a broader

stakeholders are. So, from an

happen.

set of measures that are used to

analysis perspective, in terms of

tackle illicit financial flows. The

EU, I would emphasize the

I would suggest seeing a PPP as

financial services industry can help

Netherlands, which has at least

part of a bigger picture – a part of

with transactional data in the

three public-private partnerships

the comprehensive response to

aftermath of an attack. Before

that operate exclusively for CFT

terrorist financing threats - it can

that, it's quite difficult to assess

issues and manage to produce

be one of the main tools to help

the role and impact of the financial

tangible results.

you to detect and prevent terror

services industry through the PPP

attacks and financing of terrorism.

framework. We have not seen a lot

Other than that, – I am still

However, taken alone, it does not

of public information about how

missing more practical examples

solve anything. Thus, we should

financial services industry players

that would serve as a showcase

not be saying that PPP is a

have been able to help law

for other PPPs within EU. I am

magical answer that will help us to

enforcement in prevention of any

keeping myself to the opinion, that

prevent terrorist attacks from

terrorist attacks. Thus, even

we lack attention and focus from

happening or help us to detect all

though there is no need to

PPPs to be put on CTF related

potential illicit financial flows that

fantasize about how effective the

issues. We are mostly oriented

have ties with the financing of

financial services industry can be, I

towards anti-money laundering

terrorism.

am still of the opinion that the

and considering the current global

value of collaboration between
90
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landscape, sanctions is another

sceptical here, but introducing

branches in another country. How

topic of interest.

cross-border information sharing

can we even talk about public-

will require substantial amount of

private transnational information

time and persistence.

sharing? A lot of work needs to be

If we don't even have many
national PPPs dealing with CTF

done on the nation-wide basis first.

issues, how can we resolve some

In the EU, we must start sharing

At the moment I hear lots of

of the more cross-border issues

information at the local level as

people talking a lot, however I

on this front?

soon as it is possible, and then

would prefer words to be followed

having that local knowledge it

by real actions in order to move

Well, I would love to be optimistic,

would be way easier to introduce

towards cross-border information

but I'm quite reserved about that. I

information-sharing arrangements

sharing.

definitely support the cross-border

on the EU-wide basis to share the

information-sharing, however we

data with other public or private

Roger Hamilton-Martin, Financial

have to understand that there are

stakeholders. From the practical

Services Journalist

lots of countries within the EU,

side, it is still very common that a

where information-sharing is not

financial institution that is

Roger.Hamilton-Martin@aperio-

even happening within their own

established in one country does

intelligence.com

borders… so I wouldn’t want to be

not share actively data with its
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ESG

Environmental, Social and Governance Update

Welcome to the Environmental,

perspective”. Hong Kong is

fulfilling their disclosure

Social and Governance (ESG)

uniquely positioned “as its market

requirements.

Update which gives you an

connects vast amounts of global

overview of important

capital with a very large number of

Furthermore, the SFC will continue

developments in the sphere of

leading mainland China

to monitor the implementation of

corporate sustainability over the

businesses”, implementing the

measures designed to ensure

last month.

International Sustainability

regular dialogues with the industry.

Standards Board (ISSB) standards

As in recent years ESF funds in

Hong Kong Securities and

into Hong Kong reporting

Hong Kong have continued to

Futures Commission publishes

requirements would have an

grow, the SFC pays attention to

agenda for green and sustainable

important impact worldwide.

monitoring ESG funds’ compliance

finance

with the requirements established
On asset management, the SFC

in its June 2021 circular.

The Hong Kong Securities and

has implemented measures

Futures Commission (SFC) on 2

requiring fund managers to

EC report on targeted

August published its Agenda for

consider climate-related risks in

consultation on the functioning of

green and sustainable finance,

their investment and risk

the ESG ratings market in the EU

building on the goals established

management processes, in

The European Commission (EC)

in its Strategic Framework for

addition to making adequate

on 4 August released a report

Green Finance.

disclosures to meet investors

detailing the results of a targeted

demand for climate risk

consultation on “ESG ratings and

The SFC agenda notes that the

information. Concerns persist in

ESG factors in credit ratings”,

“credibility of the standard-setting

relation to the ability and quality of

conducted between 4 April and 10

process is vital to ensure

data for asset managers when

June.

confidence from the public interest
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77 percent of respondents

August a report on ESG data

Group’s (EFRAG) public

represented the private

production, designed to support

consultation on the first set of

sector, while non-governmental

companies consider how they

draft European Sustainability

organizations accounted for 8

gather and use ESG data more

Reporting Standards (ESRS).

percent of respondents, and public

effectively in their decision-making

authorities for percent. A majority

processes.

of them declared they use ESG

ESMA’s response notes that it
welcomes the “political agreement

ratings, with three quarters of

The report highlights that a key

recently reached by the co-

responding investors saying they

driver noted at the level of investor

legislators on the Corporate

use ESG ratings that provide an

and stakeholder requests is the

Sustainability Reporting Directive

opinion on the impact of

request of lenders and debt

(CSRD)”, as the CSRD will replace

companies on the society and

investors, as “green or

the Non-Financial Reporting

environment.

sustainability linked-bonds and

Directive (NFRD). The CSRD

loans require post issuance

mandates the European

reporting of ESG data on the use

Commission (EC) to require each

of proceeds against specific

individual European Supervisory

principles or frameworks”. Yet,

Authority to provide an opinion on

several participants indicated that

the final technical advice on the

banks are increasingly asking for

draft reporting standards

ESG data for traditional refinancing

developed by EFRAG prior to their

or new credits, regardless of the

adoption by the EC.

Nearly all respondents stated that
they value and need transparency
in data sourcing and
methodologies, timelines,
accuracy and reliability of ESG
ratings. Several respondents also
use controversy scores or
assessments, exclusion lists and
UN-SDG alignment assessments.
According to the report, “for half of
the respondents, ESG ratings are
determinant in assessing the way
they manage sustainability risks
and opportunities and their impact
on the outside world”.
Respondents also deploy
instruments designed to assess
their sustainability management
and impact, such as internal
materiality assessments, level of
compliance with national or
international requirements,
external assessments, and
benchmarking against peers.
UK FRC Lab publishes report on
ESG data production
The UK Financial Reporting
Council (FRC) published on 30
93

destination of the funds.
ESMA highlights that “it is
Furthermore, data requests may

important that the EFRAG provides

be part of a tendering process to

adequate guidance to issuers on

win a contract, at the contract

how to implement the materiality

signing stage and onboarding.

process, including how to

Investors may equally request the

determine any entity-specific

companies to follow specific

qualitative and quantitative

frameworks, standards or

materiality criteria and how to

certifications. In addition, retail

distinguish between impact

customers who are interested in

materiality and financial or

sustainable products maybe pay

enterprise value creation

attention to labels and

materiality”.

certifications of sustainable
practices.

ESMA recommends that the
EFRAG avoids requiring

ESMA responds to first draft of

clarifications about the lack of

European Sustainability

materiality of certain disclosures,

Reporting Standards

while focusing instead on pursuing

The European Securities and

proportionality objectives. Ways to

Markets Authority (ESMA) on 8

pursue such objectives may

August responded to the European
Financial Reporting Advisory
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involve “allowing a gradual

experts or entities working on

phasing-in of certain requirements,

Australian PRA issues paper on

reducing the complexity of the

climate risk self-assessment

requirements themselves

survey

In general, the responses indicate

and/or deferring some disclosure

The Australian Prudential

that institutions consider that they

requirements”.

Regulation Authority (PRA) issued

moderate vulnerability to both

on 4 August a climate risk self-

physical and transition risks under

assessment survey exploring the

a high-risk scenario. The most

extent to which various institutions

common climate scenarios used

incorporate climate risks in their

included Intergovernmental Panel

strategic planning processes.

on Climate Change (IPCC)

UK FCA looks for external experts
to support its work on ESG issues
The UK Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) announced on 23
August the establishment of a new
advisory committee to support
work on ESG issues, as it is
seeking expressions of interest
from stakeholders to join.
The announcement comes after
the FCA board decided to create a
new ESG advisory committee to
help deliver its ESG related tasks.
The committee’s role aims to
provide advice to the board on
how it implements oversight of
ESG matters that matter to the
FCA both as a regulator and for its
operations. The committee also
seeks to help the FCA further
develop its ESG strategy.
The committee will include a small
number of external experts with
deep knowledge of ESG issues in
the financial sector.
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climate risk.

representative concentration
On the risk management

pathway (RCP) 2.6, RCP 4.5 and

component, the paper notes that

RCP 8.5, Network for Greening the

over 80 percent of institutions

Financial System and delayed

involved reported having a formal

transition scenario, and

process established to detect

International Energy Agency (IEA)

material climate risks. However,

net zero emissions by 2050

“only half of these institutions

Scenario.

reported assessing the potential
impact of climate risk on their

by Agnes Nicolescu, Junior Editor

institution on a regular basis”.
agnes.nicolescu@aperioSome institutions reported also

intelligence.com

having started to include climate
risk into elements of the risk

For more information on our ESG

management framework, with the

services, contact

most advanced elements including
“management reporting and

Scott Travis, Head of ESG

information systems, and

Services at Aperio Intelligence

governance structure and
composition”. Around 90 percent

scott.travis@aperio-

of institutions indicated they have

intelligence.com

sought assistance from external
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